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Introduction

INTRODUCTION
Little did I realise in January 1945 when, as a 17 year old Air Training
Corps Cadet in the Air Force Camp at Burnside, that almost 50 years later
I would be compiling a history of the Park and of the many sports and
activities which take place within its boundaries.

"

William Boag was only 23 years of age when he began the enormous task
of turning the swamp area into arable farm land. He would no doubt be
proud of the expansive playing fields which now grace the area. The
foresight of those members of the Waimairi County Council who in the
early 1950' s set aside the area for recreation is to be applauded. At all
times of day there are people using the excellent facilities which have
been developed be they strollers, joggers, or the hundreds who regularly
take part in Cricket, Tennis, Squash, Bowls or Rugby.
Many tourists travelling along Memorial Avenue towards central
Christchurch cannot help but be impressed by the vast unfenced area of
green grass upon which the youth of the city regularly display their
sporting skills.
Writing a project of this size could not be carried out without the
wonderful co-operation of many people who have allowed themselves to
be interviewed, contributed articles on their chosen sport, made
photographs available and generally assisted in the production of this
book.

0

No area can afford to remain stationary and progress has always to be
ongoing; to this end the Christchurch City Council has produced a master
plan and as is evident at the Park is carrying out a major development. It
mainly relates to parking, playground and tree planting which, when fully
completed, will further enhance the beauty of this area of North-west
Christchurch.
Over the years the standard of performance in the various codes has
continued to rise. In 1994 the Burnside West University Cricket Club
won the Trust Bank Cup for the One Day Competition, the Burnside
Senior Rugby team were the holders of the Trust Bank Trophy
Championship and the Burnside Bowling Club has two of its finest
players, Bruce McNish and Stewart Buttar in the New Zealand Team for
the XV Commonwealth Games being held in Victoria, Canada in August
1994.
Arthur E Grayburn
August 1994 .
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History

Introduction
Memorial Avenue was not always so named. For generations and long
before the present broad, four laned highway was dreamed about the
thoroughfare was known as Burnside Road. It is an honoured name and
is borne proudly by schools and sporting clubs in the district, but in
particular it is perpetuated by the 70 acres which make up Burnside Park.
Within the magnificent woodland area which surrounds the water tower
are to be found some of the foundations of the site in bygone days of the
large homestead of William Boag. This was built in the 1860' s but was
sadly burnt to the ground during the 1920's. At one time Boag's farm
extended from over Yaldhurst Road to Wairarapa Road (now Wairakei
Road), and from Russley Road to 11am Road- an area of approximately
1700 acres.

The Homestead
Whilst Walpole Cheshyre Fendall gave his name to Fendalton,
William Boag can surely be looked upon as the founding father of
Burnside.
The Beginning
On the 8th day of December 1851 the "Cornwall" sailed into
Lyttelton Harbour (then known as Port Cooper). The "Cornwall"
was the eighteenth ship chartered by the Canterbury Association
being a barque of some 580 tons and carried 114 settlers to their nev.
land. The voyage lasted a few days short of four months, it was a
long and very arduous journey with the overcrowding and lack of
fresh food being a constant concern. On board, sharing the steerage
quarters with fifty other emigrants was young William Boag. He
was born on the 17th of January 1828 at Ardoch, West Perthshire,
Scotland and was the eldest of six children. The Boage family, as
the name was then spelt, had left France during the religious
problems of the 15th Century residing first in Norfolk and then in
Perthshire, Scotland.

. -~
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Boag like many other colonists had little or no money and finding a ,,;/ _: ~·
job was an immediate necessity. Shortly after he arrived he walked ~·;.;, ·.,:·:.,.
1
to Pigeon Bay where he was able to get work with the Hays, his
· ·LJ. .·,::: ·-::
· experience in farming fitting him well for his first job in the new
country.

William Boag
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Boag was a dark haired, well built young man of twenty-three, strong
with broad shoulders, a capacity for hard work and a determination to
succeed. After eighteen months he left the Hays to work for Mr William
Thompson of "Ohinetahi" Governors Bay where he managed the dairy
business, then the principal industry in the young colony. During this
period he used his wages to purchase stock for his own farm which one
day he was determined to buy.
On the 5th July 1853, in the first Anglican Church built in Lyttelton, he
married Ann Fermiger. She had arrived in Wellington on the" Arab" in
1841 and came south to Pigeon Bay to work as a maid for Mrs Hay. For
the nine years that she was there she took dairy cows in lieu of her
wages. She also worked at "Ohinetahi" where she added to her
reputation as a fine and resourceful woman as well as a splendid cook.
Again she took her wages in cattle and her two splendid herds along
with William's own cattle were the foundation of the dairy herd of the
Boags after they were married. Genealogy records taken from the church
records show that William had signed his surname "Boage" although
there is a note recording that his name is usually spelt "Boag". Ann's
name is recorded as Fermiger although the mark in her section of the
register reveals just an "X".
In the latter part of 1853 William and Ann Boag moved to Riccarton

where he leased 200 acres from the Deans family, this was known as
Rural Section 117. In those early days rural land was sold by the
Canterbury Association in minimum lots of 50 acres at £3 per acre. The
blocks were given their rural section number in the order of their
• application. Rural Section 117 had been bought in England by one
Thomas Hanmer of Bodnor Carnavon and this was the land that John
Deans of Riccarton had bought as an investment for his brother in
Scotland for a price of £2 an acre. This was registered in late 1851 in the
name of John Young Deans. John Deans of Riccarton wrote to his brother
in December 1853 advising him that he had leased the land satisfactorily
to a Scotsman William Boag who had recently married a first rate dairy
woman. Together they could muster about £400 worth of stock. The
terms of the lease were for seven years at 5/- per acre with a right to
purchase at the end of the first term for £1,000.
At the same time William Boag bought in late 1853 a small piece of
land-Rural Section 146. This was an area of one acre and thirty-six
perches and was situated between the two upper branches of the
Waimairi Stream at the top end of what is now Avonhead Road.
Much later this was to become the W aimairi County Nursery. It
was a triangular piece of swamp land between RS 24 and RS 117
(Boag' s own leased land) and probably had not been taken up
before because of its swampy nature or possibly because its
boundaries had not been clearly defined. Whatever the reason Boag
registered ownership and proceeded to drain the area. There were
fresh water springs handy and on this small piece of land William
and Ann Boag were to build their first home plus a dairy and stock
yards. These two properties were to make up the foundation of the
Burnside Farm as Boag was to name it, presumably after the
"burns" that ran through his land.

Mrs Ann Boag
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The land was partly swamp with areas of flax, raupo and tussock.
The swamp land had to be drained, the flax grubbed out by hand
and the tussock burnt. He had had the foresight to have earlier
bought a single furrow plough in Lyttelton. With the aid of a
bullock he dragged the plough over the Bridal Path. It was
backbreaking work clearing the land from its natural state but with
his practical knowledge of farming, very hard work and
perseverance he was able to gradually turn the farm into rich, fertile
land.

History

The Homestead and Gardens
William Boag, loving this new life and recognising its great potential was
determined to bring his family relatives out to join him. This soon
became possible, for less than six years after his own arrival he sent
money back to Scotland to pay for all their fares. Thus in October 1857
when the ship "Glentanner" arrived in Lyttelton William was there to
meet his parents, William and Jane Boag, his two brothers John and Peter
and his two sisters Ann and Janet plus James Rollo who had recently
married Janet. Another brother had died before the family had left
Scotland. After arranging for their luggage to be taken over Evans' Pass
by horse and dray to Christchurch, the group walked over the Bridle
Path getting their first views of the vast plains in the distance and gazing
down to where the city was starting to grow.
William took them all to his home at Burnside where his property was
being transformed into a fine, prosperous farm with well planned
grounds. These were to be planted in time with chosen shelter and
ornamental trees plus a variety of choice shrubs. Boag' s large family was
to make Burnside their home for several years.

3
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The Homestead Gardens
William's father helped his son with light odd jobs about the farm, for
although he was only in his early fifties he was rather lame and always
walked with the aid of a short stout walking stick. This stick was kept as
a family memento for many years.
Brother John, a strong sixteen year old youth was to be of great assistance
to William and Ann for many years. However, he soon realised, as
William had done, the great potential for this new land and he began to
start saving for a property of his own. After some years working as a
shearer he was able to make his first purchase of land in 1863, a block of
forty acres on what was to become known as "Brookside" in the
Ellesmere district. This grew into a substantial farm which he named
"Middlerigg". He married Grace, a daughter of John and Janet Stewart,
in April 1865.
Later other members of William Boag's own family were to farm within
the Ellesmere County or to marry into farming families in the area.
Today there are many descendants of William and Ann Boag still
farming and living in this district as well as other parts of Canterbury.
Meanwhile Boag's fortunes had prospered to the extent that he was able
to purchase in July 1859, the adjoining fifty acres of RS 199 from William
Moorhouse for which he paid £6 per acre. This land Boag was to use as
his best wintering paddock, it being sixty feet higher than Cathedral
Square.
On the same day Douglas Graham bought the other 50 acres from the
Moorhouse Block paying the same price as Boag. Earlier in 1854 he had
bought RS 83 from Samuel Hewlings. GR MacDonald's notes state that
Graham arrived in 1852 on the "Minerva" and that he was manager of
John Deans cattle from 1854 for 18 years until his untimely death in 1872.
At the end of his first term of lease Boag was able to exercise his right to
purchase the main block of his farm as agreed from James Young Deans
for £1,000 A month later he sold the eastern half of 100 acres to Douglas
Graham. These titles were registered in April and May 1861. It is
unlikely Douglas Graham actively farmed his properties as he was
contracted to Deans and would have had his hands full managing
"Riccarton". The probability was that Boag leased the 100 acres from
Graham.

4
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Boag was now in a position to buy property northwards to Wairarapa
Road (now Wairakei Road) and over the next two years he purchased
approximately three hundred acres in nine or ten titles. Much of this
land was stony, being the shingle beds of the Wairarapa Streams upper
reaches and not suitable in the main, for cropping. Boag though, could
see that the land was to become a valuable asset in the next few years.
In 1871 at Grigg and Russell's land auction Douglas Graham bought RS
115 and 658, a total of 141 acres for £12 an acre. This was to be his own
farm and on it he built a fine homestead near the corner of Grahams
Road where Flay Park is now located. Tragically Graham died in March
1872 as a result of an accident when driving a horse-drawn cart from
Homebush to his brother's farm at Southbridge. The horse suddenly
took fright and Graham, dragged from his seat, had a finger all but torn
off. He died that night under chloroform.
William Boag and Douglas Graham were the most prominent
landowners in the 1860-1870 era along Fendall Town Road as Burnside
Road was first known. They were also friends and their families grew up
together in the area. The Grahams had two sons and a daughter.
Ann and William Boag had nine children, four sons William, Thomas
Dewar, John Samuel and Peter Dewar. They had five daughters-Jane
married William McMillan of Irwell in 1881 and died in 1889, her sister
Sarah Ann became McMillan's second wife in 1890. Margaret married
William Henderson; Janet married Selwyn Bruce in 1891 and Mary Ann
was wed to James Henderson of "Glencairn" Dunsandel. Sadly William
Boag' s wife Ann died at the comparatively early age of 52 years. At the
age of 58 William remarried Agnes Duncan, 21 years his junior, on the
17th of June 1886 and they had three children-Ann Agnes (Nance) born
1887 married James Burnham Bowker at St Andrews Church on 4 April
1911, Andrew Duncan born in 1889 and James Nichol in 1891.
Meanwhile William Boag was enlarging his farm. He had bought part of
R S 24 in 1867, a block of fifty acres of excellent land south across the
Waimairi stream. Research shows this land had belonged to H B Johnson
who had earlier acquired it from a person who rejoiced in the name of
Crackenthorpe John Wentworth Cookson. Boag bought RS 83 in 1874
from the Graham Estate and it is very likely that he leased RS 115 and
568 from Mrs Graham who continued to live on the farm. He purchased
RS 178 and 179 from HF Gray in 1877 and in 1879 he was able to secure
"Avonhead" W B Bray's original property of RS 177 with its quaint cob
cottage, a total of 500 acres of good land down to Yaldhurst Road. His
son Peter Dewar who married Jane Anderson in 1892 later farmed the
property "Avonhead". Several years later the farm was divided into
smaller blocks. Andrew Duncan Boag who had married Constance
Mickle in 1911 acquired some of the land and on it built a fine
homestead. However after a few years farming he decided to sell the
land and they moved to the North Island.
By 1879 William Boag owned or leased 1700 acres of land which made up
the fine, prosperous farm of "Burnside". As well as his Burnside land he
also owned from 1878 an excellent property of 2,600 acres at Selwyn,
2,000 acres of which consisted of rich reclaimed swamp. Included in this
area were the properties of "Littlerigg", "Mains" and "Broadleas which
he gave to his children. His son Thomas Dewar who married Helen
Eaglesome in 1883 received "Littlerigg" . His third son John Samuel who
had married Jenny Henderson was given "Mains" . For his daughter Mrs
James Henderson, nee Mary Ann Boag, he bought "Broadleas". The
properties adjoined his brother's farm "Middlerigg"

5
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1903 Celebrating 50 years at Burnside.
Standing at the back is Jane McMillan. Back row from left are Noni,
John and Ann McMillan, James Henderson, Nancy Boag, William and
Agnes McMillan, Robin and May Boag and Robert McMillan.
2nd row: Selwyn and Jenny Bruce, Mary Ann Henderson, Jenny and
John S Boag, Sarah McMillan, Grandfather Boag, Agnes, Thomas and
Helen Boag, Margaret and William Henderson and William Boag.
On knees: Melva Bruce, John, Donald and Peggy Henderson.
Front row: Mabel Henderson, Margaret Boag, Bruce McMillan, Holly
Henderson, Andrew Boag, Edith McMillan, Harry Henderson, James
Boag, Noeline Bruce, Bruce, Willy, Hugh Alan and Les Henderson and
Edna Bruce.
.It is interesting to note that most of this land was purchased from the
Hon. Robert Daly, a son of Lord Dunsandel. John Robert Godley' s
mother was a Daly which probably accounts for the family investing in
Canterbury.
William Boag left for a trip to Scotland in January 1875 and was given a
grand dinner before his departure. During his twelve months absence he
spent over £4,000 on the purchase of high class stock and machinery for
his farm. He started his annual sale of surplus stock in November 1878
just after the A & P Show. After lunch in a marquee on the lawn,
Shorthorn cattle, Clydesdale horses and Leicester sheep were paraded
and sold by auction. A Shorthorn heifer brought 480 guineas out of the
total proceeds of £5,860. He visited the old country again in 1889 and
brought back with him two purebred Clydesdale horses.
During the late 1860' s William Boag had built his second home, a fine
two storied homestead located in front of his first house and close to
where the present water tower is situated in Burnside Park. The
foundation remains can be readily seen to the south east of the water
tower between the stream and cricket carpark. The homestead boasted a
drawing room for the ladies, a smoking room for the men, maids quarters
and beautifully tree planted grounds with expansive lawns on which
strutted peacocks and guinea fowl, plus a large conservatory well
stocked with exotic plants. It is understood that the house was destroyed
by fire in either 1924 or 1925. Fortunately there remain some splendid
photographs of it and the picturesque grounds in their prime.
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been a direct result of his labours, his astute husbandry of resources, his
determination to succeed and the support and ~nergy of his wife Ann.

.

From his earliest days William had seen that a demand for high class
cattle must arise in New Zealand so he imported pedigree Shorthorn
bulls, Clydesdale draught horses and Leicester sheep. One of his first
importations was the Clydesdale "Prince Charles" selected by Tom Hay
and brought out in the "Crusader". The horse cost 230 guineas in
Scotland. Also on the same ship was a Clydesdale filly named "London
Maggie" a Shorthorn cow and three pedigree English Leicester sheep.
Further imports of Clydesdale horses were the "Laird of Kilbride" and
"Lord Dunmore". The progeny of these famous sires became known
throughout Australasia and were much in demand. "Border Chief" and
"Marshall Keith" were to take the Gold Medals at Melbourne for several
years and enhance William Boag's reputation of an owner and breeder of
quality draught horses. Boag and his younger brother Peter and James
Hay had made a trip to Australia in 1871 and came back with four
beautiful Clydesdale mares, a colt and a pony stallion.
It was natural that Boag should exhibit at the Agricultural Shows of the
colony. He took first prizes with his stallion Napoleon" at the
Christchurch Show of 1868. He could proudly show many prizes won in
Australia and New Zealand but perhaps the one he valued most was the
cup presented by Peter Cunningham, President of the Christchurch A &
P Show of 1883 for the New Zealand exhibitor gaining most points for his
horses, cattle and sheep. This was much to the annoyance of the big men
from Otago who were so angry that they decided to boycott the
Christchurch Show for three years from 1883. The cup was made of solid
silver, depicted a fine standing mare and foal with smaller sheep and
cattle at the base. This trophy is still greatly treasured by one of his
descendants. William did not just confine his attention to cattle and
horses for he was a successful breeder of Leicester sheep which were
greatly sought by other breeders.
Enid McCormick, daughter of James B Bowker and grand-daughter of
Agnes (Nance) Mr Boag's second wife, speaks of the women of Burnside
who had to groom the cattle and horses before the A & P Shows.
Frequently they had to work all through the night to prepare all the
animals. In the 1880-90s the procession of stock on its way to the A & P
Show Grounds could stretch from Burnside to Clyde Road- a most
impressive sight.
As well as being a regular and large exhibitor at the A & P Shows, Boag
was in much demand as a judge of many classes of stock and
implements. He was made a Life Member of the Canterbury A & P
Association having been on the committee for many years and chairman
in 1886. He somehow found the time to engage himself in many other
civic activities.

"

He was a Foundation Member of the Riccarton Road Board and served
there for twenty years until his death. He was one of the first elected
members of the W aimakariri River Board and chairman for twelve years;
a member of the Selwyn County Council for the same period of time and
for a number of years on the Board of Advice for Lincoln College. Being
one of the Founding Members of the New Zealand Farmers Co-op Assn.,
he was still a director in 1903. He was a member and judge of the
Canterbury Trotting Club and president in 1888. Three years on the
Christchurch Drainage Board, for many years an Elder of St Andrews
Church and a member of the Caledonian Society where he served a term
of two years as President. He stood for Parliament contesting the
Riccarton seat in 1893 and gave his more experienced opponent G W
Russell a good run for his money losing by 1411 votes to 1517.
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Douglas Graham's widow died at "Springbank" in September 1891 aged
70 years. This occasioned a very large land auction conducted by H
Matson & Co in March 1892. William Boag was intent on maintaining the
land which he had been leasing from Mrs Graham and in consequence
had to pay a high price to achieve this. A total of approximately 560
acres cost £10,152 a considerable sum of money in the 1890' s. Boag' s
original RS 117 half of which he sold to Douglas Graham thirty years
earlier for £500 later cost him £2,886 to repurchase.
William Boag started selling land himself about this time, the first subdivisions taking place along Yaldhurst Road and then up Avonhead
Road and Withells or Hawthornden Road as it was then named. 27 acres
on the city side of 11am Road was taken under Lands for Settlement Act
1892 and auctioned in 1895 and 1898. Frontages were on to the Burnside
Road, Tay Street as Hamilton Avenue was then named and Lothian
Street. This was called the Braco Settlement and was sold on perpetual
leases but the scheme was not a success as it was difficult to make a
living on such small holdings. Clyde Road in those days was still a
metalled road and the hedges mainly gorse. Burnside was just a track
which was metalled in parts only.
On the 28th of August 1904 William Boag died at the age of 76 years. He
was one of the most successful colonists who came out to New Zealand
as a young farm-worker and built up two large land holdings at Burnside
and in the Selwyn District. His death was a very great loss to his family
and to the community at large.
He was buried in the family plot at Addington Cemetery. His mother,
Jane Bryce Boag, was interred there in 1865 and his father in 1882. His
wife, Ann Fermiger, died in 1884 and their eldest son, William Boag
Junior, in 1898. Agnes Boag, his second wife died in September 1923
aged 74.

His trustees administered the estate in trust for the children of his second
wife Agnes-James Nichol Boag and Andrew Duncan Boag until they
became of age. James Nichol Boag was left the Burnside farm of 121
acres and farmed it until December 1924 when he left to farm at
"Achray" Rotherham. It was then transferred to William John McMillan
of Culverden and Harold Vivian Murray of Scargill as Trustees of the
William Boag Estate and of the Ann Agnes Bowker Trust.
Use of the Burnside Farm by Military Forces
There have been various statements that part of Burnside Farm was used
The A & P Show Cup and a close up by the Army as a camp during the First World War; these, however, are
of the embossed centre piece.
not substantiated. One such statement inferred that the Homestead was
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burnt down during this period. Research shows that while it was correct
to say that the Homestead was destroyed by fire this did not happen
until the early 1920s.

.,

During the Second World War 1939-45, an Air Force Camp known as
Harewood No 2 was set up in the wooded area. John Henden was
stationed at Harewood just before Christmas 1942 and at that time there
were three camps sited at Harewood. Besides normal Air Force training
the men and women were trained on Airforce defence and John well
remembers the rifle range and the grenade pits which were located on
the area which is now occupied by the Fire Service. Memories of aircraft
at that time were Airspeed Oxfords, Harvards and Tiger Moths. The
latter planes had a very low stalling speed and he can recall that on a
windy day the Tiger Moths were actually able to fly backwards!
In 1943 John Henden was transferred to the camp at Burnside, the
entrance was just off Burnside Road (now Memorial Avenue) and a
striking feature was the set of green ornamental gates. There was an
avenue of trees which lead to the wooded area where the accommodation
huts, the orderly room and the administration block were located-there
was even a small swimming pool.
The camp housed approximately 100-120 men. Jack Haglund who was in
camp there in the latter part of the war years, remembers the wellregulated nature of the driveways and paths, each was clearly marked by
white painted stones. The huts usually held 4-6 men but there were some
larger ones capable of housing up to 10 men. The walls of the huts were
wooden weatherboard with malthoid roofs which afforded good
camouflage in amongst the surrounding trees.
At the cessation of hostilities all military equipment was removed and
the area returned to farm land. The Tennis Courts are established on the
approximate site of the Air Force Camp.

Entrance Gates off Burnside Road

Diary of Graham Dunbar -Air Training Corp Cadet
Air Training Corp Camp at Burnside-January 1944
Monday, 24 January. Had set the alarm for 5.45 and was up accordingly.
Managed to catch bus OK (at Waiau), but when got to RT O was
sent back to McKenzie Buildings. Had to wait there from 11 till
2.30. Was taken to Camp by truck with five others. Burnside
about a mile and a half from Harewood. Was issued with a F S
hat. After a good tea, wrote home. Went to Harewood to see
"Mystery Ship" . Good supports.
Tuesday, 25th. Threatened to rain this morning, and did rain for a while.
We were going to the range and messed about for a good while,
waiting around. Had a good day there eventually when we did
go, but however it was very cold. Had 15 rounds 303, 15 on the
Sten gun, and 7 on the Luger. Didn't do so badly really,
considering I've only had one 303 shot before. Home in quite good
time for tea.

"

Wednesday 26th. This morning we were due for a visit to Harewood. We
had rifle drill for a start, and eventually managed to get away. We
took our time up to the station and arrived in time for morning tea.
Did not do much at all. Looked at a plane and watched a
parachute being folded, and walked around a bit more. Also had
our photos taken, together round the plane, and singly. The one
all together should be good. Home for lunch, and had lectures and
P Tin afternoon. Put on a picture show for us tonight at Burnside.
Quite good.

11
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Airmen preparing for a flight from Harewood Air Base

•

Air.Training C~rp Cadets from Burnside Camp standing in front of
a Tiger Moth aircraft at Harewood Air Base .•• January 1944.
Front:Sgt/Observer Ray Woodfield,"Pee-Wee"(?),Sutherland,G.Dunbar
Rear:Christmas,Poff,--,Masefield,Anderson;Kyne,Corp.Rodgers,
Hale,--,Campbell,McKenzie,Corp.Pinn.

r
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Airmen at Burnside Camp (Harewood No.2) enroute to harvesting work in
the Waimate district ••• January 1945
Left:J.R.Haglund,R.Hannken,V.T.Curtis,W.M.Howell,W.A.Bagley,E.Morris,W.J.Beech
In front: T.A.Langwell.
Note the building paper coming away at the corner of the building indicating
that the camp was nearing the end of its life.

.
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Thursday 27th Was up late again this morning. I think we had fish for

breakfast. Had lectures all day, today. Most of them were quite
good, especially those of Sergeants Woodfield and Kennedy, but
the Browning was rotten. PT this morning good. Went on leave ·
about 7. Rang home. Saw "First of the Few" tonight. Bed 12.
Friday 28th. Got up hurriedly at 5.45. Dressed and folded blankets etc.

Handed them in at 6.15. Breakfast was at 6.40 for us. After
breakfast handed in remaining gear. Ready to go about 8, or
before. Had my train ticket altered. Was taken to station, so had
to walk back to square. Spent afternoon around town.
The Division of Burnside Farm

0

In 1919, 21 acres fronting on to Grahams and Burnside Roads was sold to
William Charles Fleming, a wealthy retired farmer from Port Levy. He
proceeded to build a substantial house on it which is still occupied today.
He had a very large garden and employed George Perrott to look after it.
Perrott lived in a small house on the northern side of the Waimairi
Stream. The house is still lived in. A daughter of WC Fleming, Valmai
was a very prominent golfer. In May 1925 Fleming sold approximately 7
acres to Mr George Lee who built a large two storied white home
fronting onto Burnside Road in 1926.
Mr Douglas Lee recalls a stream (Hewlings) and a spring which feed into
it over the other side of Burnside Road. He also remembers a gorse
hedge and a ditch carrying water on the new eastern boundary of
Burnside Farm; this is now a piped drain for stormwater south to the
Waimairi Stream. Mr Ralph Buckenham bought the Lee home in 1959
and developed Frith Place and Brackendale Place as well as selling
sections fronting onto Burnside Park.
Mr Fred Blogg developed Hadlow Place for Mr Les Smart in 1954 and
Brackendale Place in 1960. Mr Blogg was a prominent and long standing
member of the Waimairi County Council from 1965 and is still involved
with the Fendalton-Waimairi Community Board. He was the contractor
for the development of many of the streets in the Burnside area for
various property owners. This included the formation of Kendal
Avenue, part of which was notable as one of the first streets in the South
Island to have underground reticulation of power and telephone cables
thus avoiding the need for unsightly power poles.
Maidstone Road was extended westward to Withells Road which in turn
was extended northwards to Avonhead Road in 1922. Extensions were
also made to Waimairi Road and Grahams Road.

0

In 1912 Mr George Witty bought most of the land on William Boag' s
"Avonhead" that remained after Boag's land sales in the late 1890's. Mr
W B Bray's original house, which was unique amongst the early cob
dwellings in Canterbury, was still on the property but unfortunately was
destroyed by fire in 1944. In that year the ownership had changed hands
from the Witty family. With the loss of the historic cob cottage a link
with that unusual civil engineer William Bayley Bray was gone. He had
contributed so much to the constructive work and to the ideas of the
period.
Under the Lands for Settlement Act of 1915, for Returned Servicemen,
225 acres of the original R S 177 and 178 were cut into seventeen sections
termed the Avonhead Settlement No. 1 and were offered for sale. In 1922
a further seventeen sections totally 133 acres were put up for sale under
the title of Avonhead Settlement No.2. Although the majority of the
sections were sold the schemes were not successful and many of the
would be farmers had to leave the land.

13
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In 1920 a block of land (25 acres) was sold to Cecil Charles Harrow; he
had moved from Middleton Road, Riccarton where since 1908 he had
been growing raspberries. When the soldiers settlements had failed Cecil
Harrow's son Robert bought approximately 35 acres in the area which he
planted in raspberry canes. Other members of the family took up land
for the same purpose and soon a thriving industry had been set up with
220 acres now in raspberries. Eventually property in the district became
so desirable as a select residential area that the Harrow family were to
move to more rural land.
Pyne Gould Guiness were to gain title of 59 acres of land immediately
south of the Waimairi Stream in 1951, and sul:i-divided some sections
along Grahams Road in 1963. A further sub-division of the west end of
Waimairi Road was made in 1966.
Mr E W Coop, a farmer of Port Levy, purchased a large block of land
from James Nichol Boag in the early 1920s. It fronted onto the northern
side of Burnside Road and included most of the land back to the
Wairarapa Stream or stream beds. It was not very good land,
particularly in the stream areas. Professor Ian Coop remembers the big
homestead with Mrs Agnes Boag and her daughter-in-law Katherine
(Mrs J N Boag) in residence there. He confirms the house burnt down in
either 1925 or 1926. He also remembers James N Boag going to "Achray"
in North Canterbury. Mr E W (fed) Coop sold land off over a period but
maintained his farm at Port Levy.
Miss Witbrock bought land from Mr Coop in 1936 along the frontage of
the Burnside Road and built a home there. Professor Flay also purchased
30 acres from Mr Coop, built a home on the property and moved there in
1950. Professor Flay also acquired 50 acres of land on the eastern side of
Grahams Road opposite the Waimairi Cemetery. This includes the area
which is now named Flay Crescent.
Miss Jane Crosbie and Mrs Agnes Francis who conducted a high class
dressmaking business in Christchurch wanted a small farm in the
country, both as an interest and an investment for the future. Thus they
purchased 30 acres on the western side of Burnside farm. They had
initially been interested in a house on Graham's farm in 1892 that was
going to be auctioned. As William Boag required that property he
promised Miss Crosbie that she could have the choice of any other land
on his farm if she did not bid for the house. In 1894 they chose the 30
acres bound by Burnside Road (Memorial Avenue), Wooldridges Road

Rifle Range at Redcliffs where airmen went for their rifle training.
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(Roydvale Avenue) and Coringa Road (Avonhead Road) . Boag was
reluctant at first because this was his wintering paddock, but when
reminded of his promise he agreed to sell the block.
Miss Crosbie built a shed on the property and planted two hundred trees
and shrubs on the land fronting onto Burnside Road. The rest of the area
was leased as an investment. When Miss Crosbie died in 1936 a large
portion of her land was sold to pay estate debts, the income derived from
the balance being left to her great niece Mrs A vice Hill. Mrs Hill, after
graduating from Canterbury University, moved to Nelson where she
worked at the Cawthron Institute for twelve years. Following her
marriage to Frank Hill in 1949 they bought, in 1954, two acres from the
Crosbie Estate and built their house on the Memorial Avenue frontage.
Mr Hill was an excellent cabinet maker and used part of the house for his
workshop. Over the years the property was gradually sub-divided into
residential sections. After Mr Hill died in 1983 Mrs Avice Hill gifted
their property to the Council as a Craft Centre for the community, a most
generous and useful gift. In her earlier years Mrs Hill had lived with the
Crosbie family at their property, now Crosbie Park off Withells Road.
Joseph Warren owned the house and property on the north west corner
of Avonhead Road and Russley Road and leased in the 1930s and 1940s
from the A A Bowker Trust most of the land on the north east side of
Russley Road down to and including where the rugby grounds now
stand. Joseph's son DH Warren served on the Waimairi Council for
many years including a period as chairman.
Mr G E Royds leased land on Burnside farm from the Boag Estate from
December 1925 and farmed there until Mr & Mrs RS Royds took over the
lease in 1935. The foundations of the homestead and garden plots were
all that remained of the gracious property when they arrived. On the
farm they milked cows, their Friesian herd numbering over fifty . Mr
Dick Royds was a great potato grower (mainly the Ilam Hardy variety) .
Mr & Mrs Royds' farmed 80 acres of what is now Burnside Park and a
further 200 acres on the north east side of Burnside Road (Memorial
Avenue), where today Burnside High School stands. This land was very
fertile producing fine yields of wheat with sometimes as much as 70
bushels an acre. Many sheep were carried on the property producing
fine fat lambs for the local market. The milking sheds and the stables for
the Clydesdale horses were located on Grahams Road; the great six horse
team could easily manage the 3-4 furrow plough.

0

In 1934 the Royds had bought 108 acres of light land on the north west
corner of Burnside Road where their house at 362 Memorial Avenue still
exists. The Russley Golf Course had already been taken out of the block
and on the site of a disused shingle pit, the Russley Hotel was built. Mrs
Royds recalls plans being made to have a hospital built opposite her
home but that these plans were later shelved . She also well remembers
the Air Force Training Camp that became part of Burnside Park during
World War Two. At its peak this camp held upwards of 150 Servicemen
and Servicewomen and took in regular intakes of Air Training Corps
Cadets. Besides the numerous huts there were lecture rooms, mess
rooms and a moderate sized swimming pool. Airmen and Airwomen
together with the ATC Cadets who did courses there can well recall the
long dusty marches along the Burnside Road to Harewood Air Force
Base. In 1944 Mrs Margaret Royds gave up the lease of the Boag's land.
The Waimairi County Council was formed in 1910, controlling the area
formerlv under the Riccarton Road Board and the Avon Road Board. At
its first meeting a letter was received from Mr Thomas D Boag pointing
nut that repairs were urgently required to be made to Burnside Road .
Little did they realise at that time that this road would, after the Second
15
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World War, change its name to Memorial Avenue and lead to
Christchurch's International Airport.
Waimairi County came into being when development within the area
was in full swing and new roads being formed and along with this were
the usual ancillary services being linked up with the city.
As previously mentioned during World War II a portion of Burnside
Park had been used as an Air Force Camp, this area being west of the line
of poplars and in the area of the Tennis Courts and the Water Tower.
Moves to Change Burnside Estate to a County Reserve & Sports Area

During 1951 the final saga of Burnside Park was about to unfold. In that
year the W aimairi County Council had acquired part of the woodland
area and in 1953 was to purchase the remainder after the Boag Estate had
sub-divided several sections for sale along Burnside Road. The area of
land now allotted to cricket and soccer was purchased in 1955 after much
negotiation, and with this acquisition the newly named Burnside Park
changed from a small local reserve to a County Reserve.
The main area of playing fields was purchased by the Crown to avoid
lengthy and expensive negotiations over the transmission lines crossing
over this land. It was originally intended by the 1957-1960 Labour
Government, under Prime Minister Nash, to extend the use for state
housing, but at the urging of Mr Alec Haslam (later Hon Sir Alex
Haslam, Judge of the Supreme Court Christchurch) who was on the
Waimairi County Council at the time, and Mr Walter Laing County
Chairman, the County Council was finally successful in purchasing the
block which is now occupied by the Burnside Rugby Club. Thus in 1958
the land was gazetted a Reserve and added to Burnside Park. The area
now used by the Bowling Club was acquired on sub-division in 1966.
This together with the land planned earlier for state housing enabled the
Waimairi County Council to extend Burnside Park
About this time Mr Jellie had donated land for the formation of a
recreation area later to be known as Jellie Park. The placing of high
voltage power wires through the northern area of Burnside Park was
objected to by the Waimairi Council but the Department of Electricity .
went ahead with the erection of the pylons as they ~aid they wanted
them to go in a straight line !
Even though the Park has been held as a Reserve for no more than forty
,years, the legacy of William Boag with the numerous mature species of
rees gives Burnside Park a unique sense of permanence and history.

/

urnside High School was established on what was formally very fertile
farming land. This school opened on the 2nd of February 1960 with a
taff of 12 and the Principal, Mr G Cross. It rapidly grew and at its peak
ad 2,200 pupils with a staff of 120, making it the biggest school in New
Zealand and possibly the Southern Hemisphere. Located in the corner of
·the school grounds near Greers Road and Memorial A venue stand the
cabbage trees which appear on the school crest. This symbol has also
been adopted by many of the sports clubs in the area.
Two schools have taken their names from the area. Roydvale School was
opened on the 1st February 1967, but for the first term the pupils were
housed at Kendal School with Roydvale being a school within a school.
The name "Roydvale" was at the time disputed by a member of the
,,_i-•.

.

.

.

Mr_s ".'vice Hill beside the Pottery
Bmldmg.
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Education Board who felt that it should be called
"Roydsvale" after the Royds family. In 1994 the school has a roll of 130 ..
pupils, a teaching staff of 6 which includes a Teaching Principal, a fulltime secretary and a caretaker/ groundsman.

.

History
In his book "Memories of Mountains and Men" Arthur P Harper writes
that in the early 1870's prominent land marks on the Canterbury Plains
were few . One was a large many headed cabbage
tree about two miles north of Riccarton. It could be seen a long way off
and was a useful guide to the Harewood Road . In later years it was
fenced round to preserve it.
In the 1890s he used to take visitors to see it when out riding. The story
of how useful it was to travellers gave it quite a halo of romance. As
settlement increased plantations were made, which relieved the deadly
monotony of the tussock plain. These became useful landmarks.

.

At the base of the cabbage tree in 1961 a seat and plaque were erected by
the Canterbury Pilgrims Early Settlers. The message on the plaque states
that these cabbage trees were a land mark used by the Maoris and Early
Settlers when proceeding to Kaiapoi and points North and West and to
guide them between the Riccarton and Papanui Swamps. The paving
stones around the cabbage trees were a gift from the Royds family in
memory of G E Royds, a one time occupier of the land.

MrG ERoyds

,,
'« .,./

Mrs M Royds stands on
Water Tank Base

Mr RS Royds
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Burnside High School Gates (above) and an aerial view of Roydvale
School (22 10 88) .
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THE EARLY HISTORY OF BURNSIDE BOWLING CLUB (INC)
WHERE IT ALL BEGAN

The Site

The area known as Burnside Park was part of an extensive property owned and
farmed by the Boag family. The Waimairi County Council (now Waimairi
District Council) acquired, as a recreational reserve, the area to the north of the
old homestead (which was sited in the vicinity of the present water tower) .
In 1959, plans were made to subdivide the area to the south-east of the
homestead plot to form Brackendale Place and Hadlow Place. The firm of
Davie and Lovell-Smith was commissioned to survey the area and the work
was done by Lewis Davie, just prior to his departure on an overseas trip.
During his absence, the District Council, under the Chairmanship of Walter
Laing acquired the remaining land in this vicinity to complement that already
mentioned to the north. The south-west corner, now occupied by the Club, was
part of this land, held, for future subdivision, by Pyne Gould Guinness Ltd and
was used for grazing at that time.
When, in 1962, the formation of a Bowling Club was contemplated, Pyne Gould
Guinness had two years to run on its option. An agreement was reached
thereby the Council would take over the area in exchange for a similar parcel of
land elsewhere. There was also the proviso that "hay could be removed from
the property" prior to any developmental work!

!
!

.
· ·

'"Pre-Foundation Trio" '
.
First Club President 1963-«,, Life .Member 1967; F. l. Davie, First Club
Sec-TreAS 1963, Club President 1967-68, First Life Member 1965; G. Orchard (Sec), Club President
~966-67, Life Member 1969._

W. W. Laing (Chainnm1),

·•----·-----~•~-~-,--~

..,. ·. .'

The Beginning

•

The coming into being of the Burnside Bowling Club was perhaps, the chance
meeting in 1961, of two men, exercising their dogs in the new and roughly
formed "Burnside Park". One of them, R L (Ralph) Buckenham who strolled
his fox terrier in the park daily while the other, doing likewise, was W W
(Walter) Laing. Neither knew the other but, during these daily
"constitutionals", they met for regular "chats" .
During one of their meetings, they expressed interest in the future of the area
which had recently come under the jurisdiction of the Waimairi District Council
of which Walter Laing was then the Chairman. They agreed to take a more
active interest in the Park, where it was the Council' s wish that all sports would
eventually find a "stamping ground".
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In discussing ideas, Walter Laing, who knew Dr Geoff Orchard (a member of
Christchurch Bowling Club) wanted him to be part of the group, while Ralph
Buckenham suggested that his friend Lewis Davie, a retired surveyor who had
had experience in the formation of the Cashmere Bowling Club green, should
also be included. Davie had a wooden leg and spent his day-time hours in his
glasshouse and garden but-yes, he would be happy to assist in the
development of such an area.
First Steps

The four first met in Walter Laing's home, where Walter agreed to be the
spokesman and Geoffrey to act as a Secretary. Further meetings were held in
the homes of the other men. They decided to take a walk around the park to
explore the basic facilities, Laing and Buckenham sighted an area which they
thought would be ideal for a Bowling Club. The 'open-air' nature of the
vicinity was in contrast to some of the greens they had observed, where
housing had produced a' cramping' influence. They were also aware that the
nearest existing clubs, Fendalton and Elmwood, had long waiting lists. "Lew"
Davie was keen on the scheme and said, "I will survey the site but how could I
ever be a bowler with this wooden leg?" Laing's reply was "You'll play bowls
all right-I'll teach you to shoot from the hip!".
Walter Laing approached the new Council Chairman, Mr Joe Colligan, to make
him aware of the desire of a group to form a Bowling Club within the Park. The
Council asked for more evidence of support for the project and , in
consequence, a Public meeting was called for 25th September 1963 at WC C
Chambers. After advertising and not a little canvassing, the meeting
eventuated for four women and twenty-one men. Names and addresses were
taken and many of these involved became members of the early working bees,
on the site, once Council's approval had been given.
Details of the Inaugural meeting held in WC C Chambers at 7.45 pm 25th
September 1963 (from the Minutes):
Present: (alphabetical order) Mesdames Greenwood, Hirst, Power and Storey.
Messrs: Buckenham, Cameron, Clark, Davie, Flay, Foley, Harrow (invited) Hirst
Jack, Laing, Neale, O'Neill (AW), O'Neill (W), Orchard, Penney, Pyne, Rees,
Storey, Tatterson, White and Wilson.
Motions carried (with names of movers and seconders)
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1.

That a Bowling Club be formed to be known as "The Burnside
Bowling Club" (W W Laing, Mrs H C Greenwood)

2.

That Mr WW Laing be President (PW Storey, J Wilson)

3.

That Mr FL Davie be Secretary /Treasurer (AH Flay, ME Rees)

4.

That Dr G Orchard be Vice-President (JD Cameron, AH Flay)

5.

That additional elected Committee members be: Messrs Mesdames H
C Greenwood, L Storey, Mr R L Buckenham, JD Cameron, Prof AH
Flay, Mr AR Hirst.

6.

Levy- It was agreed that all intending members donate £5 as either a
gift or a loan-of interest is the fact that £90 was collected there and
then!

Bowling
7.

Than an account be opened with Canterbury Savings Bank to be
operated by any two of the above three elected officers OD Cameron,
Mrs J Powers)

8.

That a letter of thanks be sent to the Council for use of the Chambers(
WW Laing, AH Flay).
.

Between the above meeting and the first official Executive meeting, a great deal
of preliminary work was accomplished. The three club officers had several
meetings with W C C officials and the precise area to be allotted was finalised
by Council decision on 13 November 1963.
A letter dated 19th November 1963 gave confirmation to the scheme and from
that date all systems were at "Go" .
The Executive Meets:

The first Executive meeting took place at the home of Mr & Mrs Davie, 17
Brackendale Place, on 20th November 1963.
Mr I Calvert, County Engineer produced a final plan, siting two greens and a
Pavjlion -all agreed and set about initiating matters of both development and
finance.
The Chairman intimated that a tender for £685 had been received from Mr H E
Brandon, a member of the Turf Advisory Council. For this sum, he undertook
to form one green, sow with approved grass seed and maintain it until opened
for play late in 1964. The tender was accepted and No.l green was "born".
Obviously, matters of Finance now loomed 'high' and the Golden Kiwi
Management was approached for assistance - all to no avail in spite of the
support of Hon. H R Lake, Minister of Finance and of Mr M Connelly, MP
(local member). The official response was rejection on the grounds of the
"ages" of the participants -they were set-up to foster sporting conditions for
the "youth of the nation"!
The Council made a generous gift of £250 and offered a loan of £2,000 at 5 % per
annum for ten years.
Foundation Members

Those joining by 20th December, 1963 were expected to pay £5, either as gift or
loan, while a similar sum was to be regarded as an entrance fee for subsequent
applicants. Mr N S Kirby a local accountant and Mr Hugh Thompson a
solicitor, and already a member, were asked to co-operate with WC C (to
produce a Deed of Trust) relative to the issue of Debentures as a basis for a
Building Fund loan mechanism. As a result, the Trust Deed between the two
bodies was drawn up and, subsequently, "Incorporation" was actioned to make
the Club "The Burnside Bowling Club (Inc)". The dates: 10.12.63 andl.5.64.
All this was confirmed at a March 1964 General Meeting with Trustees being
elected and investment and repayment details gaining approval. This meeting
saw the withdrawal of Mr Lewis Davie as Secretary /Treasurer, to be replaced
by Mr DR Hindson, Manager of the local Feltex Carpet Factory. At the June
Annual General Meeting 1964, Mr J D Cameron was appointed Treasurer with
Mr Hindson as Secretary. Early in 1964 Mrs Joan Powers was persuaded to act
as a Secretarial assistant. She deserves wholesale thanks for her meticulous
work in the production of Executive and Committee documents of those early
days - still perfectly preserved.
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By mid-February 1964, both contractor and committee members were
happy to see a rewarding strike of grass on No.l Green. By this time, too,
the very essential water main installation from street to pavilion site had
been completed by W C C. Following a committee visit to the South
Brighton Bowling Club building complex, the proposal dimensions of
our pavilion were increased from 90' x 40' to 100' x 40' with increases
expected in tendering quotes. Of several such tenders, that of J W
Thwaites and Son Ltd, for £6,774 was accepted and an agreement to that
effect is dated July 1964. As Stage 1 it covered the erection of the club
amenities section together with the perimeter foundation for the hall,
Stage 1 to be completed by the projected Opening Day in late October.
Stage 2-the hall was to be completed by the end of April 1965.
We now meet Mr RA Ransley (Electrician of Feltex Coy) whose offer to
install underground power (and phone) cables to the building site at a
figure well below what was expected, was readily accepted. He gave
generously of his time, energy and expertise to provide the reticulation,
and ultimately, the wiring of the whole complex, complete with external
lighting. It is hardly surprising to find that he was made the first
Honorary member of the Club. Initial power connection was established
in April 1964.
The First Annual Meeting 0une 1964) confirmed the appointment of
Walter W Laing, President, along with G Orchard (Senior Vice Pres) FL
Davie (Junior Vice Pres) DR Hindson (Hon Sec), JD Cameron (Hon
Treas), together with AH Flay (Green Supt), T Brady and E W
Dumpleton (Selectors) and the two major committees, (a) Finances: AH
Flay (Convenor), NS Kirby and SA MacDougall and (b) Building and
Works: AR Hirst (Convenor) T Brady, R L Buckenham, FL Davie, SC
Peddie, KG Shivas, PW Storey and R Veitch. Another significant
appointment was that of R C Harrow as Club Patron whom we thank, for
his support at those needy times, and through to the present day. It will
be noted that the names of the two lady members, Mesdames Greenwood
and Story, do not appear. They relinquished their posts to become
leaders of the Women's Bowling Club, which was to be formed within
weeks.

"Ditch Diggers" Laing No 1 Green July 1964
G.Orchard & W.Laing

The men named above formed the nuclei of the various "working bees"
to cope with the multitude of tasks and problems ahead. Major and
immediate effort was concentrated on preparation for Centre affiliation
inspection-ditches, sumps, drains, banks, fences, parking area, path
laying, soil shed construction and a dozen other activities, especially after
the Pavilion started to take shape. In the spring all were concerned with
"green weeding" and care of these areas in the absence of a "nonaffordable" game keeper. They gave, not only of their time, but valuable
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time, but valuable materials and units now taken for granted. Shingle for
concrete, survey work, hoses, reticulation and sprinklers, notice boards, fencing
posts and timber, score boards, stands and sockets, green marker pegs, discs
etc, mats, jacks, umpires equipment, member's name discs, builders materials
can all be traced to those mentioned above. Of special note is the free metalling
of the car park by an early member, Leicester Farrier and there are lots more
who deserve sincere thanks for their generosity and efforts.
In July 1964 a Ladies Group had been organised and an important agreement
completed, whereby a Burnside Women's Bowling Club could come into
existence. Helen Greenwood and Lorna Storey, members of the first executive,
together with Thelma Kelly became leaders of the new club. The agreement,
also signed by Don Hindson for the men's club, set out limits for initial
membership of 34, fees £2.lOd, hours of play, use of pavilion and control of
kitchen and catering. Male bowlers owe a tremendous debt of gratitude to all
the ladies, who through the years, have shown devoted loyalty, utmost cooperation and ability in all the many aspects of House organisation and
catering.
August 1964 saw, with splendid growth of grass, a similarly good strike of
weeds. Organised shoulder to shoulder weeding parties were the 'in thing' for
the next few weeks. Equipment had been bought-a water filled roller (£44)
from Doyleston Garage and a Ransome Electric Mower (£141) from E Reece Ltd,
had been delivered while a Rotary Mower and Electric Edge trimmer were soon
to be added.
Financial Matters

"·

Debentures and Incorporation have already been mentioned. By October, some
£3,300 was to hand as loans or gifts of minor proportions, with further support
from the W C C loan of £2,000. An all-out effort was made to expand the
Debenture Scheme and details of repayments-annual ballot or special
circumstances, were publicised. The W C C also adopted the role of guarantor
for any major loan relative to the buildings. That the project did survive many
initial financial shocks and eventually grew to its present stature, says much for
those deeply involved in this area. So too, must we pay tribute to the great
generosity of those who loaned or gave.
Subscriptions for playing members were set at £9 reducible to £8 for prompt
payment, Associate members £2.lOs, Social members £1.lOs with the proviso
that those joining the club after 31st December in any year, would pay one half
and no fee for joining at the end of the season. A special appeal was made late
in 1964 to cover an expected deficit of £1,700-too much work was going on for
the money on hand. Membership quoted at this time (centre return) was-Full
100, Honorary 1, Social 7: Total 108. Early in 1965 it was resolved to restrict
numbers to 110 playing members.

The Big Day
Details of uniform proposed colours and draft rules were forwarded to the
Christchurch Centre for approval, relative to Club Affiliation. Maurice Le Cren,
Centre representative, gave much assistance in these and other matters and,
after official inspection of greens and club house (in progress), was pleased to
announce the Centre's agreement for Burnside Bowling Club to be an Affiliated
Club. As a precautionary measure, he arranged that, in the forthcoming
competitions season, the first three "Saturdays" were to be drawn as "away"
games for Burnside teams - one in three fours and two in Robinson Shield
sections. This meant that the finish "home" matches would be on Saturday 21st
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November 1964. It is understood that the first Club use of the green was
during the week ending 14th November 1964. In the absence of a nonaffordable permanent groundsman, at the end of the Contractor's term,
cutting and rolling was done by contract labour under the supervision of
AH Flay, an experienced member on the staff of Lincoln College. Later
in the season, Professor Flay went overseas to an U N appointment and
his place was taken by W W Laing.
At a General Meeting at the end of September, Club championship
trophies were presented: SA MacDougall (Open Fours), G Orchard
(Open Pairs), WW Laing (Open Singles), with later additions of FL
Davie (Junior Singles), and RC Harrow (Colts Singles). By now, fencing
was well advanced, banks were satisfactory, the car park was completed
and a threat of "drying out" of the green was set aside by D R Hindson,
who gave reticulation and sprinkler hoses.
On the uniform front, a change in the hat band colours from white with
red edge to red with white edge, brought us to the now familiar band. A
suggestion to link our Club badge with that a Scottish Burnside Club did
not appear to come to fruition. Our dark blazers were finally decorated
with the Centre badge and bore the name "Burnside". These matters
were of great importance for Opening Day, which was to be a Social
event but dress to be "Bowling Attire." For this and later use, Ken Shivas
constructed forms, Stacka chairs and four trestle tables were purchased
together with several garden seats, the nucleus of many presented and
recognised by silver plates, following the first pair from Dr G Orchard.

\'

...

Early Executive Group:N.S.Kirby,K . G.Shivas,P.W.Storey,A.R.Hirst,E.W.Dumpleton
Front Row:J.D . Cameron,G.Orchard,W.W.Laing,F.L.Davie & D.R.Hindson

Above: Opening Day, 24 October 1964.
Below: Early Executive Group
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Saturday 24th October 1964

The great day arrived heralded by intense activity on the part of all concerned .
The concrete path we traverse today was complete as, too was the Club House
with kitchen, storage and toilet facilities and some thought had also been given
to general landscaping.
Invited guests included Centre and local clubs representatives, the chairman
and officers of the Waimairi County Council whose valuable support was to be
long remembered and appreciated. Patron, Mr R C Harrow was accompanied
by Mr M Connelly (local M P) together with executive members, wives and
representatives of the women's section.

.

The green, in excellent condition, commanded overall admiration sited as it was
between the now completed club house and the foundation lines of the future
pavilion. The Official Party occupied a protected area near its centre, under the
Chairmanship of Mr Walter W Laing whose name was soon to be coupled
permanently with that of the green itself.
Congratulatory messages and good wishes abounded at the function enjoyed
by a large crowd of members, wives and visitors. The opening declaration and
the unfurling of the club flag brought proceedings to a close to be followed by
sumptuous refreshments, served in a nearby marquee by P Burke and Co. The
great day had arrived!

.

The green was not used by members until early November while the first Inter
Club games took place there a fortnight later. A tournament organised for 5
December was not very well supported-was it diffidence and nervousness on
the part of the new players? There had, by now, been much creative activity on
the "Catering Front" . The recently completed kitchen was being stocked from
many sources- a second hand stool (£8) together with a generous gift of
glassware and crockery from the Fendalton Bowling Club helped to "set the
stage" for the women, who were to be deeply involved in the task of catering
and visitor entertainment. Finance was still a pressing problem. A further
Debenture Appeal was launched to help estimate a Cash deficit of £1,700!
"Home" is Established

At this time, too, Committee meetings which had previously been held in
members' homes or in the W C C Chambers, were now scheduled for the Club
House. The first general meeting was also held there to organise preliminary
work relative to Indoor Bowls, which shortly was to make full use of the new
pavilion complex, whose completion was only a few weeks away. A request for
two electric heaters for the meeting area was acted upon-the two heaters are
still there in what we now call the "Match Room".
The outdoor season closed in late March, with the President's Fours
Tournament followed next day by a mixed tournament organised by the ladies
section. Club trophies and prizes were presented at a Social evening in midAptil. It was sad to accept that the new Club had registered no success during
the past season in either Inter Club or Centre fixtures . Actual club details are
visible on the large Club Champions Board donated by the President Mr Walter
Laing. Accompanying this is a President's Board given by Dr Geoffrey Orchard
and a Trophy Cabinet presented by E Bell, 0 Gray, K Tatterson and G Riddenthe first Champion Rinks winners for the 1964/ 65 season.
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Back to the Greens

While the "Laing" green was receiving a major top-dressing, preparatory
work on the No.2 green area was proceeding according to plan. Of
immediate impact, was the request by the N Z B A for the use of our
green for a section of the Dominion Championships at the end of 1965.
Burnside's potential had been recognised in higher circles! Works
convenor, AR (Pat) Hirst and his colleagues had little time to "rest on
their laurels". They had undertaken the sole responsibility of creating
"from scratch" the new No.2 green. Using the expertise of Lewis Davie
and other knowledgeable men, the task of stripping top-soil, sifting and
storing for later top-dressing in the recently completed soil sheds went
ahead. The use of members' cars and trailers for this exercise must have
created a memorable scene at this time. For the next 20 months work
proceeded along carefully planned lines - rotary hoeing, levelling to
prescribed specifications and, once again, ditches, sumps and drains with
final preparation and sowing of banks and surrounds. This and
additional fencing, demanded thousands of man-hours from those early
volunteers.
An additional area of land on the east side of the pavilion and further
along adjacent to No.2 green had been made available for a concrete way
access. The result was a realignment of the eastern fence and the
landscaping of the new area to make it the lovely spot it is today with all
its trees, shrubs and gardens.
2nd AG M June 1965
At this meeting, which was the first to be held in the Club Pavilion, Bob
Harrow and Walter Laing were re-elected to their positions of Patron and
Chairman respectively. G O Gray took over from A R Hirst as Convenor
of the Works and Development Committee while KG Shivas covered
"Match" matters and the newly-born Indoor Section. Lewis Davie, ex
Sec-Treas of the original executive, prominent in all work parties coupled
with survey and other technical responsibilities, was honoured by being
elected the Club's first Life Member. Earlier mentioned Honours Boards
and also a Trophy Cabinet, given by Messrs NE Bell, GO Gray, K K
Tatterson and G P Ridden, winners of the first Club Rinks
Championships were officially presented. Names of men familiar to us
all Tom Brady, Jack Brown, Cyril Crawford, Bill Kelly appeared on the
list of new Executive members. One considerable drawback during the
past season was the absence of a telephone-it had made a late
appearance in May-a major step forward for organisation.

•

•

First Centre Rinks Success:Robinson Shield Winners 1970-71
R.Marks J,Gibbings J.Gilmore(Skip) L.Forbes
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With the completion of the pavilion complex, a tremendous amount of work
had been done by both men and women, resulting in decoration (painting and
curtains) the laying of linoleum and the checking of the many catering details.
The Indoor report quoted evidence of enthusiastic activity-18 teams for men's
evening matches (T W Th) and 12 women's teams for afternoon fixtures (T Th).
Ken Shivas was thanked not only for fencing work and supervision outside but
also for the construction of wooden forms - still to be found in the locker rooms
and elsewhere. Much is owed to his "Indoor" Committee of D Lofley (Sec), J
Cameron (Treas), together with T Brady, J Clark, C Crawford, L Davie, G
Ridden and J Twohill. The whole system in addition to providing immense
enjoyment, was also making a significant contribution to Club funds. And
speaking of Club funds, the Debenture situation was also in a healthy state to
the tune of £6,000!

"

The Balance Sheet showed that the Club had "paid its way" to make a profit of
£650 for the year. At the meeting, mention was made of the beginnings of our
border gardens, which due to the work of I MacGibbon, I Skipworth and E
Bowes, formed a very creditable nucleus of what was to become a district
feature.
Second Season

All now pressed towards the new season. Draft rules had been formulated and
accepted by the Centre and women's rates and team quotas settled-restricted
to four rinks in the meantime, for afternoon play only. Sundays excepted, no
play for women on Saturdays but plenty of activity on the catering scene!
Opening Day: a "social opening came on 9th October 1965, with the
corresponding women's function on Tuesday 12th October. A sales table
organised by the ladies was a feature, in addition to a sumptuous afternoon tea.
Tubular tables for the pavilion hall were now being obtained as gifts or being
purchased to cover needs. Club Membership: (Men) was quoted as 124-1
Honorary, 1 Life, 105 Full playing, 8 Associate and the remainder Social. Club
badges had been approved for manufacture by Moller and Young and 64
lockers recently acquired had been almost all taken up. "Whites" were declared
compulsory dress for all Saturday games. No morning bowls available except
during weekends. The use of the green for the national championships
commenced on 29th December. Meals and teas were handled in exemplary
fashion by the ladies' group under Thelma Kelly. The green received high
praise from all competitors - a source of great pleasure for those who had
striven towards its high quality.
Other Matches

Once again, Riccarton W M B Club won the annual friendly series to take the
Mitchell Trophy. The same too, applied to the Timaru "Kai Tua" fixture for the
Franks-Gray Trophy. The last games of the season were the Presidents Fours
on Closing Day when presentation of awards took place at a Social hour at the
close of play. In consideration of expanding numbers the Women's Section was
exploring the possibility of six rinks instead of the usual four originally
allocated. This was to become less of a problem in view of the approaching
availability of the second green where levelling work had been completed with
the aid of a special machine loaned by the United Bowling Club. Although the
final level was slightly below that of the Laing green, all indications pointed to
its availability for the new season.
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3RD A G M 27TH June 1966

The first major change was the stepping down from the Presidency of the
"grand old man" of the Club Walter Laing. He had provided leadership from
the Club's earliest days and in almost every facet of its activities. He retained
the position of Green Superintendent from his "take over" from Professor Flay
during the season. All rejoiced to accept Geoff Orchard, another indefatigable
worker, as the Club's new President. History was also made in the naming of
No.land 2 greens as the Laing and Davie greens respectively. Don Hindson
had indicated his relinquishment of the Secretaryship- he was thanked for
outstanding service at a time when "crisis" was the password. Jack Brown's
name appeared at this time as Works Convenor allied to the others we know,
who had been previously involved-they were all "men of experience" now!
"Ossie" Gray, the retiring works Convenor thanked all who formed the
"working parties" for the year. The Davie green had been developed "from
zero" with everything including fences and surrounds at promising stages. He
did appeal for still more volunteers. Financially, the Club had "weathered the
storm" and future prospects were highly satisfactory. Once again, however, no
match triumphs so far in Centre fixtures.
The Indoor Section was thriving with additional games being arranged for
Saturday evenings with consequent "cash" advantages to the Club. The floor
was proving to be not as true as desired in some parts - Ken Shivas was to
proceed with a patching exercise. Dedicated work was to follow with
prominent names among committee and helpers being those of Brady, Brown,
Clark, Crawford, Davie, Franks, Lofley, Orchard and Twohill. The walls of the
pavilion were being made more interesting by the series of Honours Boards
being erected including those recording Indoor results for both Men's and
Women's sections.
The Club has Two Greens

A fulfilling end to what had seemed to the many involved workers, an
impossible task, came with the first use of the Davie green early in December
1966-a tremendous bonus in the facilities of the expanding Club. That season
too was to prove to be a vintage one for membership for in that period
appeared the now familiar names of Chatterton, Coup, Cox, Crawford, Harris
(N), Hussey, Kuchen, Oberry, Pope, Rose and Taylor (A E) together with the
later arrivals of Cross, Davis, Duthie, Gilmore, Halkett and Webb. All of these
were to make distinct and valuable contributions to the facilities, general
activities and development programme of the Club. The efforts of the older
members justifiably earned their appreciation in their inheriting a second green.
The expanding Women's Club had asked for a larger quota of rinks - this no
longer posed any serious problem. A contract for the position of greenkeeper
was finalised in August 1966, in favour of Mr "Hee" (A H) Orchard, Secretary
of the local Turf Research Institute. The Club is indebted to him for his
consistent efforts over the next seven years of its early operations.
Car park extensions were under review while in the pavilion area, the kitchen
"servery" we all know, came into existence, through the efforts of O Gray and K
Shivas, while there and elsewhere the laying of lino and the making and
hanging of curtains was a major Ladies' contribution.
Membership had by now passed the original 110 limit to 124 and promised
further expansion in time to come. Morning play during the "Summer" months
was to be introduced during the week and "mid-week" organisations of home
and away matches had proved successful for all concerned. On the banks and
fence lines, there was still plenty of scope for work beneficial to the whole
situation, including development of the, soon to be famous, garden areas.
Elmwood came in as the third Inter Club competitor-adding to Riccarton WM
and Fendalton.
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for all concerned. On the banks and fence lines, there was still plenty of
scope for work beneficial to the whole situation, including development
of the, soon to be famous, garden areas. Elmwood came in as the third
Inter Club competitor-adding to Riccarton WM and Fendalton.

"

· Domini?n Tournament ~unedin 1976 Runners Up NZ Championship Fours
W.Morrison T.Brady(Life Member 1986) P.Rose K.Shivas(Life Member 1988

4th AG M June 1967

•

This meeting saw the stepping down of President Geoff Orchard in
favour of FL (Lewis) Davie. Both had served the Club faithfully and well
from its outset and they received enthusiastic praise and applause for all
their efforts. Especially, too, was the acclamation whole hearted and
prolonged at the election to Life Membership of Walter W Laing-a
fitting reward for the "father of the Club" and its central figure in its
initial stages. He still retained the post of Green Superintendent which
he later handed over to Jack Brown-well known to many of us .
Financial problems in the next few weeks appeared to "double" with the
introduction to NZ of decimal currency. Debenture holders were asked
to withhold claims during the settling down period. The catering section
had problems too-was 7 cents a sensible afternoon tea levy? Ten cents
seemed more sensible to the Ladies, whose Club fee was now to be $5.
Others to make use of the greens were the C B HS Old Boys Association
Group, which had a successful tournament in February 1988, also an Oil
Company and a touring Australian "Condamine" group.
The name "Orchard" was to rise to prominence in the presentation and
erection of long sought Match Board, given by Geoff Orchard while,
around this time, Walter Laing was making discreet inquiries about area
extensions for the Club to establish a third green to the east of the
pavilion, whose roof had recently accepted a Christmas "present" in the
shape of a first coating of paint! Application was made formally in
March 1968, for what we now know as the "Orchard Green". It was
followed by the completion of the concrete strip and the planting of
shrubs on the outline boundaries.
The Indoor Section reported a "full house" of teams for the spirited
competition sessions. Some levelling was considered necessary before
the next season and Ken Shivas took the responsibility for this work. He
resigned as Indoor Convenor and his place was taken by A A Wilson.
New carpet with suitable underfelt was to be laid for the 1968 season.
Speaking of "levelling work" many will remember the "Wahine Storm"
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of early 1968, which damaged the fence which ran between the Laing and
Davie greens and sections of the roadside fence as well. The latter was
re-erected using "railway iron" posts obtained by the good offices of
Henry Cross, a recent member who was to be a great value to the Club as
a practical engineer and the provider of necessary equipment. This too
was the only time that members were levied $1 each, to help replace the
fence lines.
1968 and Onwards
This season bought the Club its first "Centre" success-that of Ian Read
who won the Champion of Champions for Colts Singles. Names of
Burnside players were to hit the headlines at least ten more times in the
next twenty years -they will be listed at the end of this document where
many other details will be found . From this point, the general narrative
will be a much more condensed story except for specifically important
happenings.
About this time, deep interest was developing in "cotula" weed. Senior
club members where experiencing the advantages of this new cultivar,
which was finding its way on to many other local greens and seen in
their "away" games. A cotula plot was actually planted but the green
keeper- "Hee" Orchard was a "grass greens king" and gave little
encouragement to the new medium. Henry Cross, mentioned earlier was
commissioned to make both a groover and a new triple roller, which he
presented to the Club, at cost, to replace existing equipment. He is to be
honoured and thanked for these and other utilities made for the Club.

New Pavilion Lounge Wing takes shape 1975-76

After a final decision to produce a "weed" green, Ernie Watt, who had
joined, ex Southland and came with enthusiasm and detailed knowledge,
was appointed to head a "Conversion Committee". With Bill Morrison a
car and a trailer, he went to the Meadowbank Club of Oamaru for a load
of cotula which was duly laid on the grooved surface of the Laing green.
Within a day the impregnation was deemed to be as complete as
necessary. At a later date, more weeds were obtained similarly for the
Davie green from the Phoenix Club of Oamaru. Still later, for the new
Orchard Green, Peter Rose, Joe Gilmore and Ray Marks repeated the
journey. Ernie, Bill and Peter all served the Club with great skill and
devotion in almost every department- Ernie, as a Green Superintendent,
Green Keeper, Historian, Accessories man and President, Bill as the
prime source of knowledge and energy in the production of the new
lounge building and Peter as a Coach, Selector, Tournament Organiser,
Centre Delegate and Auditor. They all deserve our deep gratitude. 1973,
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then, saw the beginning of the change-over to weed greens which, with
side excursion into "Maniototo" have made most acceptable surfaces
down the years. The 'punch line' of this paragraph is that "you gain
some and you lose some" -the Green Keeper resigned about this time!
Housie

About this time, early 1970s to be precise, a new activity was inaugurated
which was to have a very beneficial effect on Club progress on the
financial side. It was the linking of Burnside Rugby and Bowling Clubs
in the organisation of weekly "housie" sessions at the Russley Hotel, to
which all express gratitude. In this context one name stands out beside
that of the Rugby Club President, Ivan (I T) Milner. It is that of Les (LS
C) Pope who, in the early days followed Jack Irvine and was assisted by
Pat (AR) Hirst and John (P J) Gibbins. Les, with his bright personality,
grand sense of humour and unbounded enthusiasm proved ideal for the
task of directing the 'Machinery" of the Housie evenings, Monday by
Monday and year by year. Too many to mention, but of great
importance were the rostered members of Monday Mid-Week Bowls,
whose task it was to set up the room for the evening's session. At first,
the novelty for the district was overwhelmingly popular-" more people
than cards!"
Needless to say, monetary profits represented a major objective for both
Clubs ;and these proved more than satisfactory for all concerned.
Annual meetings would hardly have been complete without the
presentation by Les Pope of a Housie cheque for one or more thousands
of dollars! Les was later plagued by ill health and was obliged to stand
down. His managerial role was taken by Frank (F V) England who, after
several years as our representative, was forced to withdraw for health
reasons. The role was finally accepted by Colin (C D) Andrews.
Regretfully, at the time of writing, Russley "housie" evenings have
ceased due to a falling off of interest and patronage also due to many
reasons not the least of which has been the emergence of National
"Lotto" as a receptacle for the "spare cash" of such occasions. No total
figure has been quoted for the Club over the period to Easter 1988 but an
estimate of seventy-five thousand dollars could probably be quite a
reasonable one.

_..
A. R. Hirst Presiden t 1971-72. L,fr Meml,~r
1976.

Further, on the financial scene, with the construction of the third
"Orchard" green and spectacular enlargements of the Club House area ie
to the building of the lounge complex we now know, an appeal for funds
was made in the formation of what was called the 400 Club. Members
were asked to deposit $400 as a loan which was to cover future annual
subscriptions. Initially some forty members obliged with approximately
one half being repaid (estates etc) at the present time.
Indoor Bowls

Mention has been made of this section of the Club activities but not
enough to emphasise the wealth of enthusiasm and enjoyment afforded
to so many during the "off" season for the outdoor greens. The
completion of the pavilion hall in 1965 and the laying of felt strips set the
scene for many winter afternoons and evenings of grand camaraderie
and competition. Down the years, much is owed to the organising efforts
of the convenors, Messrs K Shivas, A Wilson, AR (Pat) Hirst, J Webb, K
Doell, P Gifford, A Goldsmith, R Simpson, and C Andrews. SecretaryTreasurer duties have been covered by I Shipworth, J Kuchen, G Turnbull
and A Gainsford. For the women, prominent in these matters have been
Mesdames Kelly, Gardiner, Kuchen, Pyne, Irvine, Smither, Moffat and,
during the "eighties", McGarry and Waldron.
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Originally, Indoor Bowls meant matched fours on three evenings per week for
men and two afternoons for women. Additional inter club matches were
played- Men's Inter Club on Friday evenings under Cyril Crawford and mixed
Inter Club on Sunday afternoons under Stan McGarry. South Brighton,
Burwood, Hornby, Papanui and Riccarton WM Clubs were the main groups
involved although on occasions, a Riccarton Racecourse group used our rinks
on "away" days for our teams. In those early days, it was pretty well "full
house" as can be seen from the Honours Boards. Then came TV, black and
white in the sixties and colour in the seventies. This spelt the death-knell to
evening bowls although an "all-out" but unsuccessful attempt was made in
1984 to re-establish the series. There were, however, plenty of takers for
friendly mid week men's groups on three afternoons (Monday, Wednesday and
Fridays) and for two women's groups on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Names like
those of Messrs Brown, Clark, Hussey, Chatterton, Rose, Smither, Kirby,
Gibbings, Watt and Kennedy, are among those prominent in these sessions,
which were friendly games for teams, selected from those nominated for the
day. Only one "competitive" series remains today-the Tuesday morning
triples, which date back a long way but, again, are for teams selected from those
nominated.
The nature of the playing surface has given some worries over the years and
many attempts have been made to rectify matters. From felts and mats
obtained through Don Hindson from the Carpet Factory, to Mataura Felts and
rolled carpet replacements the final surface, we all know now, came in 1977,
from an Auckland firm.
We are accustomed to its slight imperfections, but most people are conscious of
them and direct play accordingly. Many happy "off season" hours are being
spent there and the Club is definitely the richer for the foresight and efforts of
all in establishing the Indoor Section. Originally, it was part of the activity of an
Executive Committee but, since 1974, the combined Indoor group has been a
separate entity, responsible for its own organisation and, with many successful
years of activity, has given considerable financial support to general finances.
May we thank the Ladies section which when a request went up for curtains or
blinds for the east windows, promptly produced what we now take for granted.
Another change to indoor facilities has been the enlargement of the kitchen area
under Ralph Simpson, Ken Shivas, Les Drury, Adrian Raateland and other
helpers. The main passage has now been included into the Kitchen area while a
separate entrance door has been provided for match room - pavilion traffic.
The "Kitchen" situation has also changed markedly from former years when
the ladies held full sway. They asked that the original arrangement cased
whereby kitchen management was to be released from their responsibilities.
The Club was fortunate to have Adrian Raateland, Doug Barron and Les Drury
who, with their wives, covered catering arrangements for the 1987/8 season.
Two Major Projects

A "lounge" committee consisting of W A Morrison (Convenor) with A M Davis
(Works), GO Gray, KG Shivas, JA Webb and LS C Pope was set up in
September 1973 and, before long, plans for the area were produced by architects
Griffiths, Moffat and Partners, and a permit application made. This proved to
present an unexpected problem, because of an objection lodged by a nearby
resident, who alleged that his private swimming pool would be too easily
overlooked by the projected lounge feature. The controversy continued for
over a year, by which time inflation had added considerably to cost totals. Les
Pope was predominant in forcing a final settlement by the Waimairi County
Council in that a deputation of 92 bowlers confronted the objector and his
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solicitor at the meeting of the Council which voted in favour of our Club in
granting the application. One proviso was that the south wall door should
remain closed at all times except in emergency.

D

The Change Over June 1977 E.K.Watt(Club Historian)receives_P~esident's Bad ge
f rom H.W.Thompson out going President and Club Honorary Sol1.c1.tor .

0

As it was, increased costs demanded some pruning which was done making the
building" one beam less" than originally planned. The cost was of the order of
$58,000 and the contract was let to Fletcher Construction Ltd, a group with
which Ken Shivas was a buildings foreman. Materials, like the carpet, were
obtained as cheaply as possible by members who knew the right people, but a
basic fund was necessary to cover early deposits and expenses. The "400" club
scheme mentioned earlier provided some $16,000. A grant was also received
from the Sports and Recreation Government Fund, which however "closed
down" on further applications. The financial assistance of the Council was
warmly welcomed both at this time and in the intervening years. The building
was completed in the 1976-77 season and after carpeting and furnishing, was
officially opened at a Christmas party in December 1976, under the Presidency
of Hugh Thompson. Much remained to be done in the shape of bar and games
facilities together with the provision of windows to overlook the burgeoning
"Orchard" green. We are indeed fortunate today to be able to use, as of right,
this wonderful facility which cost many early members an abundance of
thought, finance and effort and especially to Les Pope one of the prime
instigators who, in spite of a severe physical disability, completed, according to
plan, a marathon walk to raise something of the order of $1,000. His name
graces the lounge in appreciation of all his club centred activities - a place of
phenomenal quality for fun, fellowship and relaxation for all concerned.
The Orchard Green

After a successful application to the Waimairi County Council for the Club's
expansion to a third green, there were more "neighbour" delays where the
point at issue was the level of players heads during bowling sessions. Some
trees and shrubs were planted on the south side and no further impediment to
the scheme was experienced. There was a 'levels' hitch with a two inch error in
the north east corner but development finally proceeded smoothly to allow for
an opening for the 1979 /80 season.
Once again it was full steam ahead for work parties among which were found
Ken Doell, Leo Crimmins, Alan Stuart, Henry Vannoort and Ted Rose (survey
assistance) and Joe Gilmore (water reticulation) . Much effort was required
around edges and ditches. There were now two (father and son) Shivas
members and they, along with Stan McGarry did a major job of timbering on
the verges. In similar vein Wally Chatterton's garden group were at work
developing what is now an exceptionally attractive area beside the pavilion and
elsewhere. Once again, it was Peter Rose who went to the Phoenix Club of
Oamaru to return with the necessary trailer load of cotula weed.
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The Orchard Green was opened officially in October 1979 under
Peter Gifford's Presidency, along with Barry Rich (Chairman
Waimairi County Council), Dave Martin of the Canterbury
Centre and MA Connelly's son, representing his father. Dr
Geoffrey Orchard first unveiled the greens name board set
temporarily in the new lounge and then proceeded to launch
the first bowl at the kitty which had been rolled up by Mrs June
Irvine, the Women's Club President. Bill Cole, Dominion
Councillor in charge of Canterbury Centre Coaching also took
part in presenting Coaching badges to Tom Brady, Ray Marks,
Bill Morrison and Peter Rose-all of whom were very worthy of
this acknowledgement.
The way was now open for further membership expansion
which, in fact, did take place finally to make our Club the
largest in the South Island and well up on Dominion
comparisons.

The Orchard Green is ooened.
Name Board unveiled October 1979
by G.Orchard President 1966-67
Life Member 1969

Back to the subject of greens - the most important addition in
recent times has been the installation on all three greens of the
Guthrie Harvin computerised sprinkler systems, put in during
the winter months of 1984. It was brought into action officially
on Opening Day, September 1984 when the 'button' was
'pressed' by Mrs Margaret Murray, Chairperson of the newly
named Waimairi District Council and a sincere friend of the
. Club. It was valued at about $12,000 and has proved a grand
investment. A sound system costing around $2,500 was also
installed about this time as also was a sophisticated burglar
alarm system - although its setting requires extreme care it has
proved to be very effective.

The Bowls

Taking all the additional buildings and facilities for granted, we find plenty of
evidence of progressive activity on the bowling greens. Successes were to come
in Inter Club Tournaments with the losing streak which initially bugged us,
being left far behind. 1978/79 saw victories over Papanui, Fendalton and
Elmwood! Championship events within the Club were receiving generous and
enthusiastic support, details of which can be seen recorded, year by year, on the
Honours Boards in the pavilion. No one looking at these results could help
noticing how many times the names of Rose, Brady, Shivas, Marks, Stuart and
Hanger have appeared- they are to be congratulated for their efforts both
within the Club and in the Centre and other Tournaments, where they have also
marked up successes. They are thanked, too, for their willingness and ability in
encouraging and helping younger pla~ers in their learning stages.
The record of success could not have been maintained without worthy greens
and although there have been periods of scepticism and worry, we can be
proud of the fact that we start the next twenty-five years with solid confidence
in the excellence of our playing surfaces. Green Superintendents down the
years have been A H Hay,
WW Laing, J Brown, A JS Morley, EK Watt, A E Pope, HG Hill, H W
Vannoort, BR Meyers and AW Stuart. SP Buttar is to be congratulated as the
incoming Superintendent who we know will pair well with our able and
vigorous Green Keeper, Ken Prebble, in producing greens of whose quality all
will be pleased and proud.
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The most recent innovation has been the establishment of the Christchurch
"Winter Bowls" group to use the Orchard Green through the winter months.
The season has been an unusually dry one with the result that very few games
have had to be cancelled . The surface is protected by a special "roll on, roll off"
plastic cover and with few exceptions, has played well to please the six to seven
rinks of players involved on each occasions.
For all this action to proceed smoothly, requires a great deal of organisation.
We owe a tremendous debt of gratitude to the convenors and members
appointed by the executive to cover these activities each year. Our special
thanks go to the match and tournament committees and selectors, centre and
diggers delegates, umpires and coaching panel and supporting them, all the
committees covering works, pavilion, social and house matters.
Another almost unseen service has been rendered through the years by Percy
Hickling, Ernie Watt and now Mervyn Jenkins. They are thanked for their
work with lockers, club badges and accessories through the years - a very
necessary part of club organisation. And John Turner, who for many years, has
been the guiding force in the production of our annual programme book as well
as this Jubilee edition.

Champions All!
Burnside successes in Centre and Dominion circles

We congratulate the following who have proved their abilities to succeed and
put Burnside "on the map".

Canterbury Centre

Champion of Champions Colts: I J Read
Champion of Champions Pairs: AM Davies, EK Watts (s)
Champion of Champions Colts: SP Buttar
Champion of Champions Triples:
S P Buttar, R C Marks, AW

1967/68
1976/77
1980/81
1982/83
Stuart (s)
1978/79
1978/79
1978/79

Open Singles:
Open Pairs:
Open Pairs:

LHHanger
AR Grainger, EA Hay (s)
JC Lenz, PH Rose (s)

1970/71

Robinson Shield:

R C Marks, P J Gibbings,
JP Gilmore, J H Forbes (s)

1979/80

Robinson Shield:

S P Buttar, J C Lenz,
E G Hargreaves,R AC Pigou (s)

1889/90
1989/90

Open Singles
Pre-Easter Fours

1990/91
1991/92
1991/92
1991/92
1992/93
1992/93
1992/93
1993/94

Champion of Champion Singles
Open Singles
Centre Pairs
Centre Pairs
Centre Pairs
Canterbury Singles. Gold Star
Champion of Champion Triples
Centre Singles

S Buttar
A Nimmo, L Crimmins, K
Prebble, S Buttar (s)
S Buttar
TDarby
L Hamger, S Orman (s)
A Grainger, P Remi (s)
A Grainger, P Remi (s)
S Battar
S Hall, M Small, S Orman
A Bryce
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New Zealand Championships

1993/94
1993/94

National Pairs Champions
National Fours Champions

S Buttar, B Mc Nish (s)
S Buttar (L), B McNish, A
Curtain, (Linwood),
G Lawson(s) (Auckland)

Runners-Up New Zealand Championships

1989/09

National Fours Championships

L Crimmins (L), D Nimmo,
K Prebble, S Buttar (s)

Other Venues:
South Island Working Men's Club Tournament

1977 /78 & 79/80, Champion Fours:

W A Morrison, T Brady K
G Shivas, AW Stuart (s)

N Z B A Dominion Fours (Dunedin)
1975/76 (Runners Up)::

WA Morrison, T Brady
PH Rose, KG Shivas (s)

1994 Commonwealth Games (Victoria, Canada). Club history was made
when Bruce McNish and Stewart Buttar were selected for the New
Zealand Team. Stewart Buttar is the lead in the Fours with Bruce McNish
playing second.
International Bowls

The Australia-New Zealand Test series was played at Burnside on
Friday- Sunday,
2-4 April 1982. Sponsored by the Canterbury Building Society this first
International use of our facilities gave a splendid opportunity for
members to meet and observe celebrities in action. A practice day was
held on Thursday, 1 April following visits to and games in Rangiora and
Akaroa.
In the three tests, on consecutive days, on the score basis of two points
per win, Australia was to prove superior by 16 p(?ints to 8.

I
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B Mc Nish and S Buttar hold the 1993-94 National Pairs Trophy
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The Women's Club

The early records of the Burnside Club show that Mesdames Helen
Greenwood and Lorna Storey who had been on the first committee
formed by the men, relinquished these positions to endeavour to form a
Women's Bowling Club. For this purpose a meeting was held at the
residence of Miss Eileen Orchard with Mr Walter Laing and Dr Geoff
Orchard being present in an advisory capacity. It was decided at this
meeting to advertise in the local papers for members - membership being
limited to 34, also to apply to the Christchurch Women's Bowling Centre
for guidance in preparing the rules for the Burnside Club. Two further
meetings were held and at the latter one it was agreed that as there was
still no pavilion, the first Annual General Meeting would be held on 1
July 1964 at 7.30 pm at the residence of Mrs Helen Greenwood.
At the first Annual General meeting 17 members were present and a full
list of officers and committees were formed to hold office for the
following year, with Mrs Davie wife of one of the founders of the club, as
our first Patroness.
Officers were:
Helen Greenwood
Lorna Storey
Clarice Kirby
Thelma Kelly

President
Senior Vice President
Junior Vice President
Secretary- Treasurer & Centre Delegate

Committee:
Min Hirst, Helen Veitch, Joyce Hogg, Joyce Cox, Nonie Morrison,
Eileen Orchard.

First Committee 1964 Back Row:Thelma Kelly,Clarice Kerby,Helen Greenwood
Min Hirst & Lorna Storey
Front Row:Joyce Hogg,Nancy Morrison,Joyce Cox & Eileen Orchard

After the meeting closed Mr Walter Laing and Dr Geoff Orchard
addressed the members outlining the progress of the Club, green etc and
explained the co-operation which would be required between the men's
and women's sections.
Later Mr Le Cren advised regarding the formation of club rules, required
by the Christchurch Women's Bowling Centre, before affiliation would
be granted. A set of rules was then borrowed from another club and after
a lot of time and discussion, they were adjusted to suit the requirements
of the Burnside Club. They then applied for and were granted affiliation
with the Christchurch Centre in September 1964.
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It was then decided that the club colour should be a red and white hat band,
navy blazer, with pocket monogram having stream and poplars with a
mountain background, as "Burnside" means beside a stream. At a later date
however the Christchurch Centre decided that all clubs should have standard
navy and red hat bands with a Christchurch Centre monogram on the pocket.

After a lot of preparation, our first opening day was held on 17 November 1964.
Due to the hard work of a lot of men, we had come a long way in these first few
months, from a rough paddock with a wire fence around it to the "Laing
Green" and part of a pavilion, consisting of the kitchen, toilets and both men's
and women's locker room. We were than able to have our committee meetings
in our locker room; this is now used as the office.
There were only a few members who had played bowls before and as our
membership was growing all the time, it was a busy time teaching the new
members the art of playing bowls. There were some strange expressions to
heard around the green, such as "more green Rene", or "don't be thin Min".
We did not have much money in those early days so wi= had various ways or
raising it, among them many recipes were brought and sold to other members
for a small sum - this helped our culinary arts as well as our funds.
Then our pavilion grew from a kitchen and locker rooms to a full size pavilion,
where we were able to play indoor bowls in the Winter. As it was one of the
first indoor greens in Christchurch, it was very popular. We also had some
great Christmas parties here where the women performed some great "skits".
The men were quite good "can can" dancers, too and we did not realise we had
such good "talent" in the club.
Oh! - those working bees before the opening of each season, when everything
got scrubbed, even the concrete floor in the pavilion and all the other floors
polished with our electric polisher until finally it protested that it had had
enough (even if we hadn't) and decided to blow up.
The women have also kept Burnside's name to the for by winning many Centre
fixtures, such as Champion of Champion Fours and Triples, Open Pairs, Open
Fours and the Rose Bowl which is no mean feat considering the large number of
entries in these events. Over the years, a number of our players have also been
chosen to represent the Christchurch Centre, which is indeed an honour. Now
with all our new promising players, we hope that they will do their best for
Burnside in the future.
We now have approximately 115 members and the club has come a long way
since those early days, but sadly some of the original members are no longer
with us. Our pavilion today has been improved considerably and we are very
proud of the large lounge, all the facilities of the three very good greens.
The early members made a very firm foundation for the great club that we have
25 years later and we are sure that they must look back with pride and no
regrets at taking up the great game of bowls.

,
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Bunside Women's Centre

Champion of Champion Fours:
1982-83:
M Brady (Skip), I Shelley, S Hogwood, H Brown
1984-85:
N Burrows (Skip), N Crimmins, J Scanes, D Goldsmith
1985-86::
B Atkins (Skip) P Shivas, C Ward, Y Howman
Champion of Champion Triples:
1977-78:
M Buxton (Skip), J Crow, P Guy
1980-81 J Irvine (Skip), M Mawson, C Thomas
Open Fours:
1976:
1978:

T Kelly (Skip), N Morrison, J Davis, G Tozer
T Kelly (Skip), N Morrison, J Davis, V Coombes

Open Pairs:
1976:

B Lee (Skip), G Tozer

Rose Bowl (Fours)
1976:
T Kelly (Skip), N Morrison, J Davis, V Coombes
Life Member - Thelma Kelly

Twenty-five years of dedication and loyalty to Burnside is the proud
record of our Life Member Thelma. As a foundation member who had
already been a bowler of 14 years experience, she was in a position to
assist with coaching and advise in the administration of the Club. Her
secretaryship extended over eight years, she fulfilled the role of Centre
Delegate for five years, she was Convenor of the match committee for
three years and finally was Club President in 1982/83.
Her name appears many times as a Championship winner both at club
and Centre level in fours and pairs and as she has always had the
interests of the club at heart, she has been willing to help any member
and share her expertise and knowledge with others.
Burnside is indeed fortunate to have Thelma as a member of the club.

Thelma M.Kelly Life Member 1983

Remember
The night a certain lady appeared at the Christmas Party in
Pink Polka Dot Pyjamas.
Those Can Can Girls whose high kicking drew OOHS and
AAHS from the female audience.
The Miss Burnside Contest with kisses for the winner Miss
Upshot from President Rex in his daffodil yellow suit.
The Steptoe Action when the heavens opened flooding the
carpark, and the customers had to "walk the plank" to
get in- but OH those bargains.

"

The Garden Scene

From earliest days, attention was given to environmental uplift by the
formation of beds for Rhododendrons and Azaleas in the Laing green
area and later by the weather vane, bordering the Davie green. Gifts had
been received from the Ladies section. Early work was mainly in the
hands of Ivan Skipworth. He was followed by Laurie Milne soon to be
joined, in the seventies, by Wally Chatterton, who was known to collect
cash from mid-week bowlers to purchase the roses, which we find to the
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south-west of both greens. As a cover to bare fence posts, variegated ivy
was also planted, to be followed by the well known border strips of
Dahlias we all appreciate, when looking westwards across the greens.
Many hours of preparation and soil cartage preceded the plantings,
which soon produced an image of the Club's surroundings noted by
many and since started in other Clubs in the City. For this, we are totally
indebted to Wally and his band of supporters not only for their interest
and labour but to Wally especially for the free supply of raw materials
and plants.
The additional area to the east of the Davie green has already been
mentioned, where the landscaping with more roses, ornamental trees and
shrubs, together with garden plots of annuals, made this a very special
area. The petunia bed along the fence dividing the Laing and Davie
greens saw its end when the "old man nor-wester" of August 1975
flattened the fence to result in the complete removal of the latter. Chiefly
involved in assisting at this time were Ray Marks, Gordon King, Albie
Brixton, Jack Kuchen and, more recently Ron Winters, with Joe Gilmore
doing a fine job on garden water reticulation requirements.
Attention was now being paid to the Orchard green area with
the resulting wonderful harmonious collection of Dahlias on
·. -------the garden strip along the east wall of the pavilion. The
concreted fence surrounds to the green area proved no obstacle
to the gardeners who found that a ten pound hammer worked
"wonders" in helping to clear the two corners, now adorned by
the choice roses and annuals we find there. Gavin Turnbull
. was another donor of Rhododendrons, to add to the general
splash of colour. Support also came from the Ladies, but Wally
!himself, gave practically all the annuals to blend so well with
the perennials. We are also indebted to the Gardiners for the
decorative tubs, now gracing our main pavilion entrance.
1

Garden Splendour ....
W.V.Chatterton Life Member 1978

The Club has won premier awards over the years and its
general display has been accepted as a standard to be attained
in the lifting of the whole environment. Our most sincere
,gratitude for his self sacrificial labours on our behalf must go to
our Life Member, Wally Chatterton, for the outstanding
:spectacles, year by year. In more recent times his place has
been ably taken by Albie Brixton and now by Ron Winters, who
with their bands of helpers have done their utmost to maintain
the Burnside tradition.

After the Games are Over

In early days, John (P J) Gibbings was prominent in planning facilities for
the sale of beverages at appropriate times. From 1973 onwards, a
temporary "Bar" was formed with a trestle table set up in the eastern
corner at the carpark end of the pavilion. To a low cost refrigerator
organised by Max Davis, liquor was brought in flagons from the Russley
Hotel on Friday nights, for weekend use. Russley was replacing its spirit
bowser system and the old unit, along with steel baskets (still in use)
were given to the Club. Also involved at the time were Bert Green, Jim
Doherty, Ken Doell and Stan McGarry. The inconvenient part of the
scheme was that it all had to be dismantled for the winter "indoor"
season.
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For the next season John Gibbings acquired a "counter" bar from the office of
Shaw Savill Ltd which at the autumn close, found its way to the Governor's Bay
Hotel! As the new lounge had not eventuated for the next season another
counter was obtained through Alan Bryce from Tench Bros, Rangiora, with
further business as usual. The lounge bar area we know was developed in the
1976-77 season which saw a refrigeration system for 18 gallon kegs installed to
be replaced later under Jim Doherty by special tanks and a new spirits bowser.
A later development was that of a "chill room" and increased storage area.
Now, in our Jubilee year we are accustomed to an enlarged and redesigned bar
unit with systems for delivery of Lager and two Draught beers as well as soft
drink dispensers. Again Ken Shivas was very prominent in this major change
together with Evan Lang (Convenor) and Tom Wildes (decorative work).

•

The present system whereby the Club obtained a full licence eventuated in
1982. Alan Wright had served for several years as official bar manager under
House Committee Chairman: Jim Doherty, Ken Doell, Jack Forbes, Stan
McGarry and Len Butterfield.
Since that time, we have been indebted to Neil Howman, Bert Green, Bob Burns
and Evan Lang for their organisation and efforts in this field . A general word
of thanks here, too, to those who have been essential members of the Works
Committee in other areas, particularly in the pavilion and kitchen remodelling
exercise - Norman Clifton, Len Seear, Gilbert Thornton and especially Monty
Perrin, deserve high praise for many years of self sacrificing work. Their names
are to be linked with those of Frank England, Gil Day, Leo Crimmins, Bill
Cosgriff and Dave Johnston who as Pavilion Committee convenors have also
provided a wonderful service towards its maintenance and general
attractiveness.

,,

No thoughts on our lounge and entertainment would be complete without
reference to the work of the various social committees through the years.
Christmas and end of season parties have been the norm but the variety of
entertainment and enjoyment have always represented high standards of
organisation and achievement. True, the lounge has been a magnificent
addition to our resources for relaxation, fun and fellowships!

I personally thank all who have assisted me with documents and vital information
relative to the early years.
I must express special thanks to the late Ernie Watt, a really dedicated Club Historian,
for the wealth of detail in his Photographic History, some of which has been reproduced
here. He, too, looked forward to these celebrations when he wrote - "Today, Burnside is
preparing for its 25th Anniversary in 1988. The standard of achievement of these
pioneers of the "sixties' is reflected today in a well managed and highly respectable club,
which has been a genuine contributor to bowling in New Zealand".
Sadly, many others of those original and early members are no longer with us - we
honour them for all they did to make it possible for us to have a "Happy Anniversary"
and to enjoy "Good Bowling" in the years to come.

v

ALLAN GAINSFORD
July 1988
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Programme of Events and List of Members
1988-1989

Burnside Bowling Club (Inc)
330 Avonhead Road (Burnside Park)
Telephone 584-617, PO Box 31-028, Christchurch
Club established 1963, Colours: Red and White
Dimensions of 3 Greens (Davie, Laing, Orchard) 36.6m x 36.6m
Foundation Members
January 1964

HS Barron
TN Beckett
CJ Berryman
NBlakeway
EJ Bowes
TBrady
R L Buckenham
JD Cameron
J A Cashin
J Clark
PJ Clark
LE Cohen
PJ Cropp
AECroyd
FL Davie
E Douglas
E W Dumpleton
AH Flay
AF Foley
LJFranks
WJ A Goodwin
GHarrow
RC Harrow
J A Henderson
DR Hindson
A RHirst
M O Holdsworth
CHunton
J Irvine
J J RJack
J Jarman
J Jellie
WJ Kelly
NS Kirby
WW Laing

OS Langley
CASLowe
S A MacDougal
JMcGuigan
AN McLeod
RMcPherson
CH Manning
WA Morrison
A WO'Neill
GOrchard
S CPeddie
DH Penney
N Pollok
S A Prankherd
EE Rattray
RH Rattray
ME Rees
DRRhind
SRobson
L RScott
RF Smee
SSmith
F HSteel
PW Storey
DA Stott
G C Templeton
NW Thompson
J L Twohill
R Veitch
DJ Wilson
HA Wilson
J AS Wilson
RF Withers
GCWoodham

Men at the top-Burnside Bowling Club Officers
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Patrons:
1985-

RC Harrow 1964-68, FL Davie 1968-85, G Orchard

Life Members

FL Davie 1965; WW Laing 1967; G Orchard 1969;
GO Gray 1971; AR Hirst 1976; WV Chatterton 1978;
LS C Pope 1980; T Brady 1986; PD Gifford 1988;
KG Shivas 1988; H W Thompson 1991; HG Cross 1991

Presidents:

WW Laing 1963-66, G Orchard 1966-67; F L Davie
1967-68;J D Cameron 1968-69; GO Gray 1969-70;
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A A Wilson 1970-71; AR Hirst 1971-72;
CG Crawford 1972-73; LS C Pope 1973-74;
J A Webb 1974-76; H W Thompson 1976-77;
EK Watt 1977-78; KAW Doell 1978-79;
PD Gifford 1979-80; J Irvine 1980-81; J H Forbes 198182;R W Jones 1982-83; DH Campbell 1983-84;
SF McGarry 1984-85; PD L Kinley 1985-86
F V England 1986-87; RI Simpson 1987-88;
R J Shaw 1988-89; EA Hay1990-91: DJ Bisman 1991-92;
H W Vannort 1992-93; R L Davey 1993-94
Secretaries

FL Davie 1963-64; DR Hindson 1964-66;
CG Crawford 1966-68; LS C Pope 1968-72;
CL Rollo 1972-73; AW Bryce 1973-76;
H W Vannoort 1976-79; WT Cosgriff 1979-80;
J E Turner 1980-85, KAW Doell 1985-86,
AN Stone 1986-87, JV Roughan 1987-89, A E Wilson
1990-

Treasurers:

F L Davie 1963-64; D R Hindson 1964; J D Cameron
1964-66; CL Wetherell 1966-67; TH Skipworth 1967-72;
WR Townsend 1972-74;5 J Turnbull 1974-76;
J M Richardson 1976-78; GB Champion 1978;
A J Gainsford 1978-81; D L Manhire 1981-82;
AW Bryce 1982-86, R J Duns 1986-87, R L Davey 198789, LR Andrews 1990-

Auditors

N S Kirby 1964-67, A A Wilson 1967-68, JG Grigor
1968-70; CL Rollo 1970-72; EM Lamb 1972-74;
WR Townsend 1974-78; PH Rose 1978-81; BJ Moore
1981-84; W J Ainger 1984-89; NM West 1990-

Honorary
Solicitor:

H W Thompson 1963-89, A J McNish 1990-

Women at the Top

Presidents:

H C Greenwood 1964-66; L Storey 1966; M Steele 1967-69;
B Stanaway 1969-70; J Hindson 1970-71; I Gardiner 197174; L Smither 1974-75; Z Benseman 1975-77; T Charles
1977-78; S Moffat 1978~79; J Irvine 1979-80; M Steele 198081; J Davis 1981-82; T Kelly 1983-85; K Hay 1985-86;
S Moffat 1985-86; M Waldron 1986-87; D Goldsmith 198788; C Ward 1988-89; I Jones 1989-90: D Jenkins 1990-91; M
Mercer 1991-92; M Gordon 1992-93; M Methven 1993-94

Secretaries:

J Powers 1964; T Kelly 1964-68; M Steele 1969-74;
A Rose 1974-75; C Tozer 1975-76; T Charles 1976-77;
T Kelly 1977-82 M Thomas 1982-84; P Drury 1984-94

Treasurers:

H C Greenwood 1964; T Kelly 1964-65; J Hogg 1965-66
P King 1966-69; M Pyne 1969-86; K Hay 1986-89;
E Ollivier 1991-94;

Life Members M Rattray 1972-72; T Kelly 1983-84
By the Way

1.

Were you one of the transistor "buffs" who had to be asked to
"turn it down" during match play ?

2.

Many times a "smoke extractor unit" was requested. Those
folks are now surely pleased to read the "thank you for not
smoking" signs.
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3.

As Wally told me, the dark green streak across part of the Davie
green was found to coincide with the track taken by cows to the
milking shed in earlier days!

4.

The lounge piano was said to be bought with proceeds of a Hire
of Hall for a Russley Hotel Staff party.

5.

The shortest recorded meeting was held by the Works and
Building Committee on 7 June 1965 at 7.30 pm. The minutes for
the previous meeting were read and confirmed and the meeting
closed by 7.35 pm !

6.

There is one place in the Match Room where we do not wish
our name to appear. It is the 'SICK BOARD", which was
mounted in 1970

Above: Burnside today, one of the three Bowling Greens.
Below: New Zealand Bowling Tournament~ January 1994
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Cricket
Early Days

On 31 August 1905 the first meeting of the West Christchurch Cricket
Club was held in the Chambers of Commerce building situated on the
banks of the Avon at the corner of Worcester Street and Oxford Terrace. ·
Canon Hare presided over the 25 members present and Harry Whitta
moved the motion that the West Christchurch Cricket Club be formed.
The Club colours were to be registered as dark and light blue with a
crest. The first Executive were: Patron Canon Hare; President Dr C
Nedwill; Vice Presidents
Hon C Louisson and C M Gray; Club Captain F H Labatt; Secretary C
Louisson;
Treasurer JMullin. Committee: F S Frankish, SF Wilson, H B S Whitta, A
S Bean, E H Frankish
CF D Cook, F G L Vernon, W JAshby, AC Fuller. The Selection
Committee was F H Labatt and F S Frankish.

First Committee 1905-06
Back Row: C Louisson Jnr (Hon Secretary), W J Ashby, H Whitta
(Selector), EH Frankish, T Mullin (Hon Treasurer), A Fuller.
Front Row: SF Wilson, Dr Nedwill (President), F H Labatt (Club
Captain), A S Bean, JE S Dudding.
Subscriptions were set by the Canterbury Cricket Association and were
as follows:
Under 16 years of age
1/6
16 and under 21
£1/5/21 and under
£1/15/Thursday player
£1/5/The Christchurch district was divided up into six areas with the West
Christchurch district being enclosed by Bealey Avenue, Manchester
Street, Moorhouse Avenue and the western and northern boundaries of
Hagley Park. The Hagley Park area was allocated to West Christchurch,
Riccarton and St Albans with West Christchurch and St Albans sharing
the old United Club Pavilion. The playing strength of the areas in 1905
was stated as West Christchurch 35 players, Linwood 46, Riccarton 46,
Sydenham 45, St Albans 43 and East Christchurch 35, a total of 249
cricketers in a population of 60,000 !
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The first Senior competition match was played on 21 October 1905
against Sydenham at Sydenham Park with West batting first to score 84
runs and Sydenham replying with 60. Difficulty in filling teams was
evident and in 1909 move was made to have members of the West
Christchurch High School 1st XI become honorary members of the Club
in the hope that it would encourage schoolboys and keep teams at full
strength.

Dan Reece ... His fine all round
playing record and years of
administration will be difficult
to equal.

West Christchurch Senior Team 1905-06
Back Row: C Louisson (Hon Sec), A Dakin, C F D Cook, SF Wilson, A
Moore (scorer). Middle Row: JES Dudding, A Sims, EH Frankish, JD
Lawrence (Captain), A Fuller, T Malone, JG Vernon.
Front Row: H E Lawrence, H B Whitta.
District boundaries were redrawn periodically by the C C A but the Club
was always struggling for players and from 1908 to 1921 no competitions
were won in any grade. The First World War had a great affect on the
Club, there being a continuing debate as to whether competition should
be continued or should cease but it was soon realised that there was no
lack of volunteers and that life should continue as normally as possible.
By 1918 West Christchurch had only two teams in the Canterbury Cricket
Association competitions. It was an exception to see a team playing
eleven men and this may well account for the triple centuries scored at
that time. In the final match of the season in 1916 against St Albans
Harold Lusk batted in fine style scoring 334 runs when he ran out of
partners. The final team score by West Christchurch of 535 is also the
Club's highest score in senior cricket.
The arrival of Roger Blunt is January 1919 greatly assisted in the revival
of the Club, a stable administration and the abolition of district cricket
were also contributing factors.
Two other representative cricketers arrived in 1920, they were Rupert
Worker and Chattel Hayes. Chattel Hayes loved the game and in 1966 at
the age of 73 he was still keeping wickets. When he died at the age of 82
he left a bequest of $5,000 to the Club. Other prominent players over this
period were D N McLachlan, RO Talbot and J L Findlay.
In 1922 David Redpath became President of the West Christchurch Club.
He was a strong advocate of imported coaches and took a great interest
in the young cricketers. With his help and guidance the Boys Association
had been formed in 1918. It is said that he gave more time and money to
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cricket than any other man in New Zealand - he was renown for his
entertainment of overseas teams. The Redpath Cup for the outstanding
batting performance in New Zealand was donated by him in 1920. As a
mark of respect, no Club cricket was played on the day of his funeral in
December 1924.
The Depression Years 1928-1940

The period from 1928-40 was noted for the affect the depression and
resulting unemployment had on cricket clubs. After the war people's
interests had widened with the advent of the motor car and other sports
such as Athletics, Tennis and Cycling had become more popular.
Standards of play had declined and with unemployment peaking at
73,000 in September 1932 this placed great financial uncertainty for the
Club.
In January 1929 Jack Kerr came to Christchurch from Wanganui with the
one desire - to play cricket. This was the beginning of an association
which has lasted for over sixty years to this present day. In addition to
scoring more runs than any other player, 8415, Jack has been Treasurer,
Club Captain, Committee Member, Selector, Coach, President and Patron
of the Club. Besides that he has served on the Canterbury Cricket
Association and the New Zealand Cricket Council, being made a Life
Member of both bodies. Since 1973 he has donated a cricket bat to be
awarded for the best batting performance.
There is no doubt that the 1933-34 season was one of the best for the Club
during its long history. Nine centuries were scored that year and seven
members of the Club made the Canterbury Representative team.
Amalgamation and The War Years 1939-1946

The Second World War again had a disruptive effect on life in New
Zealand but cricket in Canterbury was not affected to the same extent as
that during the First World War. Teams from the various services were
entered and although there were some problems with hours of play and
obtaining leave their presence enabled worthwhile competition to be
provided. The Plunket Shield was suspended for five years from 1939
and similarly the Canterbury Cricket Association awarded no trophies
from 1940-1945. During this time the Club in 1942-43 joined with St
Albans.

West Christchurch 1942 First XI
BackRow: T Shackelton (Scorer), F Williams, M Harper, K Webster, D
Johnston, A Saunders, E Adnam, D Ager.
Front Row: J Boaden, K Uttley (Captain), J Nee, T Shirley, M Burrows.
In the background is the original caretaker's house at Hagley Park.
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The Club was fortunate to gain the service of Martin Donnelly who
moved to Christchurch in 1938; he was named in Wisden' s "Five Players
of the Year" in 1947.
One of the most recurring problems in the Club's history had been the
state of the pavilion and its constant need for repair. Up until 1953 the
Club had been sharing a pavilion with St Albans but in that year the
Christchurch City Council declared the building unsafe.
St Albans went ahead and purchased a pavilion of their own leaving
West Christchurch to seek other facilities.

Martin Donnelly ... Batting at Lords for the Gentlemen v Players July
1947. He carried his bat for 162.
In 1953 Simpson Guillen emigrated to Christchurch from the West Indies;
his brilliant wicketkeeping, keenness and tremendous enthusiasm soon
made him a favourite with both the players and spectators alike. He had
three seasons with West before transferring to the St Albans Club in 1956.
For his work for the Club, in particular his efforts in enabling Simpson
Guillen to emigrate to New Zealand and join West, Lester Smith was
made a Life Member.
In September 1957 the amalgamation with the West Old Boys and the
Canterbury University Cricket Club took place. The basic reason for this
merger was to give the two clubs senior status and to give West a
feeding ground for the future. The greatly enlarged new Club had
changed its name to West Christchurch University and had begun its
existence with much activity. Over the years many cricketers at the
University had to choose between their natural wish to go as far as they
could and their loyalty to a Club which would involve them playing in a
grade lower than their natural ability. This conflict was never resolved
and it was the sole reason for the merger with the West Christchurch
Club.
The first general meeting of the new Club was held in the Students Union
Building on 1 November 1957 and ten teams were entered in the
competitions. During the winter the pavilion was completely renovated
and facilities for afternoon tea were vastly improved. The Club was very
successful especially in the 1959-60 season where the second, fourth,
sixth, and ninth grade teams won their competitions. Graham Dowling
was selected to play for New Zealand against the touring Australians.
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Februarv 1968 . Scoreboard at Lancaster
Park just after Gra ham Dowling lu, ,et .1
new tes t record fo r N.7.. (Press).
Graham D owling batting with Barn· Sindm
at Edgbasto n in 1965. Co lin C:owdre\'
and Jim Park s are th e English f iekbma11

Graham Dowling, February 1968. The scoreboard at Lancaster Park just
after Graham Dowling had set a new Test Record for New Zealand.
By the fourth year of amalgamation the financial position had
deteriorated, subscriptions had risen from $8 to $11 but the Club still
continued to loose money. The ground rental at Hagley, now at $480,
was considered to be a crippling factor and a weekly playing levy was
being introduced.
The Move to Burnside Park 1958-1972

Don Williamson, who with co-founder Ray Moir, created an enviable
record of having been involved with the Club for every year since its
inception. He first played for Waltham but a move to the Burnside
district and his involvement as a coach of a 4th grade rugby team
provided the incentive to call the initial meeting. His foresight,
enthusiasm and sheer hard work has been amply rewarded with the size
and success of the present Club. A summer sport to keep a team of keen
rugby players together during the summer season was the beginning of
the Burnside Cricket Club.
On 21 July 1958 a meeting was held in the Fendalton Kindergarten to
discuss the formation of a Cricket Club in the Burnside Area. The
meeting was attended by 19 people mainly from the Burnside Rugby
Club's 4th grade team, members of the Canterbury Suburban Cricket
Association were present as were also the representatives of the Waimairi
Council.
The first Club members were R Moir (President), D McLean (Club
Captain) D Williamson (Secretary /Treasurer), L Duke, J Willoughby, K
Jones, J Graham, L Goodger, C Booth, DA Aitkins, G McCreanor, A
Wright, J Lester, R New lands, K Mitchan, W Porter, 0 March,
N Robinson, S Shepherd, L Riches and B Gilmore.
There was no doubt in the minds of the first Committee that the Club's
colours had to be red (in line with the Burnside Rugby Club) and that the
emblem had to be a cabbage tree to signify the close relationship they
opted to have with Burnside High School-the school having already
chosen the cabbage tree for its emblem. This tree was said to be used by
the early Maoris to help guide them when crossing the Canterbury Plains
and can still be seen in the school grounds at the corner of Greers Road
and Memorial Avenue.
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A ground was available at Burnside Park but because of the lateness of
the Club's formation it was not ready until after the season had started.
It was decided rightly or wrongly to go ahead and a suitable square was
selected. The committee then started to prepare the pitch themselves and
after much mowing, forking, lifting, filling with sand and rolling the
Club felt that it had the best pitch in Canterbury !! As Whit Porter and
Noel Robinson had their sections backing onto the Park they were elected
honorary groundsmen. The pitch block referred to is the one now known
as No.3.
The woolshed on the original homestead block of William Boag served as
a changing shed for club rugby in the winter and club cricket in the
summer. In those early days the slate floor was still in place and at times
sheep and bales of hay were stored there. There was no electricity to the
building and this created many problems with the afternoon tea
arrangements; players brought thermettes and later a multi-pot was
used.

.

The standard of tea provided varied considerably but records show that
more home games were won than lost !
A 'lean-to' was placed on the end of the pavilion and this was used to sell
soft drinks and to make the tea. A roller was borrowed from the
Fendalton Bowling Club but unfortunately this was used by vandals to
flatten the 'lean-to' . This prompted talks with the Burnside Rugby Club
on the building of changing sheds in consultation with the Waimairi
County Council. For an outlay of $1,500 we became part owners of the
area down-stairs where the showers were. Compared with the previous
pavilion this new area was like a palace with its concrete floor, showers
and electricity.
The annual general meeting of 1963 made a change in the Club's colours
to dark blue, maroon and gold, a change which represented the
composite nature of the Club. At this meeting a motion was put to close
its membership and move to Ilam. With the University moving from the
centre of Christchurch to the new campus, questions were being asked
within the Club as to how the new facilities could best be used. Jack Kerr
volunteered to see the groundsman at Ilam and help in the preparation of
a wicket up to senior standard. After a deputation had met the Vice
Chancellor in February 1963 the University Council replied that they
would be agreeable to the Club moving its headquarters to Ilam only if
the Club was closed to non-students. There was a strong feeling against
closing the Club and it was not until November 1966 that Ralph Byrne, a
most active and enthusiastic club captain, met the University Registrar
that the subject was re-opened. A decision was made to stay at Hagley
and it was agreed that a new pavilion be built. Fund raising was very
slow and by June 1969 only $1,274 had been raised, a further effort was
made and finance was obtained from the Canterbury Savings Bank and
the Christchurch City Council. However, the committee at that time felt
that a loan of $8,000 was beyond the resources of the Club.
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October 1968, Peter Sharp receiving the Press Pennant from the President
of the CCA Jack Saunders. Also pictured are Jack Kerr and Club
captain Neville Huxford.

,
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West Christchurch Senior Team 1969-70.
Back Row: MA Fisher, DG Trist, BF Hastings, GR Sherlock, TW Jarvis, GT
Dowling, W Garrod. Front Row: BK Bhana, MK Phillips, RK Allen, PA
Sharp (Captain), NA Huxford, CM Kirk, BC Adams, M Johnston (Scorer) .
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Another meeting was held on 24 May 1972 with the Students Liaison
committee to discuss the moving to 11am as an open club. This resulted
in a special meeting held on 15 August 1972 in the Students Union
Building at 11am. Two motions were placed before the meeting-one that
West should move its headquarters from Hagley and the second was
whether a merger with the Burnside Club should be proceeded with or
the Club remain at 11am. The different points of view were:
11am

Burnside

1.

Only 60% of membership above the age of 16
would be present or past students of any New
Zealand University.

2.

Better playing and practice facilities.

3.

Ground rental of $500.

4.

Locality would attract more players

5.

University cricket would be strengthened.

1.

Locality. The size and vitality of Rugby and
Soccer clubs was proof of the area's potential.

.

At the end of the three hours discussion a vote of 53 to 31 decided that
the Club would establish its headquarters at 11am. This vote, however,
did not decide the issue, for at a meeting held two nights later 124 senior
members tendered their resignation and decided to join the Burnside
Club. This group included all the senior team with the exception of Chris
Kirk and four past club captains. Over the next few days Jack Kerr
sought to find a compromise solution that might avoid a split in the Club.
Accordingly at its A G M on 30 August 1972 the members present voted
29 to 22 that the Club establish its headquarters at Burnside Park. The
meeting expressed the feeling that it should be absolutely clear to
Burnside that a West condition for the merger was that the new Club
would undertake to look after University cricket. And so, on 13
September 1972 a reconvened A GM welcomed the Burnside club
members to its meeting. The rule changes previously agreed were made
and following the election of officers the first committee meeting was set
down the next evening.

.
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Burnside Suburban Senior Team, winners of the Senior 'A' Suburban
Competition for the 1970-71 season.
Back Row: M Laby (Sec) , R Gussette, WAR James, RJ Rickard,
J Humphries, B Malden, DJ McNaughton. Front Row: RO Vain,
D A Youl (Selector), P M Burton, JS Crosbie (Patron), C Hazeldine (Vice
Captain), D A Williamson (President), DJ Hooper, RF Moir (Foundation
Member), RM Armour.Insets: TA Westwood (Captain), G Reddington.
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David Trist playing for a Canterbury XI against North Canterbury at
Hagley Park October 1967.
The Largest Club in New Zealand 1973-1980

The first year of the new Club brought many problems such as how to
cater for such a large number of adult players and 300 school boys; there
was a need to get more wickets and to design a pavilion. David Trist was
in charge of the grounds which were far from level. David Fox with the
assistance of Al Brown and others surveyed the ground and the Waimairi
Council did the re-levelling and resowing. The original practice block
was on the southern boundary and for two seasons this consisted of the
outfield, soak hoses and a pitch. Initially schoolboy cricket was played
near the area where there are now tennis courts.

Burnside West University Cricket Club First Committee 1972.
Back Row: RS Laby, RJ Rickard, AR Alty, RK Allen, DA Youl, BC Adams
Middle Row: KD Cockburn, RE Dunn, BR Dunn, DG Trist,MG Laby.
Front Row: NA Johnstone (Sec) DJ Hooper (Tres), GT Dowling (Pres) JS
Crosbie (Vice Pres), DA Williamson (Club Captain), BF Hastings.
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Burnside West University First Eleven, winners of the CCA Senior
Championship 1977-78. Back Row: DG Harrison (Scorer) BD Thomas,MJ
Williams, JW Davies, JG Boyle, SN Bateman, KPJ Williams, GI Cummins,
P Burgess, GT Dowling, AC Brown (Selector)
Front Row: KI Collins, MA Fisher, BF Hastings, OC Blackburn,(Captain),
WJ Mitchell, PE Wallace, BK Bhana.
Alan Kitto headed the group in charge of designing a new pavilion and
after much negotiations with the Council the plans were open to tender
with Barry Quinn's price of $47,611 being accepted. Work was begun
shortly after this date, 11 May 1973 and construction was completed
some five months later. On 24 November 1973 Mr DB Rich, Chairman of
the Waimairi County Council opened the Club rooms and expressed the
support of the Council to the Club and to any future projects that it may
undertake. Other speakers were the MP for Wigram, Hon M Connolly,
Professor N C Phillips Patron of the Club and the President of the Club,
Graham Dowling.
Fund raising schemes under the prompting of Doug Youl were excellent.
Housie at the Avonhead Tavern raised $4,600, the Oxford Hotel raffles
$1,700 and two other efforts brought in $2,400. The Chattel Hayes Estate
realised $5,500 and along with a Golden Kiwi grant of $4,000 plus a
Waimairi Council grant of $2,500. This left a mortgage of $32,000 which
was raised from the Canterbury Savings Bank and the Waimairi Council
'at4%.

George Howden. Life Member 1981,
dedicated worker for the club,
15 October 1977. Colin Blackman lays down the law to his team prior to
especially with grounds supervision. the first senior match at Burnside Oval. This one day match against St
Albans resulted in a loss with one over to go.
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After a year's trial the Mai Moa Ladies Cricket Club in 1975 made an
application to merge with the Burnside Club. The proposal was accepted
and certain rule changes gave the women equal rights within the Club.
Since the 1973 season improvements have continued to be made to the
ground. In 1976 the whole park was relevelled at a cost of $2,500. While
this was being done all the Club games were played at Ilam. The
schoolboy wickets were relaid in 1977 and the No.1 block and the
practice area were extended.
University cricket has continued to be looked after by the Club, although
in 1979 there was a change for the Easter Tournament when the
committee agreed to allow non-club members to be eligible for this
selection. This change in policy was made to strengthen University
cricket.
In the same year a new award was made, this was the Al Brown
Memorial Trophy and was for all playing members with points being
awarded each week. The work of stalwarts George Howden and Hugh
Waring was acknowledged. It was reported that there was no profit
from Housie at the Avonhead Tavern but that the finances showed an
excess of Income of $459.16 over expenditure compared with a loss of $52
the previous year. A Common Seal was to made for the Club.
Canterbury College and 11am

Cricket at Canterbury College was formed in 1877 and revived in 1907.
Rugby football began in 1886, Girls' boating 1887, Tennis 1887, with
Hockey 1905 and Boxing 1909.
In 1949 the College became Canterbury University. A further name
change to the University of Canterbury was made during 1958 after land
was being sought in the north-west known as Ilam.
Ilam was founded by JC Watts-Russell (1825-75), a wealthy ex-army
officer. He arrived on the "George Seymour" in December 1950 from
Ilam, a village five miles north-west of Ashbourne in north Staffordshire.
He made the homestead the centre of hospitality and entertainment for
the elite of early Christchurch, and it is currently used as the Staff Club.
It became the Stead property and was sold, along with "Okeover" (1877)
on the eastern side of Ilam Road during July 1950 for University
purposes.

The Ilam fields had lines of old black tree stumps which gave way to the
cropping of peas and wheat. Mr Cyril Watson, the superintendent of
University grounds laid two clay wicket blocks which were compounded
and dressed. The original barn was up-graded then extended while
other blocks were added in the early 1960's.
By 1976 the entire University was located in the beautiful surroundings
of Ilam.
Batting On Through The Eighties

1980 was a great year for the Club and the highlight was without doubt
the 75th Jubilee celebrations held over Show Week end when 126
attended the Friday night function held in the Club rooms. There were
209 at the dinner at the Chateau Regency where guest speakers, Wes
Hall, Bert Sutcliffe and Jack Kerr kept everyone amused and enthralled.
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Unfortunately wet weather on the Sunday ruined the proposed cricket
matches but the barbecue was still held an impromptu function was
carried on to a late hour. Spin offs from the Jubilee have been, recording
of the Club's history, the framing and hanging of many old photographs
and with the help of Bob Allen and Don Williamson the construction of
an Honours Board. Thanks to John Thompson's shrewd management a
small profit was made and along with a particularly handsome donation
from Tony Timpson this money has been placed in a special fund with
the recommendation that it be used for improvements to the pavilion.
Income was up $4,500 over expenditure with Housie showing a profit of
$450. The lino in the pavilion was renewed and a Fire Escape and
emergency lighting installed. The old motorised roller was sold to
Burnside High School at a price realistic to both parties and in its place a
tractor and trailer were purchased for $900.
Two extra ground Staff were employed under the Temporary
Employment Scheme, the No.1 block was extended and levelled by the
Waimairi Council.
Don Findlay was elected a Life Member.
The 1981 season carried on from the highs of the previous year, George
Howden was thanked for his magnificent donation and his dedication to
the grounds watering and rolling. The motor mower however was
replaced and the work of the fund raisers earned them the name of the
"633 Squadron" for their share in the affinity with the war time pilots of
the Battle of Britain era insofar as they are "of the Few".
Dayle Hadlee was appointed Club Coach for two hours on a Wednesday;
many young players were joining the Club from Burnside and St
Thomas's schools. Eric White was congratulated on the great
improvement to the pitches.
The time of trophy presentations was discussed as whether the end of a
season or the start of new one was the best time. Subscriptions were set
at $60 reducible to $50. Housie was terminated. Graham Dowling was
made a Life Member.
Compared with the two previous years, 1982 was a difficult year for
administration with work commitments or overseas travel meaning that
no member attended every meeting held. Special thanks was given to
Vince Cusack for his excellent preparation of the club pitches. A new
lawn mower had been purchased and a comprehensive report on the
grounds was commissioned by George Howden.
The transfer of the Women's section to another club happened before the
start of the season. It was felt that it should be the Club's aim to reintroduce a ladies section at the earliest opportunity and that any
previous players would be welcomed back to the Club (except the person
who instigated the transfer!)
The end of year dinner was held at the Carlton Hotel; it was a
tremendous success and was the social highlight of the year. Final
payments were made of the monies borrowed from the Waimairi Council
to build the Club rooms.
Thanks were given to Derek Cockburn for the work he has done for the
Club over such a long period of time and more especially the years given
to school boy cricket at both Club and Provincial level. Many of the boys
who played in the school grades are now members of the Club.
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George Howden was elected a Life Member and Brian Adams was
thanked for the mammoth task he undertook in the writing of the Club's
75 years of Cricket.
In the Senior side Kevin Collins with 33 dismissals once again equalled
the Canterbury Club record for a wicketkeeper and in the bowling
department Tony Farrant took 50 wickets.
The culmination for the 1983-84 season was the great effort by the club in
winning the Petersen Shield by a comfortable margin. Improvements
were made to the pavilion with the changing rooms being painted, plans
for a new tractor shed, a glassed-in viewing area and a new score box
were approved by the Waimairi Council and tenders called.
It had been a demanding year for the young and inexperienced
committee but they had settled well into their administrative tasks.

A highlight for the Club was the hosting just prior to Christmas of the
Canterbury v Wellington One Day game, this proved to be a major
organisation exercise.
Don Williamson was elected a Life Member.
1984-85 was one of the most dynamic periods since the building of the
pavilion with a total of inwards cash flow, including loan monies of over
$71,000. Two special fund raising efforts were the wrapping of the
Sunday Miracle and the Press; these activities raised approximately $20 a
playing member.
John Thompson completed his term as Club President, he had been
associated with the Club for 26 years. In his last message he spoke highly
of the standard of the Burnside wickets which enabled five senior
cricketers to score over 500 runs during the season and of the alterations
to the pavilion from which a great panoramic view of the park was now
possible.
The Club retained the Petersen Shield.
John Thompson was elected a Life Member of the Club.
In the report for the 1985-86 season mention was made of the number of
burglaries and the need to consider some form of audible sound system
for the pavilion. The question of. whether schools playing on Burnside
Park on Friday afternoons should contribute to the cost of the wickets
was raised. Two major changes which affected the Club were the
introduction of GS T and the dropping of the TEP scheme which had
been of great assistance to the Club in keeping up the high standard of its
grounds.
Subscriptions were set at $100 reducible to $90.
In the Presidents Grade there was no age restriction but it was felt that
this should be about 35 years. In the Presidents grade competition the
one point given when a team is not dismissed would be abolished.
David Boyle and Andrew Hintz were selected for the Canterbury A
Team and David Farrant scored 732 runs for the season.
The 1986-87 season saw three players, David Boyle, Andrew Hintz and
David Farrant representing Canterbury A, Jon Preston was in Canterbury
Band Andrew Sherwood and Lee Germon in the Canterbury U/20 side.
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Lee besides captaining the New Zealand U /18 and New Zealand Youth
Team deservedly gained a Cricket Scholarship to Lords. Grant Dickson
and Andrew Sherwood were in the touring Kiwi side to Australia.
Russell Haglund and Jon Preston were chosen as Emerging Players ..
David Farrant had a great season with the bat scoring 834 runs while
Steve Bateman took 51 wickets.
The 1988-89 season saw the first use of the all weather wicket on
Burnside Park.
The Junior Cricket was under the capable leadership of Bruce Reid and
was very strong in numbers and a Committee was formed to assist with
the running and the organisation of the Junior section of the Club.
Major improvements made to the bar and significant improvements were
planned for the outfields which should improve the fielding.

Vince Cussack, expert in wicket preparation, with his dog Oskar.
Jon Preston scored 704 runs and Steve Hawker 41 wickets, both gained
Canterbury B selection. The Senior side played well to win the One Day
competition and was very close to taking the Two Day competition. A
very satisfactory sponsorship deal was arranged with the Avonhead
Tavern which assisted the Club in many ways. A new irrigation system
was installed and this did away with much of the tiresome task of
shifting hoses several times a day.
Dave Dempsey had been appointed coach and the results were very
satisfying. A Futures Committee was set up to look at possible changes
with the arrangements with the Burndale Soccer Club.
Subscriptions were set at $155 + G ST. The reticulation of the grounds
was completed by the Waimairi Council at a cost of $70,000, the Council
was to pay $54,000 and the Burnside West Christchurch University and
the Burndale Soccer Club were to provide the other $16,000- $8,000 each
Club.
Discussion was held on whether some of the sponsorship money should
be spent on a sight screen, on uniforms or on coaching.
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Great Year for the Club 1990-91
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Avonhcad Tavern Burnside West Christchurch University Cri~_~et_Club
Senior Team
1990- 1991
Winners of Trust Bank Trophy & Trust

.

· c.P.K~~nedy,G.D.Turner, A.R.Hickford,A.B.C.Sherwood,C.M. Kerr,T.W.Hawker
A.E.Grayburn,P.J.Cotton,D.J.Philpott,G.T.Barrett,H.J.Kember,D.A.Dempsey ,A .J.Feely
(Secretary)
(Manager Coach )( Scorer)
R.G . Hintz,W.M.Noon,A,J.Hintz,S.A.Jeffery,S.N.Bateman,R.W.Haglund,S,J.Hawker,R.E.Burges~
(President)
(Captain)
(Vic Captain)
(Club Captain)
Absent: M.A.Hastings

Stephen Jeffery had a great season with the bat scoring 750 runs, Andrew '
Sherwood 634, David Farrant 579 and Jon Preston 501-this made for a
very good season.
Bryce McKenzie, Club Captain 198587, Treasurer 1990-92 and organiser of
In the bowling department Steve Bateman was top with 37 wickets
6-a-side Tournaments.
closely followed by Andrew Hintz 35 and Steve Hawker 31.
In his report for the 1990/91 season the President, Reg Hintz, stated that
in all his 30 years with the Club the past one was the most successful for
not only did the Senior side win the Trust Bank Trophy but they also won
the Trust Bank Cup and were second in the Hadlee Trophy. To back up
this fine effort was the Second Grade side who won their competition
The Senior side was managed and coached by Dave Dempsey and they
had the services of Wayne Noon a semi-professional cricketer from
Northants. Wayne kept wickets and made 48 dismissals as well as
scoring 449 runs. Stephen Jeffery scored the magnificent total of 1043
runs and took 27 slip catches. Four bowlers took over 40 wickets, they
were Hamish Kember 40, Steve Hawker 42, Andrew Hintz 43 and Gerald
Barrett. In the 2nd Grade side Tony Hawker scored 490 runs while
Darryl Philpott captured 72 wickets from a mammoth total of 354 overs.
The Club organised a major raffle with the prize a return trip to the final
of the World Cup in Australia with tickets of $10 each.
The sponsorship with the A vonhead Tavern continued to be most helpful
to the Club. Special thanks went to Bryce McKenzie for this excellent
work in collecting subscriptions. Steve Bateman who had played senior
cricket for the Club retired. Two items of equipment were purchased,
namely a typewriter and a new fridge; new caps were ordered along with
club jerseys, shirts and sweatshirts.
The Honorary subscription was set at $22.
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Burnside West Chr!stc_!tur_ch l-!_njversity Crjc~ct_Club
Second Grade Team 1990-1991
Winners of c.c.A.Junior Challenge

G. Karst,S.Packman,S.A.Cooke,A.Hickford,A.C.Sherwood ,T.E.Hawker
A.E.Grayburn,G.Turner,G.Dickson,D.Philpott,P.Carrington,M.Hawke,C.Herron
(Secretary)
( Scorer)
R.G.Hintz,R.Brown,C.Kennedy,P.Cotton,E.Berry,C.Kerr,R.E.Burgess
(President)
(Captain)
(Club Captain)

In the 1991~92 Burnside Park became New Zealand's 50th First Class
venue when the Shell Cup representative match Canterbury v Central
Districts was played there. After a very close game Canterbury emerged
the winners.
The Club was very pleased when it was once again able to enter a team in
the Women's competition.
Further additions and alternations to the pavilion were made and the
Club successfully negotiated a very good sponsorship with the Russley
Hotel and thanks were expressed to Peter Morrison (Mine Host).
An Inaugural Cricket Scholarship was introduced and this went to Jason
Nuttall.
Subscriptions were set at $180 reducible to $160 if paid by November.
Meetings were planned with the Burndale Soccer Club to discuss a closer
co-operation between both clubs.
The International Golden Oldies Cricket Festival was held in
Christchurch from 1-8 March 1992. 96 teams entered from all around the
globe. A team was entered from the Burnside West Christchurch
University Club, made up mainly of members of the Presidents and
Suburban teams. One of the four days of the tournament games was
played at Burnside Park.
Representative honours were gained by Hamish Kember (Canterbury A),
Gerald Barrett, Mark Hastings and Steve Hawker (Canterbury B),
Emerging Players - Gerald Barrett and Allan Bickford, U /20 Allan
Bickford and U/18 Mike Hawke.
Stephen Jeffery had another fine season with the bat scoring 625 runs
while Hamish Kember took 52 wickets closely followed by Gerald Barrett
with 49.
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In his report for the 1993 AG M President Paul O'Grady stated that for
the first time for a number of years the Club was not represented by a
captain receiving a winners trophy at the CC Awards night. Stephen
Jeffery though was the winner of the Umpires Association
Sportsmanship Trophy for Batsmen. Dennis Rea, Junior Club Captain
reported that the season had been most successful and that the formation
of a separate Junior Committee had been an excellent move as also had
been the honours night for parents and children at the Club rooms.

,.

An extended balcony, enlarged windows and an improved exit had been
made to the pavilion, this will be followed by interior upgrading and
finally extension to the kitchen and changing area. The Hotel Russley
continued to be the major sponsor while the Scholarship is sponsored by
Cardinal Laboratories.
The inaugural 6 a-side tournament organised by Bryce McKenzie was a
justified success. The Christchurch City Council have commenced major
development of the Park, trees have been cut down and replaced by
other species, a new drive through area is planned incorporating the
nursery area.
The No.1 block has settled down well after its "shaving" and a
Canterbury "B" game is planned for 1994.

'·

In a fitting end to the 1993-94 season, the club recaptured the Trust Bank
Cup one day championship when the Senior side defeated East Shirley at
Burwood Park. Burnside-West University dismissed East Shirley for 108
off 48.4 overs. Simon Packman stroked the third ball of the last over to
the mid wicket boundary to give the club its seventh victory in the cup
competition. Steven Jeffery who had opened the innings was still there at
the finish. He batted for almost 3 hours and faced 135 balls for his 39
runs. This was the highest score in a low scoring final and he received
the "Player of the Match" award.
Overseas Tours

During its almost 90 year history, the Burnside West University Cricket
Club has undertaken two overseas tours, both to Australia. During 1969
it was decided that a tour of Australia should be undertaken and
fourteen interested club members then commenced a fund raising
campaign. Various methods were used including, jumble sales, bottle
drives, games evenings, cake stalls, Christmas stocking raffle, weekly
meat raffles at the Oxford Hotel plus the member's personal
contributions. It was a lot of work and there were several occasions that
the plan seemed hopeless, but the organising ability and enthusiasm of
Laurie Wilde made the trip become a fact.
The Burnside members were as follows: Laurie Wilde, tour organiser
and leader, Doug Youl, player manager, Dave Hooper treasurer (known
affectionately as Mother), Bill Carn, photographer and player, Bob
Rickard, Merv Laby, Alan Westwood, Rex Gussette, Brian Taylor, Barry
Dunn, Bruce Malden and Bill Treloar. The tour commenced on 26 March
1970 and included fixtures in Melbourne, Geelong, Camperdown,
Wanambool and Ararat.
Through shocking weather only three games were able to be played, the
first of these being transferred onto a concrete wicket. The two games at
Camperdown resulted in a win and a loss while the cricketing highlight
was without doubt playing the Geelong Grammar School 1st XI on their
own wicket. A magnificent High School with beautiful grounds that
were truly memorable. The result-a draw. The touring team was
billeted in Campertown and received royal treatment there and from the
Geelong Cricket Club members.
Unfortunately two or
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View of Pitch with the Pavilion in the backgroun~

•

II,

•

There were many "off the field" anecdotes not the least being when Rex
Gussette on returning by train from the Caulfield races to the hotel in St
Kilda travelled via Dandenong (the opposite direction) and just returned
in time to catch the train at Geelong at 8.30 am the following day. Rex
has been known as the Dandenong Flier of Railway Rex ever since. The
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"Southern Aurora" overnight train was used to transport the tourists
from Melbourne to Sydney and after two hectic nights on "The Cross"
the tour ended on 5 April. This trip generated the enthusiasm for a
repeat but this did not take place until 1975.
Some bright spark, probably Barrie Cummings, suggested that Burnside
West University make another trip overseas either to Australia or
wherever they fancied. A meeting was called with twenty plus
attending.

.

As it transpired Warwick Beatson became involved' and masterminded
the idea. Contacts were established with clubs in New South Wales and
an itinerary was set up. Those travelling were Barrie Cummings
(Captain) and Helen, Don and Barbara Williamson, Doug and Margaret
Youl, Dave and Cherie Carroll, Robin and Lyn Dunn, John Thompson,
Derek Cockburn, Steve Rayner, Al Boa, Warwick Beatson, Stu Alpe, Russ
and June McLean and Alan Aity (Player-Manager). Money was raised by
raffles and the very successful Housie evenings which the Club ran at the
A vonhead Tavern; this was in addition to personal contributions.
On the 27th December 1975 this merry bunch set out for 15 days of "Runs
in the Sun" regaled in their flashy blue shirts. Two Hi-Ace vans were
hired, one of which was considerably superior to the other. The first stop
was Sydney at the Crest Hotel deep in the heart of Kings Cross.
The first opponents were Briars who had visited the Club 12 months or
so before. They batted first and scored 180 odd, interrupted by a very
pleasant time in their Club House.
Derek Cockburn took a bag of 5 wickets and totalled 21 for the tour. We
replied with 165 resulting in a narrow defeat, Al Boa was the star
batsman.
The next stop was Newcastle 180 kilometres up the road, this was for a
return match with the strong Mereweather team who had visited a year
before. Their team included Graeme Carling a former Australian Test
bowler. They scored 300 or so, we replied with 186 after a very slow
start, Steve Rayner (Reindeer) compiling a fine 100 not out. Ours was a
good effort because the night before we had been feted by our hosts to a
longish lake cruise and free drinks - Dave Carroll took full advantage of
both.
After a very pleasant New Year's eve in a night club it was away in the
Hi-Aces for a slow trip through the Blue Mountains to Lithgow,
Bathhurst (of fond memory to J F T) and then to Orange some 240
kilometres inland and very hot and dry. Millions of cicadas were heard
in full voice that day.
On the Sunday we inspected the pitch and outfield of longish grass full of
clover onto which Warwick Beatson ventured in bare feet. He was stung
by a bee and so we" groined" to the hospital for help. We won the
cricket by bowling first against moderate but friendly opposition. The
flyful barbecue and beer were most pleasant and so was the New
Zealand v Australia scrummaging over a tinny at 2.30 am ... this we
gained with several clean heels!!
Sore heads the next morning as we moved on to Queanbeyan, Canberra
to play the Australian National University and to further tertiary
relations, only to be beaten by a strong team.
After a pleasant stay it was back to the big smoke for the match against
Petersham-Marrickville and Terry Coyle a tearaway bowler. They batted
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first and made 281 thanks to a burly blond surfie who timed to perfection
a snick off Dave Carroll during the passing of a low flying 747-Ozzies
don't walk-so we were chasing plenty; so many that Barrie Cummings
as an opener reached the pitch only to realise that he was without his bat!
There were many off the field highlights such as the visit to the Sydney
Cricket Ground and of Reindeer and many others eating snails.
Everyone had a wonderful time and all have fond memories of their
fifteen days of "Runs in the Sun".

The Presidents
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The Presidents 1983.
From left John McKinnon, Brian Hastings, Mike Dormer, John
Thompson, Mike Phillips, Chris Cunninghame, Alan Alty, Tom Bates,
Gary Coburn, David Fox and Arthur Grayburn.
In June 1947 Ivan Baxter, Chairman of the competitions committee of the
CCA brought forward a recommendation that a grade to be known as the
"Presidents" be included for the 1947-48 season. This grade was to be for
the older type of player who desired to play one day cricket.
Over the years players in this grade have come from all walks of life,
often coming though the grades from Seniors to Presidents. There were
members who were prepared to bat in any position depending on the
situation, or conversely might be given the final over of the day when the
opposition were none for 200.
Rules for this grade are spoken, rather than written-snicks you walk,
LBWs not out, the umpires being all too shortsighted to make fair and
accurate adjudications on such a meaningless method of forced
retirement.
Some of the more colourful personnel seen to don the whites include
Chattel Hayes and Frank Hill, both of whom played into their 70s, Al
Brown who was made a life member of the Club. Bill Galbraith-his
name will always be remembered for two consecutive hundreds and an
LBW appeal decision when on 99 and given out! Vincent Orange was a
doughty character who once figured in an opening partnership for 100,
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his contribution being a finely placed glide between first and second slip
for 1. He played for over 13 years in the grade and recalls that a
Presidents team chosen in the 1960's would have been a handful for any
Senior side in batting and bowling but the fielding could have been
another matter. Another great memory of those days was the friendly
interest top cricketers of that era such as Graham Dowling, Brian
Hastings, Peter Sharp and Brian Hopkins took in our doings.
Many have donned the whites and have appeared for the Burnside West
University Presidents since those early days. What a "Dream Team"
could be picked from those who played in the 1970s an, 80s and 90s.
Opening bats could be either Mike Dormer, John Gilson, Brian Adams,
John McKinnon or Graham Dowling and how about Brian Hastings,
Chris Cunninghame or Steve Rayner for first drop.
No.4 could come from Barrie Cummings, Brian Hopkins or John
Thompson, David Fox, Tom Bates or Malcolm Aim would be fine at No.5
while at No.6 we could find Robbie Chisholm, Graeme Noble or Graeme
Barrett.
Brian Preston, Bill Berry or Gavin Barclay would fit in well at No.7 while
the big hitters Dave Hooper, Alan Falloon, Terry Hooper, Darryl Small or
Tony Crowe would be after the No.8 position. The quickies Al Boa, Alan
Alty, Garth Brown, Garry Coburn, Jim Cahill or Murray Jones would be
after the No.9 spot with Brent Berry or Reg Hintz for No.10.
The spinners department would be in the safe hands of Mike Phillips,
Eric White or Arthur Gray burn - all good number 11s.
Wicket keepers could com~ from Mike Dormer, Robbie Chisholm or
Darryl Small while those in the slips could be Brian Hastings, Graham
Dowling, Brian Adams or Brent Berry. Close-in fielding could be well
covered by the quick reflexes of David Fox and Brian Preston while in the
outfield those with the strong arms and fast twitches could be places for
Dave Hooper, Murray Jones, Terry Hooper, Tony Crowe or Arthur
Grayburn.
With Reg Hintz or David Fox at the helm this team would be
unstoppable !

Schoolchildren's Activity

Derek Cockburn
Foundation member ofC.J.C.A.
Life Member 1984
Life Member C.J.C.A. 1992
Life Member C. C.A. 1994

Derek Cockburn, long-term administrator of Junior Cricket writes of
some of the interesting happenings, players and convenors. (Derek
became Club life-member in 1984, was JC secretary during the merger, J
C President from 1975 for four years, JC selector, manager and publicist
and was accorded JC life-membership in 1991).
On 1 December 1958 Frank Hill represented the West Christchurch Club
at the first meeting of the CCA Junior Cricket Committee. They resolved
to encourage mid-week instruction and elementary aspects of the game
at the Hagley oval nets for youngsters up to Form II level. 30 teams, one
from West, commenced play at 9.30 am on February 14th 1959.
Representative matches followed in the province with Mr R W Hope
being one of the selectors. Fred Hobbs, Bob Allen, Brian Hopkins and
Bruce Davis took charge with the help of a roster system which gave
players greater insight. Teams grew to five and included players such as
Richard Pither, Andrew Mcfadyen, Chris Marks, Graham Lynch and
David Bull.
The Burnside Club was the first suburban club to enter the activity with
Bob Beatson, Theo Henning, Louis Moody, Phil Whyte, Alex Hay, Allan
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Calder and Colin Seag~r sharing duties. Youngsters included Philip
Iggo, Mark Gilbert, John Calder, the hard-hitting American boy Jonathan
Forbes, John Lindsay, Kevin Collins and Steve Bateman.
The 1972-73 season proved challenging with the merger promoting
further growth. The steering committee of Messrs Sharp, Dowling, Trist
!and Hastings together with Test Umpire Fred Goodall addressed a
] meeting of parents and supporters in the Burnside Rugby clubrooms.
; They empowered Ian Burdon, Peter Burton and Derek Cockburn to
~further develop the 300 young cricketers in the north-west area. Team
j gear was restricted and a number of teams found themselves in local
combat, sharing the match ball and spent score-books. The subscription
then was $3 per player and players overflowed onto the pylons area. A
year later 26 teams ran with a nursery section of 70 beginners. In this
important task Bob Beatson, Ian Hartland and Bob Prouting ran
outstanding coaching sessions. Several players were to gain outstanding
success in other sports: Tony Von Biel (Athletics), Stuart Davenport
(Squash) and Kevin Barry (Boxing). Once the pavilion was completed,
JL Kerr, Patron 1977 - Life Member.
players appeared from Sumner, Cashmere, Belfast, Hornby and Paparua
NZ Representative 1931-38. Scorer
boosting numbers to over 400.
of most centuries. (20)
·
Additional pitches at the Ilam University grounds were provided and on
some Sunday afternoons, single wicket games for the youngsters lifted
the shine and enhanced the skill of the participants.
The Saturday morning scene was one of enormous activity- a Giles
cartoon lacking its border-with teams on stand-by, others leaving,
teams arriving late, some going to the wrong venue etc. The introduction
of mini-tourneys gave promising players a chance to perform on
Sundays. West Coast, Ashburton, North and South Canterbury teams
were pitted against shadow Canterbury sides and players included Chris
Kennedy, John Porter, David Boyle, Bryce Nicholson, Andrew Sloane,
John Cannell, Craig Dowling and Graham Eggerton.

AC Brown, Life Member and great
club stalwart and selector

P O'Grady, President 1991-
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From 1975, Club representative teams went on tour to Greendale,
Kaikoura and later, further afield. Buller, North Otago and Ashburton
teams were also hosted. Appearing for Canterbury were Peter Rattray,
Paul Lawson, Philip Harris, Michael Fulham, Justin Boyle, Anthony
Brinkers, Mark Harris, Alan Piper, Ross Bayliss, Richard Peers, Michael
Prouting, Alan Malden and Paul Healey. Derek Cockburn had handed
the junior portfolio to Warner Barber whose wife (Joan) treated the
throng to memorable Christmas Parties, a highlight not to be missed!. On
the field of play a Club team had beaten Canterbury 'B' and a
wicketkeeper discovered cherry stones in his gloves. Justin Boy le had
taken all ten Ashburton wickets in a South Island tourney and Michael
Fulham averaged 150. Other observations include the morning when
Burnside was one player short and Medbury school lent a part-time
bowler to balance the numbers -he took a hat-trick! The time the
Grammar opposition bowled and batted without taking their blazers off!
Then there was the hopeful batsman-an opener-who arrived at the
crease without his bat. The hat-trick sitter who beat the new batsman
with one which went through the stumps without nudge or luck. The
striker who caught his miss-hit and tossed it back to the bowler without
appeal. The Club was well-served by helpers. Ross Gibson arranged
grade management while Bruce Penfold and Michael Hartshorn and
Graham Kitson took the top teams.
John Oliver continued the good work until Barry Doherty and his team of
helpers found themselves catering for 450 children, taking the Club to
greater heights. On Barry's departure in 1985, David Crichton did a short
term which saw Kiwi and pair or average cricket introduced.
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Subscriptions were $10 per person, part of which was channelled for the
grounds maintenance. Rick Bourke set up coaching programmes, and a
Club team beat a Canterbury invitation side by nine wickets. Awards for
the player of the day were made but it was a four-over innings for the
batting pair which was a favourable improvement. In this era
Canterbury players included David Hamilton, Stephen Jeffery, Darin
Cusack, David Penfold, Russell Haglund, Andrew Boyle, Robert Aplin,
Jeffery Stewart, Jonathan Gurnsey, Michael and Mark Hastings, Glenn
Holdem, Andrew Vincent, Grant Dickson and Andrew Martin.
The Club had given the old tractor storage area for junior gear
distribution and the original door soon became the sorting and working
table. The blocks continued to improve as well and with the success of
New Zealand Test and One-day internationals, numbers in the nursery
league continued to grow. Lee Germon, Jon Preston, Graeme Turner,
David Anderson, Jonathan Cain, Mark Spicer, Jeremy Doherty, the
Hartland and Hudson boys, Craig Lawson, Llorne Howell, Darron
Reekers, Gerard Killick and Dean Uren all performed with distinction for
Canterbury, which enjoyed an unbeaten sequence of 21 games being
awarded the United Building Society Cup for South Island supremacy at
four successive tournaments. Long may these tourneys continue.

.

In November 1985, Junior cricket promoted a round-robin zone series.
As part of the Western Zone and after trials, a greater number of our
Club players gained a taste of tournament play. Under Bruce Reid's
convenorship in 1989 subs were $12 per person or $20 per family. It was
a great sight seeing up to ten teams practising at the oval mid-week then
23 sides in combat on Saturday mornings with ten Kiwi groups in the
nursery league. Pitches at Burnside High School helped with the
overflow while the Oval had the best tracks in the City. Allan Hickford
was appointed captain of Canterbury and the team included Robert
Allison, Vaughan Hartland, Tim Doherty, Glen Foulkes, Tim Kirby,
Landon Pearce, Glynn Howell, Chris Cherry and others in the top sides.
In 1989, a Parents Committee was formed to assist with the running of
the juniors. Apart from the lower grade and Kiwi nursery, the traditional
game came back into fashion but the selection panel looked elsewhere to
fill Canterbury teams. While the western zone side enjoyed some success
twice each season in the round-robin, it was three South Island
tournaments later when Club players were included into the top
Canterbury team. These players were Kyle Earnshaw, Jonatho!\ Rea,
Andrew Payton, Paul McCarthy and Stephen Marryatt. Early in 1993,
Bruce Reid, who has been the Association's secretary, won a position on
the three member selection panel. He therefore follows Derek Cockburn
and Bob Beatson who were former selection panel members. Subs are
$25 per person and supervisory work, coaching and transportation
continue to be well maintained.
Club players who excelled at South Island tourneys for Canterbury:

Ray Burgess Club Captain 1987-94

Tony Feely , Secretary 1984-88,
1992-94, Scorer 1979 -

I

Justin Boyle took all 10 wickets for 37 against Ashburton at Oamaru, 1972 f
Michael Fulham ended with an average of 150 runs at Oamaru, 1972
'
Bryce Nicholson made 109 no as captain against Otago at Alexandra, '74
Jonathan Gurnsey took 31 wickets@ 6.32at Blenheim, 1979
Robert Allison took 26 wickets @ 6.33 at Alexandra, 1986
Tim Kirby took 20 wickets@ 7.21 at Christchurch 1989

Brian Adams, President 1978-81,
Club Captain, treasurer, Life Member,
Chairman & President Canterbury
Cricket Association 1985-95. Member
of NZ Cricket Council & Board of
Contr~l - Victory Board
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John Thompson, President 1983-85,
School Boys. A colourful sight every Saturday morning. Note the
Life Member, Member of Canterbury number of parents assisting with the games.
Cricket Association, selector Under 18
& Under 20 grades, Manager NZ
Youth Team to Australia 1989.

Colin Blackman,Captain 1977-78.
Ex 7cutive Officer Canterbury
Cricket Association 1991-94.
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BURNSIDE WEST CHRISTCHURCH UNIVERISTY CRICKET CLUB
OFFICERS
Patrons:

Canon Hare 1905-07, Sir Henry Wigram 1908-34, Lady
Wigram 1934, Sir AT Donnelly 1935-54, WS MacGibbon 1954-61,
Prof FL Llewellyn 1958-62, CA Noble 1958-62
Dr LL Pownall 1962-66, Prof NC Phillips 1966-77, JL Kerr 1977-

Life Members:T R Condliffe, W H Hayes, F P Hill, J L Kerr, W S MacGibbon,
L W Smith, E K Phillips, W W Brough, L Densem, J S Patrick,
R Moir, Mrs A Rouse, AC Brown, D N Findlay, GT Dowling,
G JHowden, D Williamson, D Cockburn, B C Adams,
J F Thompson, R G Hintz.
Presidents: Dr Nedwell 1905-12, Dr Westenra 1912-17, GE Blanch
1917-20,G H Helmore 1920-21, G H Weston 1921-22, D Redpath
1922-25, D Reece 1925-32, Sir AT Donnelly 1932-35,
DE Wanklyn 1935-45, EE Luttrell 1945-50, TR Condliffe 1950-53,
EM Hay 1953-57, J L Kerr 1957-72, GT Dowling 1972-79,
B C Adams 1979-81, D Williamson 1981-83, J T Thompson
1983-85, A Alty 1985-86, J Olliver 1987-89, R Hintz 1989-91,
P O'Grady 1991Club Captains:F H Labatt 1905-07, D Reese 1907-09, H B Lusk 1909-11,
E Jenkins 1911-12, Sir AT Donnelly 1912-15, H B Lusk 1915-16,
HA Butters 1919-20, RC Blunt 1921-25, LA Charles 1925-26,
RH Booth 1926-28, FA Jarrett 1928-29, TR Condliffe 1929-30
J L Kerr 1930-31, M Ward 1931-33, J L Kerr 1933-34,
R W Hope 1934-35, J Burton 1935-37, T W Shirley 1937-40,
AC Brown 1940-41, J Nee 1941-42, R Nixon 1943-44,
M Johnston 1947-48, W Burton 1948-49, P Arnold 1949-50,
R W G Emery 1950-51, LG Denia 1951-52, L W Smith 1952-53,
G J Howden 1952-53, R W Edgley 1953-54, SC Guillen 1954-55,
JS Barwick 1955-57, B Sullivan 1956-57 F G Hobbs 1957-61,
AC Timpson 1961-62, D N Lawson 1962-65, R K Allen 1965-66
AR G Bryne 1966-67, ID Hounsell 1967-68, N Huxford 1968-70,
B Adams 1970-71, AR Alty 1971-72, D Williamson 1972-75,
A Alty 1975-78, WR McLean 1977-78, B Cummings 1978-82,
W Fletcher 1982-83, K Collins 1983-85, B McKenzie 1985-87,
R Burgess 1987-94, C Kerr 1994Secretaries: C Louisson 1905-07, J F Peake 1907-08, P N Rundle 1908-09,
TA Murphy 1909-15, GR Francis 1915-16, GE Talbot 1919-20,
AG Cameron 1920-29, F P Hill 1929-30, J F Peake 1930-35,
T W Shirley 1935-36, W Goss 1936-38, E M Hay 1938-39,
J L Rumbold 1939-41, G J Howden 1941-44, R Meades 1947-48,
L W Smith 1948-49, E F S Holland 1949-50, JS Barwick 1950-54,
PR Christensen 1954-55, AN Spence 1955, JS Patrick 1955-57,
R Coleman 1957-58, R L Kerr 1958-59, AS Rae 1959-64,
AG Elliott 1964-66 JR Mills 1966-68, IM Walter 1968-69,
JA McRae 1968-71, NA Johnstone 1971-73, WR McLean 1972-75
AM Boa 1975-78, M Dolden 1978-79, Mrs M Turner 1979-83,
P Beatson 1983-84, A Feely 1984-88, S O'Bryne 1988-90,
A E Grayburn 1990-93, A Feely 1993-94, T Hawker 1994Treasurers: J Mullin 1905-06, E Boulton 1906-07, F H Labbatt 1908-08,
HS Barnes 1908-12, F G Jolly 1912-13, J Barron 1913-15,
W B Thomas 1915-16, A Dey 1916-21, W J Hamilton 1921-24,
AR Henderson 1924-25, FR Jarrett 1925-26, TR Condliffe 1926-28
R Sunley 1928-29, HO Jefcoate 1929-30, F Hill 1930-31,
F Ainger 1931-32, JL Kerr 1932-33, F Hill 1933-34, J FA Fox
1934-37, M Johnston 1937-41, D T Ager 1941-44, N Brownlie
1947-49, AV Belsten 1949-51, MG Tindall 1951-52,
BE Kennedy 1952-53, AG Hudson 1953-59, G Ainsley 1959-60,
B Thompson 1960-61, F G Hobbs 1961-62, GT Dowling 1962-65,

Graham Dowling, President 1972-79,
Captain, Life Member, NZ
Representative and Captain 1959-72,
Chief Executive NZ Cricket 1981Canterbury Representative 1958-72.
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J L Sturge 1965-67, GB Wain 1967-69, PE Wallace 1969-70, B
Davis 1969-72, G Sherlock 1971-72, D Hooper 1972-73, BAdams
1973-75, B Davis 1975-77, A Westward 1977-79, R G Hintz
1979-1982, D King 1982-83, P O'Grady 1983-90, B McKenzie
1990-92, E Higgs 1993Club Records
40 Wickets in a Season

1905-06
1906-07
1907-08
1908-09

Peter Sharp, Captain,
President, Canterbury Cricket Ass ..
Canterbury Selector,
Member of Hillary Commission,
Radio & TV Commentator,
Canterbury Representative 1964-66.

1911-12
1912-13
1916-17
1921-22
1922-23
1925-26
1930-31
1933-34
1940-41
1947-48
1948-49
1950-51
1955-56
1957-58
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1967-68

1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1976-77
1977-78
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1982-83
1983-84
1987-88
1987-88

T JMalone
T JMalone
D Reese
TJMalone
D Reese
D Reese
DReese
DReese
WHayes
WHayes
JLFindlay
RJS Bean
RWHope
MJohnston
JF Booker
JS Patrick
JS Patrick
W B Bridgeman
PJLow
BHHopkins
AC Timpson
AC Timpson
BHHopkins
PA Sharp
PA Sharp
AC Timpson
PA Sharp
GA Bartlett
CM Kirk
D G Trist
PA Sharp
NA Huxford
PA Sharp
CM Kirk
PA Sharp
PA Sharp
CM Kirk
PA Sharp
CM Kirk
CM Kirk
SN Bateman
SN Bateman
K P J Williams
AJ Farrant
AJFarrant
AJFarrant
AJFarrant
SN Bateman
AJFarrant
SN Bateman
SJ Hawker

49
55
66
55
45
54
41
47
44

41
44

41
43
42
46
49
41
47
40
44
51
41
40
60
51
51
47
49
44
42
40
40
53
51
48
62
61
41
65
56
40
40
40
40 '.
44
45
50
40
46
51 .
40

"
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35 Wickets in a Season
Due to changes made to the format of Senior Cricket by the Canterbury Cricket
Association the new formula of 35 wickets is used for Honours.
1988-89
1990-91

SJ Hawker
SJ Hawker

35
38

SN Bateman
G TBarrett

22
24

A Sims
HB Lusk
HB Lusk
D Reese
HB Lusk
D Reese
HB Lusk
HCWatson
HCWatson
RC Blunt
R Worker
RC Blunt
RC Blunt
R CBlunt
RC Blunt
RC Blunt
WHHayes
LA Haynes
J L Kerr
J LKerr
GR Gregory
HD Smith
J LKerr
GR Gregory
J L Kerr
JBurton
M PDonnelly
J LKerr
MP Donnelly
KF MUttley
KF MUttley
KF MUttley
KF MUttley
P Arnold
G NGearry
RWGEmery
RWGEmery
RWGEmery
S CGuillen
SC Guillen
G NGearry
GNGearry
BF Hastings
BF Hastings
BF Hastings
BF Hastings
TWJarvis
B KBhana
BF Hastings
W J Mitchell
W J Mitchell
0 C Blackman
PE Wallace

592
590
514
572
530
686
761
512
553
516
609
624
572
621
895
1071
531
545
601
593
537
507
571
530
560
530
746
639
901
547
800
747
616
708
501
610
610
743
549
540
514
723
817
873
753
536
529
569
547
640
658
548
526

For One Day Matches
1987-88
1990-91

...

500 Runs in a Season
1905-06
1906-07
1907-08
1911-12
1912-13
1915-16
1916-17
1917-18
1918-19
1919-20
1920-21
1921-22
1922-23
1923-24
1924-25
1927-28
1929-30
1930-31
1932-33
1933-34
1934-35
1936-37
1937-38
1938-39
1940-41
1941-42
1942-43
1943-44
1948-49
1949-50
1950-51
1951-52
1953-54
1954-55
1957-58
1958-59
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1967-68
1969-70
1971-72
1972-73
1975-76
1977-78
1977-78

David Trist, NZ Representative 1969,
Canterbury Representative 1969-78,
Canterbury Coach 1889-93,
Director of Marketing Canterbury
Cricket 1993-
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1978-79
1980-81
1980-81
1982-83
1984-85
1984-85
1984-85
1984-85
1984-85
1985-86
1985-86
1986-87
1986-87
1986-87
)1987-88
- - - - · - ~,..........,,..__-=~-..,:;._.....,. ---------..11987-88
Bill Cherry, 1118 wickets in 30
seasons 1955-85.

W J Mitchell
W J Mitchell
P E Wallace
JG Boyle
D JBoyle
D JBoyle
M R O'Donnell
DR Cusack
R W Haglund
D G Farrant
D G Farrant
D R Cusack
R W Haglund
D G Farrant
D JBoyle
R W Haglund
D G Farrant

523
579
508
502
547
733
628
617
612
529
732
552
642
531
655
753
834

...

450 Runs in a Season
Due to a change in the format of senior cricket the qualifications for the Honours
Board were changed to a fairer 35 wicket and 450 runs. These qualifications
relate to two day trophy cricket only. The number of qualifying games were
reduced.
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93

JP Preston
D }Boyle
SA Jeffery
SA Jeffery
SA Jeffery
MA Hastings
SA Jeffery

465
456
546
782
524
453
508

•

Highest Scores

~rr
Eric White, 1205 wickets at an average
of 13.7 from 1950-94. 735 of these
wickets were taken while playing in
England.
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1915-16
1923-24
1951-52
1912-13
1906-07
1924-25
1917-18
1918-19
1905-06
1924-25
1913-14
1938-39
1954-55
1967-68
1938-39
1943-44
1971-72
1948-49
1953-54
1955-56
1907-08
:1924-25
:1909-10
1912-13
' 1933-34
1936-37
1963-64
1933-34
1950-51
1918-19
1920-21
1985-86

H B Lusk v St Albans
R C Blunt v Riccarton
R W G Emery v East
D Reese v Riccarton
H B Lusk v St Albans
R C Blunt v St Albans
PS Foster
189
187
RC Blunt
184
A Sims
184
RC Blunt
180
D Reese
180*
TKennedy
179*
S CGuillen
179*
GT Dowling
174*
MP Donnelly
174
KF M Uttley
174*
MA Fisher
PW Arnold
168
166*
RWGEmery
166*
GNGearry
160
D Reese
RC Blunt
160
157
D Reese
157
D Reese
153*
J L Kerr
153
J L Kerr
BF Hastings
153
HD Smith
151
RWGEmery
151
HCWatson
151
RC Blunt
150
D G Farrant
150*

334*
266
220*
209
200*
200

.

Cricket
Centuries in a Season

1924-25
1938-39
1962-63
1907-08
1915-16
1919-20
1921-22
1931-32
1933-34
1933-34
1938-39
1943-44
1941-42
1958-59
1963-64
1990-91

RC Blunt

J L Kerr
B F Hastings
D Reese
HB Lusk
R DWorker
RC Blunt
J LKerr
J LKerr
HD Smith
M P Donnelly
KF MUttley
KF MUttley
G NGearry
B F Hastings
SA Jeffery

6
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Two Centuries in Match

1962-63

B F Hastings v Sydenham 130, 129

Record Partnerships

P Arnold and L W Smith 247 in 150 minutes v St Albans 1948-49
R W G Emery and BE Kennedy 240 in 260 minutes v East 1950-51
GT Dowling and I Walter 188 in 146 minutes v Lancaster Park 1967-68
GT Dowling and BF Hastings 173 in 84 minutes v Lancaster Park 196768, SA Jeffery and GT Barrett 187 in 139 minutes v Riccarton 1992/93

Gary Bartlett, NZ Representative
1964-66, NZ' s fastest ever bowler.

Most Wickets in a Match

PA Sharp 16/62 v Old Collegians 1968-69
CM Kirk 14/64 v Old Collegians 1971-72
CM Kirk 14/111 v Sydenham 1972-73
T J Malone 14/131 v St Albans 1906-07
GA Bartlett 13/56 v East-Shirley 1965-66
W B Bridgeman 13/83 v Old Collegians 1954-55
J F Booker 13/102 v Old Collegians 1950-51
D Reese 13/110 v St Albans 1907-08
PA Sharp 13/122 v East-Shirley 1964/65
PA Sharp 13/140 v East-Shirley 1963/64
Most Economic Bowler

J Kember 10 overs, 4 maidens, 0 wickets, 10 runs v Sydenham 1990-91
SJ Hawker10 overs, 4 maidens, 2 wickets, 10 runs v Riccarton 1993-94
Most Wickets in an Innings

G N Gearry 10/50 v Old Collegians 1955-56
W B Bridgeman 9/22 v Old Collegians 1954-55
J F G Booker 9/41 v St Albans 1947-48
W B Bridgeman 9/84,v Riccarton 1955-56
JS Patrick 9/95 v Lancaster Park 1953-54
GA Bartlett 8/15 v East-Shirley 1965-66
PA Sharp 8/19 v Old Collegians 1968-69
J F Booker 8/27 v Old Collegians 1950-51
CM Kirk 8/27 v St Albans 1971/72
B H Hopkins 8/30 v Riccarton 1960-61
CM Kirk 8/31 v Old Collegians 1971-72
T J Malone 8/33 v Linwood 1905/06
CM Kirk 8/33 v Old Collegians 1971-72
J A Newman 8/36 v Linwood 1928-29
CM Kirk 8/39 v Sydenham 1972-73
PA Sharp 8/43 v Old Collegians 1968-69
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Burnside Park History
D G Trist 8/ 47 v East-Shirley 1968-69
D Reese 8/60 v St Albans 1907-08
PA Sharp 8/65 v East-Shirley 1967-68
J L Findlay 8/67 v Sydenham 1925-26
JG Boyle 8/67 v Riccarton 1977-78
W B Bridgeman 8/72 v HSOB 1955-56
PA Sharp 8/79 v East-Shirley 1963-64
SJ Hawker 8/50 v Woolston WM C 1990/91
Highest Team Total

535 v St Albans 1915-16
508 v Riccarton 1923-24
258/8 Marist 1987-88
Lowest Team Total

19 v Sydenham 1910-11
27 v Lancaster Park 1935-36
43 v St Albans 1987-88
Most Catches in Season

21
20
19
19
18
16
16
15
15
15

BF Hastings
BF Hastings
PE Wallace
PWallace
SA Jeffery
CM Kirk
PE Wallace
MA Fisher
PA Sharp
DJ Boyle

1964-65
1967-68
1978-79
1980/81
1990-91
1973-74
1975-76
1971-72
1971-72
1983-84

ower Grade Records

--~1

-M ost runs in Season

A E Grayburn, Secretary 1990-93 over
1200 wickets in 51 seasons 1941-92.
Holder of several World Veteran
Javelin Throw Records.

B Vryenhoek 826 6th Grade 1975-76

Most Wickets in Season

G Ash 110 9th Grade 1971-72
Highest Score

MA Hastings 187* 2nd grade 1990/91
B Adams 185* 2nd grade 1961-62
Best Bowling

J Munro 7/1 9th grade 1905-06
Most Wickets in a Career

W Cherry 1118 in 30 seasons 1955-85
E E White 1950-94, 1205 wickets at an average of 13.7
735 of these were taken while playing in England
A E Grayburn over 1200 in 51 seasons 1941-92
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Cricket
W S McKibbin Trophy

Mr VJ McKibbin donated £400 to honour the memory of son W S McKibbin, died
Ballantyne's fire 1947.
For Best Club Bowler

.

1948-49
1949-50
1950-51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94

JS Patrick
R DSmith
P J Donnelly
RM Stewart
WMcKDuncan
C Carston
WBridgeman
GGearry
J B Park

49 wickets @18.6
55 wickets@ 11.55
21 wickets @10.8
35 wickets @10.9
21 wickets @17.3
31 wickets @14.19
35 wickets @18.6
32 wickets @13
31 wickets@ 19.24

GD Abbott
MBeban
BHHopkins
AC Timpson
AS Rae
PA Sharp
WCherry
GA Bartlett
CM Kirk
CM Kirk
PA Sharp
J Walker
JWalker
CM Kirk
KO Cockburn
CM Kirk
DG Trist
RAims
SN Bateman
K P J Williams
GAsh
AJ Farrant
AJ Farrant
AJ Farrant
AJ Farrant
S NBateman
SJ Hawker
AJHintz
GCHoldem
SN Bateman
PJKeamey
RA Brown
D Philpott
P J Carrington
G DWright
GCWhite

20 wickets @14.55
33 wickets @ 11.51
44 wickets @12.1
51 wickets@ 17
44 wickets @14.72
60 wickets@ 14.2
84 wickets@ 7.7
49 wickets@ 11.6
33 wickets@ 17.27
44 wickets @ 9.4
53 wickets@ 11.9
79 wickets@ 9.7
68 wickets @ 9
61 wickets@ 14.11
62 wickets @10.6
56 Wickets@ 14.64
35 wickets @10.7
50 wickets @10.1
40 wickets @16
40 wickets@ 15.5
43 wickets@ 11.8
40 wickets @12.9
44 wickets @ 16.5
45 wickets @18.73
50 wickets @16.24
39 wickets @ 12.76
40 wickets @ 20.25
38 wickets@ 19.02
37 wickets @ 10.7
51 wickets@ 17.96
65 wickets @ 12.86
51 wickets@ 16.7
72 wickets@ 15.01
55 wickets@ 15.0
51 wickets@ 10.9
43 wickets@ 13.4

RSHickland
DS Williams
W J Mitchell
J N Edmundson
B DThomas
W J Mitchell
OKing
PE Wallace
W J Mitchell
DJ Boyle
BJ McKenzie
DJ Boyle
D G Farrant

436 runs @ 36.4
366 runs @61
640 runs @37.6
692 runs @53.23
474 runs@67
579 runs@ 34.16
691 runs@ 40.6
508 runs@ 31 .7
496 runs@ 29.7
547 runs @ 36.4
630 runs @ 39.3
733 runs @ 66.6
732 runs @ 40.6

JL Kerr Bat

.

1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
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1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94

D JBoyle
D GFarrant
G TBarrett
SA Jeffery
SA Jeffery
SA Jeffery
SA Jeffery
WM Noon

655 runs @ 40.9
834 runs @ 37.9
569 runs @56.9
750 runs @ 30.0
1043 runs @ 40.1
625 runs@ 29.7
757 runs @ 34.4
772 runs @40.6

JM McEwan Trophy
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1979-80
1980-81
1982-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94

DCHopkins
IM Walter
P Wallace
MA Fisher
G RSherlock
MCalder
AM Boa
GHLindup
KJelly
KI Collins
R Wilson
J Mackie
JG Boyle
W Averill
JG Boyle
DJ Boyle
AJ Hintz
SA Jeffery
M R O'Donnell
PW Woodhouse
RPenney
TE Hawker
P Kearney & C Grant
SR Cant
G TBarrett
MD Hawke
DFazio
SA Blackman

W S MacGibbon Trophy
Trophy for Best All Rounder Club Member

1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
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A Hudson
JS Barwick
JHudson
JHudson
B Kennedy
NMarsh
WCherry
AS Rae
BHHopkins
R K Allen
KD Cockburn
BF Hastings
DC Hopkins
PA Sharp
JR Mills
AC Brown
NA Huxford
JMcRae
AR Alty
DA Youl
K D Cockburn
BAdams
WR McLean
PSmith
AM Boa

...

Cricket
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94

GThompson
BJ Cummings
R Hintz and D Jack
E EWhite
KI Collins
KI Collins
GKHowden
GL Thompson
R Burgess
RE Harwood
RA Brown
RA Brown
BJ McKenzie
TE Hawker
BJ McKenzie
AS Button

Gerard Cross Trophy
Trophy for Senior Fielding

1979-80
1980-81
1981-92
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94

DGFarrant
PE Wallace
KI Collins
AJFarrant
D JBoyle
DJ Boyle
D G Farrant
D G Farrant
A B Sherwood and G J Dickson
JP Preston
G J Dickson
WM Noon
AB Sherwood
RJ R Irving
RWHaglund

Wicket-keeping Dismissals in Season

35
31
29
29
28
27
26

WM Noon
KI Collins
WBurton
RKAllen
K Collins
S CGuillen
RJ R Irving

1990-91
1977-78
1947-48
1964-65
1983-84
1953-54
1992/93

Most Runs

J Kerr
B Hastings
GGearry
R Blunt
G Dowling
PE Wallace
D Reese
HLusk
DAger
S RJeffrey

1 stumpings
2
4
10
2
5
2

Most Appearances

8415
7481
5581
5178
5001
4718
4624
4304
4100
4029

Most Catches

PE Wallace
BF Hastings
RWHaglund
PA Sharp
GT Dowling
G NGearry

34 catches
29
25
19
26
22
24

JS Patrick
PE Wallace
J LKerr
D T Ager
BF Hastings
G NGearry
KI Collins
WHHayes
GT Dowling
PA Sharp

189
155
151
148
147
140
128
127
123
122

Most Centuries

161
147
101
90
89
88

J L Kerr
RC Blunt
BF Hastings
D Reese
HB Lusk
GNGearry

20
16
13
11

10
10

Brian Hastings
N.Z.Representative 1968 - 76
Canterbury Representative 1961 - 77
147 catches, 7481 runs
Scorer of 13 centuries ( 2 in one match)
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J L Kerr
D JBoyle
SA Jeffrey
CKirk
D G Farrant

76
73
70
70
65

549
423
409
370
335
250
243
240
232
232

PA Sharp
CKirk
SN Bateman
JS Patrick
D Reese
AJFarrant
J LFindlay
DGTrist
SJ Hawker
J F Booker

Canterbury Representatives

A E Dankin
EFrankish
A Sims
JD Lawrence
HNWhitta
TJ Malone
HB Lusk
D Reese
F Butler
RC Blunt
HCWatson
PS Foster
R DWorker
WHHayes
D B McLachlan
RO Talbot
JLFindlay
J A Newman
JL Kerr
CS Gibb
PF Allen
HD Smith
RWHope
TM Sharpe
MP Donnelly
KF MUttley
RWGEmery
J L Williams
SC Guillen
P Arnold
GNGearry
W B Bridgeman
GT Dowling
BF Hastings
GA Bartlett
JR Veitch
PA Sharp
NA Huxford
TWJarvis
D G Trist
CM Kirk
PE Wallace
S NBateman
GI Cummins
KI Collins
D Boyle
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9
6
5
5

Most Deliveries

Most Wickets

PA Sharp
D Reese
CKirk
SN Bateman
JS Patrick
AC Timpson
AJ Farrant
D GTrist
TJMalone
AJ Hintz

KFMUttley
MP Donnelly
GT Dowling
RWGEmery

1906
1906
1906
1906-07
1906-08
1906-09
1907-19
1907-12
1914-15
1917-25
1917-18
1918-19
1919-23
1920-28
1920-22
1922-24
1925-26, 29
1927-29
1929-40
1929-30
1933-35
1933-34
1933-34
1936-37, 46
1938
1940-46
1947-54
1952-53
1953-56
1953-54
1953-57
1954-55
1958-72
1961-77
1963-66
1964-65
1964-66
1967-70
1969-71
1969-78
1969-79
1973-74
1977-85
1978-79
1978-79
1980-89

21941
15856
14996
14009
12962
10499
10134
9273
9802
8916

Cricket
AJFarrant
BThomas
D Farrant
A Hintz
LGermon
HJKember
MA Hastings

1980-83
1980
1981-87
1986-88
1987-89
1992-93
1993

New Zealand Representatives

JD Lawrence
D Reese
HB Lusk
R CBlunt
J LKerr
M PDonnelly
RWGEmery
SC Guillen
GT Dowling
GA Bartlett
BF Hastings
D G Trist
TW Jarvis

1907
1907-14
1909-10
1920-25
1931-38
1939
1951-52
1955-56
1959-72
1964-66
1968-76
1969
1970-71

Canterbury Club Records
Top Batting Aggregate in Senior Cricket

1905-06
1906-07
1907-08
1911-12
1912-13
1915-16
1919-20
1920-21
1921-22
1922-23
1924-25
1938-39
1948-49
1949-50
1950-51
1951-52
1954-55
1958-59
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1990-91

A Sims
HB Lusk
D Reese
HB Lusk
DReese
HBLusk
R DWorker
RC Blunt
RC Blunt
RC Blunt
RC Blunt
MP Donnelly
P Arnold
RWGEmery
RWGEmery
RWGEmery
S CGuillen
GNGearry
BF Hastings
BF Hastings
BF Hastings
SA Jeffery

592 at 74
590 at 84.3
572 at 44
530 at40.8
686 at 52.8
761 at126.8
609 at 76.1
614 at 52
572at40.8
621 at56.4
1071 at 97.4
746 at 57.4
708 at41.7
610 at43.8
610 at43.6
743 at 67.5
540 at41.5
723 at 55.6
817 at58.4
873 at48.5
753 at 50.3
782 at46.0

Top Wicket Taker Senior Cricket

1906-07
1908-09
1911-12
1947-48
1963-64
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1972-73
1973-74
1990-91

TJ Malone
TJMalone
D Reese
JF Booker
PA Sharp
PA Sharp
CM Kirk
PA Sharp
CM Kirk
CM Kirk
SJ Hawker

55 at 15.8
55 at 13
54 at 18.1
46 at 16.1
60 at 14.2
53 at 11.9
51 atl0.5
62 at 12.1
65 at 15.2
59 at 14.2
38 at 15.7
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Canterbury Cricket Association Grade Competitions

First Grade

1905-06
1967-68

1906-071907-08
1969-701970-71

1921-22
1977-78

1933-34
1990-91

1943-44

First Grade 1 Day Comp.
(Trustbank Cup)

1983-84
1993-94

1984-851988-89

1989-90

1990-91

1991-92

Second Grade
1970-71

1906-07 1923-241947-48
1990-91

1959-60

1965-66

1967-68

Third Grade

1986-87 1993-94

Fourth Grade

1923-24

1957-581959-60

Fifth Grade

1981-82

1982-83

Sixth Grade

1959-60

1975-761977-78

1983-84

1984-85

Seventh Grade

1907-08
1973-74

1933-341936-37
1974-751976-77

1960-61

1961-62

Eighth Grade

1949-50

1951-521955-56

1969-70

1974-75

Ninth Grade
1961-62

1906-06 1938-391953-54
1971-72 1975-761976-77

1955-56
1983-84

1959-60

1960-61

Presidents Grade

1969-70

1976-77

Twelfth Grade

1933-34

Hadlee Trophy
1970-71

1956-57 1964-651965-66
1976-77 1987-88

1966-67 1967-68

1968-69

Petersen Shield
1984-85

1905-06

1933-341972-73

1973-74

1983-84

ANZ Knock Out
Trophy

1969-70

1970-711971-72

1976-77

1971-72

1970-74

1976-77

1972-73

Suburban Records

From 1958 to 1980 66 teams have been entered in various grades. 280 members
have played for the Club. 29 players have represented the Club in grade
representative teams.
Grade Wins

1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1964-65
1970-71
1973-74
1977-78
1979-80

Junior B
Junior A
Senior B
Third B
Senior A
Third B
Third B
Third B

Captain Jim Crosbie
Captain Jim Crosbie and Meluish Shield
Captain Jim Crosbie
Captain Doug Youl
Captain Allan Westwood
Doug You! and Meluish Shield
Captain Dave Hooper
Captain Doug You!

8/9 Wickets in an Innings

Graham Woodsford
Bruce Malden
Ray Moir
Bill Reeves
Colin Hazeldine
Robin Doyle
Jim Burns
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9/28,8/18
9/22
8/23. 8/36, 8/32
8/33
8/31
8/14
8/21

Dave Hooper
Ray Moir
Kevin Gussette
Allan Pannell
DougYoul
Colin Francis
Jeff Walker

9/52, 9/.42
9/22
8/73, 8/69
8/24, 8/25
8/13, 8/30, 8/26
8/56
8/81

Cricket
Hat tricks
Ray Moir
DougYoul
Bob Bain
Brian Laby
Ken Bryce
Brian Wright
Ray James
Dave Hooper
Bill McKnight
Kevin Gussette

•

.,

Centuries
1
4

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Len Goodger
Dave Hooper
Gavin Royfee
Jack Reeves
Tom Burley
Stewart McWhirter
Tony Jensen
Jim Burns
Bill Trealor
John Humphries
Peter Scott
Don Williamson
Tony Tizzard
Russell Scott

105*
148* 115*
112
152
111*
101, 100*, 103
110*, 101
106*
104*
132*
100
107
108 *
107

Suburban Trophies

1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93

Hill Family Trophy
-Most Improved
Player under 21

Derek Hatcher
Trophy
-Best Bowling
Average

Norm Palmer
Trophy
-Best Batting
Average

J Holliday

K Gussette
DA Youl
D A Williamson
JNWalker
D G Trist
DJ Hooper
BDunn
BDunn
RE Harwood
RE Harwood
MJShardlow
GAnderson
KGussette
KDawson
R Bourke
G Beale
K Gussette
RE Harwood
MJShardlow
RE Burgess
RE Harwood

DA Youl
RFergus
DJ Morrison
RJ Rickard
D CSaunders
RJ Rickard
A Westwood
RHarrison
DJ Hooper
GAnderson
RHarrison
WSwallow
A Tizzard
KDawson
WSwallow
K Gussette
KGussette
B Williamson
WSwallow
GNelson
WSwallow

W Averill
S Papps
KDawson

KDawson
B Williamson
R Brown
CNelson
A Westwood
B WiHiamson
RE Dunn
SDunn

Womens Trophies

.

John Turner Trophy
Most Senior Catches

Te Rangi-Tini Trophy
Best All Round Performance

Gardiner Cup
Fielding

1976-77 KPerry
1977-78 K Perry
1978-79 KPerry
1979-80 NThompson
& L Patterson
1980-81 L Wilson
1981-82 L Le Comber

MTurner
KPerry
NThompson
CKeenan

K Perry
D Avery
G Burns
J Nicholson

C Keenan
NThomspon

L Le Comber
J Ncholson

Wm. Rouse Trophy
Best Batting

Johnson Trophy
Best Bowling
by a new Member

Mc Kerrow Trophy
Best Performance

1980-81
1981-82

L Wilson
R McKenzie

J de Loux

NThompson
G Hartshorne

ARoydhouse
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One Day Cricket

The One Day Cricket Competition is nowa days quite important and the club has
a proud history in one day cricket since the competition started in the 1981-82
season.
Most Runs

R WHaglund
DGFarrant
SA Jeffery

Most Wickets

1886
1678
1477

Most Catches
RWHagland
SA Jeffery
CG Marks

95
90
75

AJ Hintz
SJ Hawker
SN Bateman

Most Appearances
51
33
23

RWHagland
SA Jeffery
SJ Hawker

87
73
71

Most Wicketkeeping dismissals in a season: KI Collins 15(c14 sl) 1984-85
Most Wicketkeeping dismissals in a career: KI Collins 48 43 caught, 5 stumpings
Most catches in a match: CG Marks 6 v 1984-85
Most catches in a match: CG Marks 6 v Lancaster Parks 1984-85
Most Wicketkeeping dismissals in a match: 5 R J Irving v High School Old Boys
1993-94, 3 catches and 2 stumpings
Most economic Bowling: HJ Kember 10 overs 4 maidens Owickets 10 runs v
sydenham 1990-91. SJ Hawker 10 overs 4 maidens 2 wickets 10 runs v Riccarton
1993-94.
Best Bowling:

HJ Kember 7/22 v Marist 1990-91
A J Hintz 6/17 v East Shirley 1992-93

Most Wickets in a season:

GT Barrett 241990-91
SN Bateman 221987-88

Highest Team Score:
Lowest Team Score:

258/8 v Marist 1987-88
42 v St Albans 1987-88
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·. . Brian Hastings batting in the 3rd Cricket Test New Zealand v West Indies
at Lancaster Park 13-17 March 1969. Brian made 117 runs being not out
at the conclusion of New Zealand's innings. West Indian Players in the
photograph are slip fielder Charlie Davis and wicketkeeper Jackie
Hendricks.
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Women's Hockey

The Burnside Women's Hockey Club was formed in 1956. I had been
coaching the Burnside Primary girls and at that stage the school went up
to Form 2. At the end of 1956 I was sad at losing some of the girls to
secondary school! Girls like Tiere Jackson who had potential and was my
first Representative Player-even if it was Wellington where her job now
took her. So I decided to form a club.
We held our inaugural meeting on a seat outside the Head Masters office.
I registered the team with the C W H A and they played in the Burnside
Primary uniform ie Hunting Stewart tartan skirt and white blouse.
We practised at Burnside Park about where the tennis courts are now.
When the club was four years old I applied for a ground in Burnside Park
and we were given one where the soccer now plays. Unfortunately after
about three years I had to give it up as we had to supply umpires for the
matches there and I had lost my umpire to Wellington. So we moved
back to the open part of the park and eventually the Waimairi Council
gave us a ground - one of the rugby grounds. The Council was very
good to the club, keeping it in great order; in fact it was the best ground
around and the New Zealand team when in Christchurch practised there.
The Council then made us another smaller ground and this was excellent
for the younger girls.
I was sorry we had to leave Burnside Park but we were pleased to have
two full sized fields at Jellie Park where we now practice and play
matches.

Burnside Womens Premier Hockey Team, 1993. Winners of the Pre
Season Council Cup, The Regional Super Six Canterbury Competition,
South Island League.

...

Back Row: Mrs Piesse Manager, Andrea Piesse, Lisa Squire, Katie Shier,
Sonya Dann, Sharon Bell, Lisa Walton, Sara Harrison, Kieren O'Grady,
Ivan Boulton (Coach).
Front Row: Stephanie Nash, Kate Trolove, Mary Deckens, Gill Kane,
Diana Weavers, Phillipa Weavers.
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The club has been very successful and have won the Senior
Championships a number of times. About six years ago we won eight
grades out of ten; this included the three top grades. Burnside also won
the New Zealand Club Championships and in 1993 won the Canterbury
Championship and also the Southern League.
We have trained a number of New Zealand Representatives and in 1991
and 1992 Mary Clinton (now Deckens) was New Zealand Captain and in
1993 another Burnside player was made New Zealand captain, Kate
Trolove.

Dorothy Mouat QSM

Burnside Senior Women's Hockey Team
C.W.H.A CHM.?!ONS
1981

Burnside Senior Womens Hockey Team: Canterbury Womens Hockey
Association Champions 1987.
Back Row: Vivienne Brown, Lynda O'Cain (Vice Captain), Deborah
Perry, Jane Earnshaw.
Middle Row: Kieren O'Grady, Robyn Rosevear, Sarah Weston, Jane
Beattie, Kate Trolove, Lorraine Rouse.
Front Row: Kim Van Vuuren, Judith Phillips (Coach), Mary
Clinton(Captain), Leanne McFadden (Vice Captain), Judith Gamlin
(Manager).
This was a very stong team with many members being Canterbury
Prepresentative Players. Four of the team played for New Zealand;
Kieren O'Grady who was a Back, Kate Trolove played on the Left Wing,
Judith Phillips was a Centre Forward and Mary Clinton was a Back.

.
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Joggers
The Burnside Joggers Club under the auspices of the Burnside Rugby
Club held its first club run from the Burnside Rugby Club rooms at 8.30
am on Sunday 19 May 1974. The idea of forming a Jogging Club was the
brain child of the late Colin Currie. Colin was with the Auckland Joggers
in the late 1960s, a group formed by the enthusiasm of Arthur Lydiard
who was the coach of New Zealand's Olympic Gold Medalists Murray
Halberg and Peter Snell.

...

BURNSIDE JOGGING CLUB
{U nder Auspk't.!s of 1hr: Burr:s:kio Rugby Club)

cordially invite men, women and children of all ages
to the inaugural run leaving

Burnside Rugby Chili Rooms
Memori a l Avenue

at 8.30 a.m. Sunday,. May 19, 197 4
Kids bring Mum and Dad to meet Peter Snell
and other Public and Sporti(lg Notables,

Jog for health
Jog as a family

Jog for fun
-COLlN CURRIE
· Telephon,;, 516-471 -

YOU RUN BETTER
ON SHELL
When Colin was transferred to Wellington he formed the Wellington
Joggers Club. Prior to his joining the jogging movement Colin had been a
Representative Rugby player for Auckland and Wellington Rugby
Unions. He quickly earned the reputation of being an outstanding
hooker. A move to Christchurch in 1974 gave Colin the opportunity to
once more show his skills and interest in jogging and with the assistance
of the Burnside Rugby Club went about the task of establishing a jogging
club using the Burnside Rugby Club Rooms as the base for all of the runs.
For the opening many prominent people were invited to take part, Police
Superintendent Gideon Tait, and Councillors P J Skellerup and AF Orme
ran as guests. Jaynie Parkhouse, Mark Treffers and Vic Parkhouse
represented Swimming while Val Young, Marise Stephen, Warwick
Nicol, Beverley Peterson, Mene Mene, Susan Burnside and Sally Mene
made up the Athletics contingent. Netball was represented by Joan
Harnett, Women's Cricket by Karen Hadlee, J Gibbons rowing and J
Flanagan Rugby League. L Sanders who was a Commonwealth Gam~s
Secretary also ran. Rugby was represented by Ian Penrose, Denis Young
and Stuart Henderson together with leading Referee Alan Taylor.
Cricket had Graham Dowling, Brian Hastings and Richard Hadlee. The
run was led by Peter Snell and attracted 150 runners.
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Sadly Colin Currie died on 22 July 1991 while jogging in Hagley Park.
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The rules for jogging are kept very simple and are designed for the safety
of participants.

i

1.

Run facing the oncoming traffic, keeping to the side of the road
or the footpath. This allows drivers to see the joggers better
and a better idea of the traffic situation.

2.

Whenever possible run with someone else or tell someone where
you intend to run. Some identification should be carried
especially if medical information is important to the runner.

3.

When running at night reflective material should be worn on
shoes shirts and shorts - in front and at the back. Always wear
light coloured or white clothing.

4.

Watch for drivers turning left at a stop sign or traffic lights.

5.

Carry some small change which might come in handy for a
phone call or a bus ride.
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Trixie Smith and Lyndsay Tointon

The Club caters for a wide range of ages from teenagers to grandparents
and members come from all walks of life. Beside the regular Sunday
morning runs from the Burnside Rugby rooms there have been many
weekend trips. Hanmer Springs has been a great favourite and regularly
appears on the Club calendar, the runs through the forest trips are
always most enjoyable with the joggers staying in the forestry camp.
There have also been several ventures overseas by the Club. The first
was in 1978 when a group of 54-36 runners and 18 supporters, took part
in the Sydney City to Surf event. This course starts in central Sydney,
goes through Kings Cross and finishes at Bondi Beach. Larry Saunders in
his column in the Star wrote that it is the biggest fun run in Australia.
Since that first trip runners from the joggers club have regularly been
participants in this event.
Twice the Club has hosted the New Zealand Convention, one being held
in Christchurch and the other at Hanmer Springs. Both functions were
great successes.
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Joggers

Burnside Pavilion
Being based in the Burnside Ruby Club rooms has enabled the Club
members to enjoy some excellent facilities and after each run the hot
showers and morning teas are most welcome. The joggers are always
keen to try something new and tackled with enthusiasm the Waimairi
Fitness Course which was built on Burnside Park. This course was
opened in March 1980 and runs through the wooded area.
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Ladies
Some members of the Burnside Joggers have extended their activities to
other sports with people such as Frank and Salle Aplin, Alex and Cora
Smith and Jim and June Miles becoming Veteran Athletes of note. They
have tested their skills at World Games in Puerto Rico, Rome, Melbourne,
Eugene and Miyazaki.
For many years the Club members were important officials with the Fun
Runs organised by the Waimairi District Council. Des Thornton who in
the 10th "Star" City to Surf fun run was a winner of a Qantas trip to the
Sydney, returned to urge his jogging colleagues to "Go over and do the
Sydney Fun Run .. .lt' s a cracker!!"
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Running the great tracks of the South Island has been another feature of
the Club's activities. Among the list are the Heaphy Track, the Milford
Track and the Routeburn, Lake Rotoiti and The Abel Tasman. Another
fine effort was the run around Raratonga.
After the opening in 1974 the Club membership grew quickly and was
over 100 for many years, it has now settled to between 50-60 members.
In recent years Walking Groups have become very popular and now
form a very important part of the Club's activities.

Club Members
Over 20 members have been in the Club for over 10 years with three of
the foundation members still very active. They are Neil Smart who was
the first Secretary, Ray McDonald and Colin Davies. The oldest member
is Jim Robson.
An eagerly awaited annual event is the Colin Currie half marathon and
fun run, the event is so named in recognition of the fine efforts by Colin
Currie in forming the Burnside Joggers.
Officers of the Burnside Joggers Club-1973-1993
President

Secretary

Club Captain

Lindsay Tointon
Herb Smeith
Charles Barltrop
Ray Urquart
Colin Currie
Bernard Chidgey
Ray Walker
John Murdock
Warwick Darby

Neil Smart
Jillian Smeith
Gloria Smith
Trudy Johnson
Kaye Harris
Paula Stove
Liz Woolley
Liz Ford
Marion Purvis

Colin Currie
Ray Wilson
Anne Harding
Ray McClean
John Smeith
Des Thornton
Lew Bailey
Bernard Chidgey
George Wilson
Charlie Lake
Carol Garland

Treasurer

Auditor

House Manager

Neil Smart (over 15 yrs) Fred Marett (over 10 yrs)
Neil Smart
Dave McNab
Colin Davies (12 Yrs)
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Probus
One of the more recent clubs to be established at Burnside Park is
the Probus Club.
This was started in March 1985 with 116 Foundation Members. John
Norman and Alan Hunter took on the organising role of the Burnside
Probus with Alan Hunter being the first President and John Norman the
first Secretary. Of the original 116 Foundation Members 56 are still on
the Club's records as active members.
The history of Probus does not go back many years, in fact the first Clubs
were formed in 1965-66, they were the Welwyn City and Caterham
Probus Clubs founded in London England.
The first Club in New Zealand was at Paraparaumu in 1974 and in 1981
the Probus Information South Pacific Centre was formed in Sydney- this
was the brainchild of five Sydney Rotarians. It was not until the 6th of
June 1982 that the first Probus Club was established for the South Island
in Christchurch when a meeting called for at the Fendalton Bowling Club
rooms attracted 130 to its first gathering. The first Club was thus firmly
established.
The ground rules were set with a 9 am Committee meeting, a 10 am start
with a short business session, a mini speaker who is usually a Club
member, interspersed with morning tea. This is followed by the main
speaker, with the meetings being concluded by noon.
Just as Rotary has done around the world, its New Zealand counterpart
has been busy forrning new Clubs throughout the country. The accent is
on fellowship, information, acquaintance and minimum cost. After the
interest meeting initiated by Rotarians, the Clubs become autonomous
though Rotary maintains a watching and guidance brief. In 1993 there
were well over 3,000 Clubs in 10 countries including a small beginning in
the U S A. The word "Probus" is made up from the words Professional
and Businessmen but the membership is not limited to these groups and
is open to a much wider range of people. The first Ladies Club in
Christchurch and indeed in the South Island was the Christchurch Ladies
Club founded on 25th March 1985 and was an immediate success with a
large roll of 230. Since 1989 nine combined Clubs have been formed,
mostly in smaller country towns.
There are 82 Clubs in New Zealand with 9,000 people gaining fellowship
and mental stimulus from their monthly outing. A rendezvous is
planned for Christchurch in March 1995 when Probians from all New
Zealand and Australian Clubs will be invited.
Officers of the Burnside Probus Club
Presidents:

Alan Hunter 1985-86; Gifford Fernandez 1986~87;
John Teehan 1987-88; Cyril Whitty 1988-89; Bob Naysmith 1989-1990;
Colin Andrew 1990-91; Ralph Simpson 1991-92; Gerald Maister 1992-93;
Lee Miles 1993-94
Secretaries
John Norman 1985-87; Brian Julian 1987-88;
Colin Andrews 1988-89, Lee Miles 1989-91;
Euan Farrelly 1991-92; Ron Marshall 1992-94
Treasurers:

John Teehan 1985- 89
George Watson 1990-93
Neil Penington 1993
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Officers:Neil Penlington(Treasurer)Lee Miles(President)Ron Marshall(Secretary)

The membership has grown steadily and has now closed at 150 on the
roll, there are a further 15 on the waiting list. The Club has over the years
made many varied outings covering a wide range of topics, these visits
are usually made once a month. Other activities associated with the Club
are Walking Groups, Golf and a Bowling Team.
A VONHEAD LADIES' PROBUS CLUB

The inaugural meeting of the Avonhead Ladies' Probus Club was held in
the Burnside Rugby Football Rooms, Avonhead Road on Monday 17
March 1986. This is still the venue for our monthly meetings.
Mr John Norman chaired the meeting. Among the guests were Mr Brian
Lee, District Governor of Rotary, Mr John Teehan and Mr Gil Day from
the Burnside Men's Probus Club and Mesdames Clare Crawford, Joy
Burtt, Betty Price from the Christchurch Ladies' Probus Club, which was
the first Ladies' Probus Club in Christchurch, formed on 25 March 1985.
The Avonhead Ladies' Probus Club commenced with 150 members from
the inaugural meeting, and the Executive Committee appointed was:
President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Committee:

Nancy Sloane
Beatrice Yorke
Daphne Dixon,
Peg Kershaw
Joan Gifford, Betty Henderson, Trixie Baird,
Edna Doell, Esme Smart.

When the Northern South Island Association in 1989 was re-organised to
include the rapidly increasing numbers of Ladies' Probus Clubs, Nancy
Sloane became the first President, Melba Seay the Secretary and Pat
Irving the Treasurer, all three ladies being members at Avonhead.
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Avonhead Ladies Probus club Officers for 1994.
from left: Mrs Enid Murdoch (Treasurer), Mrs Coralie Maister
(President), Mrs Peggie Drury (Secretary)
The Avonhead Ladies Probus Club has a very active and varied
programme, with an interesting Main and Mini Speaker at each monthly
meeting on the third Monday of each month. This is supplemented by
coach outings to places and venues of interest, usually on the first
Monday of the month.
The membership continues at the maximum of 200, with a waiting list of
25.

From time to time we combine with the Burnside Men's Probus Club for
outings or functions. We also keep in touch with neighbouring Ladies
Probus Clubs through the medium of our Newsletters.
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Rugby

As the City of Christchurch began to grow in the 1950's the Burnside area
like many other suburbs was full of young, enthusiastic people. There
were no Rugby Clubs in the area and on the 28 of August 1957 a group of
public spirited citizens, realising the need for such a club, met at the
Fendalton Community Hall and after an enthusiastic gathering formed
what is now known as the Burnside Rugby Club. Also at the meeting
were representatives from the Canterbury Rugby Union. Mr L Esplin
was elected interim Chairman with Mrs Edmonds and Evan Fattorini
forming the small committee.
The Inaugural Annual General Meeting was held in the Fendalton
Community Hall on 19 September 1957. Thirty-three interested people
attended and the following were elected into office.
President:
Vice-Presidents:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Committee:

L Esplin
R Moir, A Smith
J Lester
J Hunter
B Hunter, D Allsop, J Blair, G Booth, H Ede, D Hart

The club was called the Burnside Rugby Football Club, its colours were to
be red and white hoops, the shorts were to be black and the socks to be
the same as the jerseys, red and white hoops. It was decided to apply to
the Canterbury Rugby Union for Fendalton Park to be the home ground.
The club would cater for the youth of Fendalton, Riccarton, Bryndwr,
Harewood, Yaldhurst and other parts.
The club was registered with the Canterbury Rugby Union and the
prediction was made that in time it could be right up among the leaders
of rugby in the province. The Waimairi Council allocated Jellie Park for
the club headquarters, but in the meantime until this magnificent ground
was finished the club would use either Fendalton or Burnside Parks.
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At The First Annual General Meeting on 11 March 1958
at the Feridalton Community Hall, the Canterbury Rugby Union made
the offer of Burnside Park which was accepted as the home ground for
the club. As a great accomplishment, the club was able to enter nine
teams in competition with the top team being entered in the 4th Grade.
Three cups, which are still presented annually, were donated to the club.
They were the Thomas, Beath and Andrews Cups. The first major raffle
was organised with tickets costing two shillings and six pence (2/ 6) each.
3,000 tickets were printed and handsome profit made. A building fund
was established with a deposit of £75 and the total funds of the club
amounted to £122/-/3.
The 1959 AG M saw L Esplin re-elected as President and J Lester as
Secretary, D Hart continued in the office of Treasurer. C Laredo became
Club Captain with G Grayburn being elected as Deputy Club Captain.
Two grounds on Jellie Park were allocated to the club.
At the 1960 AG M the club decided to relinquish the grounds at
Fendalton Park and applied for five grounds at Burnside Park. This
meant that the club now had seven grounds - five of them at Burnside
Park and the other two at Jellie Park. The club's highest team was now
playing Second Grade.
Negotiations were continued during 1960 with the Waimairi Council and
the Canterbury Rugby Union for lights to be placed on Jellie Park. In the
meantime night training was continued at Burnside Park with the aid of
street lighting from Memorial Avenue. By the end of the season lights for
one ground at Jellie Park were established at a cost of £111/2/8. The
Canterbury Rugby Union met half the cost.
By 1961 enquiries were being made for suitable land either at Burnside
Park or Jellie Park for the building of club rooms and later that year
dressing rooms were established at Burnside Park. The building fund
now stood at £500.
In 1961 the first Burnside Rugby Club Ball was held at the Mayfair
Lounge with tickets costing £2 a double - this also included refreshments.
At the 1963 AGM of the club it was announced that there were now 18
teams in the CR FU competitions plus a large Kindergarten section.
Investigation continued on obtaining land for the building of clubrooms.
It was understood that clubrooms built on Crown Land (and Burnside
Park) would not be satisfactory as they could only be used for meetings
and not for social activities. The 1963 meeting was told that the Jellie
Park ground was to be withdrawn as it is too wet to be played on.
By 1964 when the AG M was held at Burnside High School there had
been some consolidation of thought as to the location of the clubrooms,
with the majority feeling that Burnside Park was the answer. A
Subcommittee consisting of R Syme, W Russell, E Fattorini and C Hall
approached the Waimairi Council only to be told that there was no way
in which permission could be obtained to sell liquor in a building erected
on Crown Land (Burnside Park). This decision intensified the search for
a suitable area of land in the district.
At the 1965 AG M reports were given of discussions held with the C R F
U as to how Burnside could be admitted into the Senior Grade. A
formula was submitted but there was some opposition encountered.
Every effort continued to be made to obtain a base for the club. The
building fund stood at £1,250.
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In June 1966 the club became an incorporated society and its constitution
was registered with the Internal Affairs Department.
At the end of the 1966 season the club was awarded the Redpath Shield.
This was the first time that the Burnside Rugby Club had won this
trophy and it was presented at a special function held at the Russley
Hotel.
In 1967 Paul McKay became the first Burnside rugby player to achieve
representative honours in the Senior Open Grade. His selection that year
for the New Zealand Colts team was also a first for the Club.
In 1967 an application to the Waimairi Council for the club to build on
Burnside Park was refused- a new approach was to made.
The 1968 season saw a record number of teams entered in the Canterbury
Rugby Union Competitions. With twenty-five teams the club was
rapidly becoming one of the largest in the city. This year saw the
appointment of Ivan Milner as Secretary of the Burnside Rugby Club, a
position he holds to this day.
On 10 July the Waimairi Council accepted, with some minor alterations,
the building plans and a lease for the ground was being drawn up. After
many trials and tribulations things really started to happen and on 22
January 1969 Fletcher Construction Ltd was given plans and asked to
submit a price for the construction of the building. This was followed on
30 April 1969 by Fletcher Construction Ltd being asked to prepare
working drawings for the building.
Following a successful year with the Senior Reserve team which was
coached by Vic Langford and Evan Fattorini the club applied for Senior
status for the 1970 season. This application was out of order and the club
had to re-apply again in May 1970.
A loan of $6,000 was granted by the CR F U, a further grant of $2,000
came from the Waimairi Council and this was followed by a loan of
$3,000. A trek organised by J Crosbie realised the excellent sum of $1,900.

Construction of Rugby Club Rooms-February 1970
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A tender of $52,237.40 from the Fletcher Construction Co. was accepted
and work began on constructing the building in February 1970 with the
completion date being September 1970. The following Committee men
agreed to stand as guarantors for the loan from the Canterbury Savings
Bank: F Cantwell, J Thwaites, J Crosbie, D Robinson, B Sullivan, R Syme,
M McGurty, M Tippot, W Russell and I Milner; the amount of the loan
being $25,000.
Housie was started at the Russley Hotel with R Syme being the organiser,
numbers were increasing each week and this quickly became an excellent
source of income.
At the end of the 1970 rugby season there was concern that the Club may
not be in the Senior competition for the 1971 season because it was not at
a high enough standard.
The official opening of the new pavilion on Saturday 3 October 1971 was
most successful with a very good attendance. An open day was held on
Saturday 10 October to enable all interested to inspect the building.
On 23 September an agreement was reached with the Burndale Soccer
Club regarding grounds. Soccer was to have the inner grounds and
rugby to be played on the outer grounds. This arrangement would
enable a No.1 ground to be established near the club rooms. The
Waimairi Council agreed to improve the quality of the outer grounds.
For the 1971 season the club entered a total of 32 teams in the CF RU
competitions, twenty-two of them were school boy teams while ten were
in the Under Age and Open Grades. Subscriptions were set at $4 for the
open grades, under age $2.50, school boys 50c and Social members $3.00.
Facilities for a lighted ground at Burnside were installed, teams now did
not have to rely upon street lighting.
After many months of negotiations the CF RU once again admitted
Burnside into their Senior competition and it celebrated its first win in
the grade when on 2 May 1973 it defeated Sydenham 21-10.
In line with the continued policy, a Jogging Club with its base at the
Burnside Club rooms, was launched on 12 May 1974. Among the notable
athletes present was Olympic Champion over 800 and 1500 metres, Peter
Snell.
In August 1974 negotiations commenced with the Waimairi Council re
extensions to the building-there were now thirty-nine teams and the
premises were at times very crowded. 1975 saw the price of a jug
increase to 50c.
When in May 1976 the application to the Waimairi Council for extensions
to the club rooms was declined, 5 acres of land on Avonhead Road was
purchased at a cost of $33,750. The intention was to build club rooms
there.
It was estimated that the cost of building on A vonhead Road would be
$140,000-plans were given out to several builders.
An application was made for an ancillary liquor licence and bar
managers were appointed.
The highlight of the 1977 season was the Senior team being joint holders
with the Albion Club of the D C L Shield. The final match was played at
Denton Park in heavy rain. Despite the conditions and being under
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lights it was a very exciting match, a draw was a fair indication of the
ability of the two teams. Only after five seasons in the Senior competition
this was a most satisfactory result and the club has set its sight on the CS
B Trophy. Thanks go to the senior coaches Graham Church, Ian Rodgers
and John Adamson who with Manager Bob Commons made a fine team.
For the fourth successive year the club won both the Evans and the
Redpath Shields. In all thirty-eight teams were fielded with seven of
them winning their respective grades. They were: Senior A, 8th Grade,
9th Grade, 14th Grade, 19th Grade A and 19th Grade Band the 21st
Grade.
The Junior Committee functioned well under the leadership of John
Walton and his committee, and during the season they organised the
very successful Trans Tour 7 aside tournament. The formation this
season to administer all teams from Under 16 down made the work of the
Junior Committee much easier.
In the 23rd Annual Report of the Club mention is made of the Centennial
of Canterbury Rugby acknowledging thanks to Bill Russell who
represented the club on the Rugby Union and to Bruce Chapman who
was on the Junior Advisory Board.
The Club again won the Redpath Shield for the sixth successive season
and fielded thirty-four teams in the competitions. This required many
coaches, usually two to a team, with some teams also having a manager.
The 1980 seasons highlight was the Under 18 side which won the final
against the strong Marist team to take the competition, at the same time it
had beaten all the Secondary Schools 1st XV teams.
Burnside was once again the largest Rugby Club in the South Island,
fielding thirty-three teams in the Canterbury Rugby Union competitions.
The club continued to be presented on the Rugby Union by Bill Russell
and on the Junior Advisory Board by Bill Foley.
Plans were drawn up during the 1977 season but these had not been
proceeded with and it was hoped that the new extensions would not
exceed $100,000. Approval of the plans proved difficult and Ross
Calderwood and his Building Committee had to wade through
considerable "red tape" in their efforts to get the plans approved. At last
and after tremendous efforts the green light was given to the club
extensions. This was after six years of negotiations during which time
the Building Committee's hopes had been raised many times to the point
of telling other members of the near approval only to have their hopes
dashed by last ditch decisions of bureaucracy. Ross Calderwood was
congratulated for his tenacity and it was fitting that he was elected to the
position of Club President.

.

It is imperative for a sports club to have close relationships with the local
High Schools if it is to become attractive to the pupils when they leave
school and wish to join a club. Burnside is very fortunate in that it has
enjoyed excellent co-operation with Burnside High School. A Formal
Accord was established between Burnside High School and the Burnside
Rugby Club in 1992. Staff at Burnside High School who have played a
large part in the success of rugby include Barry Smith, Paul O'Connor,
Brian Hays, Warwick Taylor (All Black), Gary Kennett and Jim Russ.
The excellent co-operation and assistance from the Principals of Burnside
High School, Alan Hunter and John Godfrey has always been
appreciated.
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Many pupils who have come from club teams go to the High School and
on leaving school they are most welcome when they return to the club,
and this is reflected in the successes of the U / age teams. The use of the
Burnside High School gymnasium has always been seen as great value.
When the Burnside Rugby Club was first established it took as its symbol
the cabbage trees found in the Burnside High School grounds, a
landmark from the very early days. Each year the club present the
Fattorini Trophy which goes to the 1st XV Player of the Year at Burnside
High School.
The Burnside Rugby Club, from its early years, encouraged other
sporting codes to use its facilities. Amongst others the Squash Club,
Table Tennis, Joggers and Softball took advantages of this kindly offer.
This enables the complex to be used to its full potential.
Club Awards

Trophies Ready for Presentation
At the annual presentations many trophies and certificates are presented,
chief amongst these are:
ROYDVALE SERVICE STATION CUP To the overall club Player of the Year
WA RUSSELL MEMORIAL CUP

To the most outstanding Canterbury Rep.

RUSSLEY HOTEL AW ARD

To the overall Club Team Man of the Year

LION BREWERIES LTD

Personality of the Year Award

FATIORINI TROPHY

To the Burnside High School 1st XV
Player of the Year

1981-1984

1981 saw the blooding of six young players of 20 years of age in the
senior team. These young men acquitted themselves extremely well
showing potential for the years to come. The seniors played well against
some of the better teams having close finishes against Old Boys, Marist,
Christchurch, New Brighton and defeating Varsity A but let themselves
down with some poor games against some of the lesser teams.
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The 3rd Grade team was the most successful team that Burnside has had
in this grade. It won the final by defeating Marist 9 points to 4, Marist
had won this grade for the previous five years.
1981 Springbok Tour
In his Annual Report, President Ross Calderwood stated that the past
season with its Springbok Tour brought much unrest and disturbance to
New Zealand generally and to many Rugby Clubs in particular. Many
acts of vandalism had occurred during the year at the club grounds and
the tour had an effect on the general atmosphere in the club. Team
numbers had declined mainly in the junior section of the club .

.

Large Police Contingent at Lancaster
Park Rugby Test
All Blacks 14 South Africa 9
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Dangerous Missile
This tennis ball was filled with nails,
tacks and broken glass and thrown
onto Lancaster Park. The ground had
to be hand searched before play could
commence.

This was reflected in that Burnside, after winning the Redpath Shieldgiven for supremacy in Junior Rugby, and the Evans Shield for overall
club championship for the past seven successive years, lost both trophies
to the New Brighton Club.
Club security had to be increased during this period with around-theclock rosters for the Club rooms and grounds being established, but even
this did not prevent at least eleven sets of goal posts being broken or cut
down.
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In spite of round-the clock vigilant
surveillance, vandalism still
occurred at Burnside Park
with 11 sets of goal posts being
broken and graffiti sprayed on the
walls.
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25th Jubilee Celebrations

The 1982 season was an important milestone in the history of the
Burnside Rugby Club when it celebrated its 25th Jubilee. The first 25
years had been most eventful with President Ross Calderwood stating
that the results over the years had proved that the club was one of the
most successful and progressive in Christchurch.
The new club extensions were opened on 12 October 1982. The building
alterations, painting, landscaping and furnishings have produced a
complex of which every club member can be proud. This asset has been
valued for replacement insurance purposes at $503,000.
Special thanks were expressed to Len Hanser, who since his retirement
from the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries had worked nearly full
time at the clubrooms cleaning up, painting and generally looking after
the complex.
The 25th Jubilee celebrations were held over the weekend of 20-21
August 1982. On the Friday the club rooms ~ere packed for the
conversazione, during the evening photos of past teams were taken. On
the Saturday 21 August, two invitation matches were played on the park
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New Clubroom following 1982
extensions

and the festivities were concluded with a dinner at the Hotel Russley.
Over 180 were present for a thoroughly enjoyable evening, the Guest
Speaker was Alex Wylie, All Black Selector and Coach.
As part of the Jubilee celebrations two special matches were played on
Burnside Park. The curtain raiser was Burnside High School 1st XV v
Burnside Club Captains Invitation High School team while the main
game was between Burnside Seniors and President's Invitation team.
BURNSIDE HIGH FIRST XV

~

.

CLUB CAPTAINS INVITATION
HIGH SCHOOL TEAM
Full Back Stephen Jeffery (V.Cpt) Rob Alpin
U18A Burnside
Wings
Richard Saifoloi
John Donnelly
St Thomas
Alan McMurtry
Brian Ashby
St Andrews
Centre
Wayne Bennett
M McLellan
U18B Burnside
2nd Five Darren Gilmour
Graham McErlich Riccarton High
1st Five
Shayne Philpott
Craig Stewart
St Bedes
Jon Banfield
Riccarton High
1/2 Back Gary Barbour
No.8
Todd Powell
Geoffrey Barclay St Andrews
Side Row Grant Davies
Simon England U18A Burnside
Peter Elliston
Mark Nevin
Riccarton High
Locks
Shane Watson (Cpt)
Malcolm Wallace Riccarton High
Mark Butler
Brendon Glue
Riccarton High
Hooker
David Elvy
Mark Thompson St Thomas
Props
Sam Siave
Andrew Cole
St Andrews
Mike Weatherall
Steven Wilson
U18A Burnside
Reserves:
Backs
Warren McFarlane U18A Burnside
Carl Torode
Peter Nicholl
St Thomas
Rodger Bonney
Forwards Dean Feldwich
Hamish Calderwood
Alistair Campbell
REFEREE:
ALLEN TAYLOR
Burnside High First XV 18 points defeated the Club Captains Invitation
High School Team 4 points.
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BURNSIDE SENIORS
Full Back
Wings

Dave Farrant
Malcolm Neutze
Kevin Spratt
Centre
Dale Schwalger
2nd Five Muri Lloyd
1st Five
John Lindsay
Half Back Ray Genet
No.8
Kevin Johnston
Side Row Danny McGuire
Kevin Gibbons
Locks
Graham Thomas
Darrel Sullivan
Props
Graham Church
Phil Fraser
Hooker
Colin Stokes

PRESIDENTS INVITATION FIFTEEN
Frank Jack
Shirley
Terry Mitchell
Linwood
Graeme Fleck
Shirley
Ivan Keats
New Brighton
Trevor Patterson Sydenham
Graeme Gemmill ex Burnside
Graeme Ellis
New Brighton
Allan Duffin
Sydenham
Mark Young
Shirley
Allan Double
Burnside
Peter Doell
Sydenham
Gary Fuller
H SO B
Devon Power
New Brighton
Rob McIntosh
H SOB
Rob Yates
Shirley

Reserves:
Ron Grossi
Gary Donnely
Bevin Cathcart
Stuart Lindsay

Mark Wheeler
HS O B
George Yungert Merivale Pap
Grant Milner
College. Inv

REFEREE: PETER SUTTON
Burnside Seniors 37 points defeated the Presidents Invitation XV 20
points.
It was fitting that in its Jubilee year the Club had a New Zealand
representative in Simon Foley. Simon was selected as a NZ Under 17
Player, front row prop. The team in which he was selected defeated the
touring Australian representative side.
Brian Neave who made a fine job of being Club Captain for the past five
years retired from this demanding position. He was thanked for his
contribution to the Club's many and varied activities. The Ladies
committee had also been very active in the Jubilee year, having worked
very hard with catering for all the social and after match functions. With
their fund raising they purchased a deep freeze, erected screen curtains
in the clubrooms and papered some of the upstairs rooms.
Some excellent social events were held during the year and as a result
there was no Ball this year but it was hoped to continue this special
function in future years.
Reference to the 25th Jubilee would not be completed without
acknowledging the excellent work carried out by the Club Secretary Ivan
Milner and the Treasurer Alan Double.
Senior teams awards for the year went to David Farrant (Player of the
Year), Kevin Gibbons (Best Team Man) and Kevin Johnston (Most
Improved Player).
The 1983 season saw a continuation of the fine efforts by the various club
teams, the 3rd Grade team again proved its worth by winning the
competition while the Senior side confirmed that its position in the "Top
8" was no fluke. With the best attacking and support play seen for years
they scored many excellent tries and finished second to University A in
points for and against.
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The Junior section of the Club enjoyed another good season although this
was frustrated by the number of wet Saturdays and interruptions caused
by the Lions tour.
International Teams Use Burnside Facilities

•

Over the years many teams of international standing have used the
facilities at Burnside Park, with accommodation nearby at the Russley
Hotel it is logical for them to use the closest playing grounds for their
practices. The greatest interest had been taken in the All Blacks
particularly when Alex Wylie was coach. Other international sides
include the Wallabies, French, England, Wales, Italy and Japan; during
the 1987 World Cup these teams were frequently watched by hundreds
of interested spectators.

All Blacks
Alex Wylie (Coach) Gary
Whetton (Captain)

V.,t)

BISHOI

All Blacks Terry Wright, Michael Jones and Alan Whetton
at Burnside Clubrooms
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Touring Japanese Team Plays Burnside Under Lights

Rob Penney
Canterbury
Representative 19851994
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1985-88 Burnside has its first Canterbury "A" Representatives.
The Club was very pleased that the 1985 season saw Rob Penney being
selected for the Canterbury A Team. Besides playing for Canterbury A,
Rob captained the Canterbury Colts through an unbeaten season. For his
excellent play Rob Penney won the WA Russell Memorial Trophy which
is awarded to the Most Outstanding Canterbury Representative; he was
also the recipient of the Colt of the Year Trophy, this trophy is given by
the Canterbury Supporters Club.

•

Player of the Year Trophy went to Dean McKinnel who besides playing
fullback for Canterbury B set a record when he scored 206 points during
the season .
1986 was a great year for Dave Reid, Shayne Philpott and David Farrant
when they became Canterbury A Representatives. Shayne also brought
great honour to himself and to the Burnside Club by being selected for
the New Zealand Colts team. He was followed in 1987 by Jon Preston
who also achieved selection in the New Zealand Colts team.
The Redpath Shield which is awarded to the Club with the most points in
the Junior Advisory Board Rugby this year came back to Burnside,. In all
the Club fielded 16 Junior Teams with the number of players rising to
247. The Junior teams played 185 games during the season winning 116
of them, 8 were drawn and 61 resulted in a loss to the Club.
One of the highlights of the 1988 season was the visit from Jim Blair who
has a very high profile throughout the country with his innovative ideas
on rugby. He gave valuable thoughts and methods to the modern
approach to fitness and training in improving rugby skills.
Three new life members were elected at the Annual General Meeting,
they were Len Hanser, Vic Langford and Bob Waldron. All of these men
had given long and very conscientious service to the Burnside Rugby
Club.
Burnside's First All Blacks

Shayne Philpott All Black 1988 - 90- 91
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Shayne Philpott who in 1988 was selected for the New Zealand Seven's
Team, became the first All Black from the Burnside Club when in 1988 he
was selected in the All Black team which was touring Australia. He
made his debut against New South Wales B where as an inside back he
scored two fine tries.
Shayne had been a pupil of Roydvale Primary School where he excelled
at Cricket and Soccer (the school at that time did not have a rugby team)
and on Saturdays had to switch to rugby. His extensive participation in a
wide range of athletic skills earned him Burnside High School's
"Sportsman of the Year" award in his last year at school.
While at Burnside he showed considerable promise as a first-five eight
setting up many brilliant moves and scoring some excellent tries.
Shayne was to gain All Black honours for the tour to France in 1990 and
won the All Black jersey again in 1991. Trevor Heron presented the Club
with a framed photograph of Shayne.
At the same time as Shayne was away with the All Blacks another fine
player Jon Preston, was in the New Zealand Emerging Players team
which toured Canada. Jon was selected in the New Zealand B Team in
1991 and gained his All Black jersey in the same year.

All Black Jon Preston(centre) 1991-92-93 with Life Members
Bruce Chapman,Ivan Milner,Bob Waldron & Len Hanser

Jon also showed considerable promise when as a school boy he was one
of the stars of the St Bedes first XV, his skills were not limited to rugby
for as a cricketer he played some fine innings for Burnside-West
Christchurch University Cricket Club. In the 1988-89 season he amassed
the excellent total of 465 runs and gained selection in the Canterbury B
side. With the time taken by sports and the overlap that occurs Jon has
for the present concentrated on rugby and was selected in the 1992 All
Blacks for the tour of South Africa where he played some outstanding
games. In 1993 he continued to shine in the All Black jersey adding
polish to the back line with impressive displays at half-back.
An excellent photograph of both Shayne and Jon graces the Club room.
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D
Trustbank Trophy

Victorious Senior Side on Lancaster Park
The Club now has two All Blacks-Shayne Philpott and Jon Preston.
Brian Hastings of the Christchurch Press presented a framed photograph
of Shayne and Jon to the Club president, Chris Wilson.
Besides the two All Blacks others to gain Canterbury A representative
honours were Rob Penney (Captain), Richie Flannery and Steve Cleave.
When the final of the Trust Bank Trophy was played at Lancaster Park,
eight bus loads of supporters were transported there and after the match
returned to the clubrooms for a good evening's entertainment. Parents,
junior boys, committee and supporters all contributed to the success of
this day.
The Club personality of the year was Rob Penney, a team stalwart who
had an inspirational influence on why the Senior A Team reached its
second club final. Who could forget those words as the team ran out onto
Lancaster Park to play in the final. "For your Club, play with passion
and desire".
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Sponsorship is a growing part of sport and the Burnside Rugby Club is
no exception. The major sponsor is the Russley Hotel. Peter Morrison is
the Manager and has a deep interest in rugby. Besides the Burnside
Rugby Club the Russley Hotel is involved in assisting most sporting
codes that use Burnside Park.
The Annual Dinner was held at the Russley Hotel. Bob Lowe was the
Master of Ceremonies and guest speakers were Emmett Mitten and Phil
Gifford, Rob Penney was presented with the Personality of the Year
Trophy. All who attended felt that this function was one of the most
successful evenings in the history of the Club. The organisation was
excellent, and speakers brilliant and the atmosphere superb.
At Last At The Top-1992
The winning of the 1992 Trust Bank Trophy in the final at Lancaster Park
was the icing on the cake. It was the third year that Burnside had
contested the final and the Club support for the vital match was
tremendous with the supporters willing on the team to great efforts
against Sydenham. The Senior side, coached by Marty Taylor, also won
the Harewood 7 A-Side Trophy, the Champion of Champions Trophy for
the best Canterbury Club side and the Press Cup which goes to the best
and fairest club. Six players made the Canterbury A side.
BURNSIDE

RUGBY

FOOTBALL

CLUB.

B.Seebeck H.Walters M.Morrison C.Washington .G.Cain S.Lambie M.Cook J.Campbell G.Bunting
G.Hanser E.Kerrigan N.Littfe C.Goodall M.Crawshaw B.Moyle J.Brown K.Tucker C.Wilson D.Escott
G.Priest M.Drury P.Hooper B.Geddes C~Smith C.Willocks N.Flux J.Wilson R.Sefton

Jon Preston toured South Africa with the All Blacks where he had a
magnificent game in the Test; Grant Kelly was selected for the Maori All
Blacks and played every game on tour.
The Senior B team made their final and the 3rd Grade side were joint
winners in their grade.
For the Junior Rugby the season will be remembered not only because of
the success the teams had in winning five Rugby Union plaques but
because more was achieved on all fronts than in any previous year. By
the end of the season there were 432 boys registered, an increase of 60 on
the previous year. This called for an increase in the number of officials to
look after the 28 teams. It was pleasing to see that eighty-four people
offered to fill this role. The system designed to deliver rugby in what is
called the "Burnside Way", should mean still more juniors being
attracted to the Club.
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Another significant development is the summer Touch Module which
now has 350 youngsters turning out every Friday afternoon.
Congratulations must also go to Colin Stokes who reached the milestone
of 200 games for the Club- a great effort.

School girls team

1993
Two new coaches, Bob Kerr and Lee Golding, took over the reins of the
Senior A side. Bob, who had previously played in the Ellesmere
competition and for Canterbury Country rugby, came to Burnside after
four years of very successful coaching with the Canterbury Country
team. Once again the senior side played with great spirit and
determination.
With the call of its leading players for trials and representative matches
the Senior A team was sometimes under full strength but such was the
depth in the Club that Burnside was once again in the final of the Trust
Bank Trophy against its old rival Sydenham. It was a case of de-ja-vu.
This time though Burnside completely outclassed Sydenham winning by
50 points to 5. From that team Rob Penney (captain), Shayne Philpott,
Richie Flannery, Greg Smith, Steve Cleeve and Grant Kelly were selected
for Canterbury A, while Shane Cuttance and Brett Fitzgerald were in the
Canterbury B team. Jason Connolly was selected for the Canterbury
Colts.
The Under 21 side also had success winning the final 8 points to 3.
This year plans are in place to refurbish the pavilion with a new door,
slate flooring, new curtains and painting to tone with the new exteriors.
The underground irrigation system has been working on Grounds 3, 4
and 5 and has now been extended to Grounds 6 and 7. The Club is very
fortunate to have this automatic system as it is "state-of-the art"
irrigation with every outlet having its own automatic sensor. Not only do
the Touch players benefit but the winter playing members can take
comfort that pre-season grass burns are a thing of the past.
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Life Members

Life Members- Ivan Milner, Bruce Chapman, Len Hanser
During the Burnside Rugby Club's 37 year history there have been nine
people elected as life members of the club, an honour which is not lightly
bestowed. The profiles listed of three of these men give ample evidence
of the time, energy and devotion given by such people who are the
backbone of the Burnside Club.
Ivan Milner
Ivan is known around rugby circles as "Mr Burnside" and the name sits
well with him. No event within the Club passes without his involvement,
whether it be after match functions, picnics, golf, Canterbury Rugby
Union meetings etc during the winter. In the summer are the after match
functions of the "Touch Sevens",. weddings and other functions under a
hire arrangement- all have the "touch of Milner" - the secretarial
position has become one of fifty weeks in the year. His wife Molly has
given him unstinting support which has eased his burden.
In 1966 the Burnside Rugby Club changed when into the top echelon
came Roy Syme as President and Ivan Milner as Secretary. Roy Syme
was one of the first Life Members, elected in 1972, sadly he has since
died. The combination of these two hard working men did much for the
future of the Club as they and the Management Committee planned well
into the future.
Ivan was made a Life Member in 1980 and in 1990 was "The Personality
of the Year". Both honours were richly deserved with the Club proud to
have him as a continuity of Club Management and stability with his
twenty-seven years as Club Secretary.
Len Hanser
Len Hanser was amongst the first group of people who in 1957 gathered
at the Fendalton Hall when the Burnside Rugby Club was first mooted.
The next year when the club began to get established the changing
facilities consisted of an old shearing shed. He was an enthusiastic
member of many working bees that winter to make the facility more
presentable and serviceable for rugby players. With his skill at
encouraging fund raising he was often a regular supporter of the
numerous raffles.
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While still an active member he used to flag Fendalton Park and then cocoach an Under 5 stone team. Many miles were covered on his bicycle as
Len delivered notices around the district. The line posts for the lighted
grounds were stored at Len's work place for drying and when the film
evenings were held at the Ilam Picture Theatre Len was there as an
assistant.
In 1961 he took on the job of flagging both the Fendalton and Burnside
Parks every Saturday morning and also helped on the bottle drives and
cake stalls. Len was given great help by his wife Joyce and together with
· Bruce and Sue Chapman they began the Saturday mornings tour of the
hotels with the "Pig-N-Barrow" raffles.
In 1967 Len was elected to the committee of the Burnside Rugby Club
and he was back organising school boy rugby. Unfortunately his son
Gary was badly injured in a rugby accident.
When the clubrooms were opened in 1970 the planting out of the
grounds was in his capable hands. It was at this time his interest in
photography led him to begin compiling an excellent photographic
record of the major events at the Burnside Clubs and Rugby grounds.
He coached the U /18 side and in 1977 was Manager of the U /20 team
that finished 2nd in the competition. This side saved some $8,000 which
gave them a trip to the Bay of Islands.
In 1978 Len took over the position of Manager of the Senior side and
when he retired from M A F he was appointed custodian of the Club.
During the extensions Len spent countless hours supervising the work
and at the end of the project made a large donation to the Club. Len was
very much involved in the setting up of the gardens and shrubs which
enhance the complex.
At the 1988 AG M he was made a Life Member, unfortunately a heart
attack the following year caused him to retire from the Committee after
serving for twenty-one years. He has still continued with his custodians
job which he carries out with great efficiency, if anything wants doing
Len does it.
He regards 1992 and 1993 as great years when the Senior side won the
Trust Bank Trophy, the Press Trophy, the Harewood Trophy and the
Champion of Champions Shield and many other Club sides performed
very well. He had waited for years for this to happen but it was well
worth the wait. Also in 1993 he has been liaison officer for touring
Japanese teams, finding the position rewarding and satisfying to be a
member of such a strong Club as Burnside.
Burnside Rugby Club Officers
Club Captains

Presidents
L H Esplin
GP Thomas
DSHart
RMSyme
WA Russell
JS Crosbie
JD Ashby
A VLangford
A R Calderwood
RF Waldron
BT Neave
CIGWilson

1957-58
1959-63
1964-65
1966-69
1970-72
1973-74
1975-77
1978-80
1981-83
1984-86
1987-90
1991-

NEde
C Laredo
SO Harris
EE Fattorini
BHChapman
KCowie
A R Calderwood
BT Neave
PHall
GD Kenning
MDR Bennett
DOR Brown

1957
1958
1959-65
1966-67
1968-70
1971-73
1974-77
1978-82
1983
1984-87
1988-90
1991-
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BHChapman
E E Fattorini *
RMSyme*
I TMilner
WA Russell*
LS Hanser
RF Waldron
A V Langford *
B TNeave
*Deceased

Patrons
Eric Shaw
John White
Mike Barlow
John Ashby
Bernie Sullivan

1972
1972
1972
1980
1980
1988
1988
1988
1992

Secretaries
J Lester
Mrs S Armstrong
R Sceats
I Milner

Treasurers
D Hart 1957-63
C Hall 1964
G Forsyth
1965-68

1957-60
1961-66
1967-68
1969-

Burnside Rugby Players Who Have Gained High Representative
Honours
Canterbury "A"
RA Penney
S Philpott
D G Farrant
DReid
MB Lake
VG Muir
JP Preston
RF Flannery
SJ Cleave
GR Smith
G NKelly

1985-88-89-90-91-92-93-94
1986-87-88-90-91-92-93-94
1986
1986
1987-88
1988
1988-90-91-92
1991-93-94
J F Connolly
1991-92-93-94
MK Allison
1992-93
IE Morgan
1992-93-94
A RPrince

New Zealand Colts
PB McKay
S Philpott
JP Preston

1975
1986
1988

New Zealand "B"
JP Preston

1991

New Zealand Sevens
S Philpott

1988

1994
1994
1994
1994

All Black Development Team
JP Preston
1990
New Zealand Maoris
G N Kelly 1992-93-94
All Blacks
S Philpott
JP Preston
Senior A Team 1993-94
Coaches
Bob Kerr
Lee Golding
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1988-90-91
1991-92-93

Canterbury Women
J Williams
1991
J Tucker
1991-92-93-94
AJ Ford
1994

Senior B Team 1993
Coaches
Ray Birchfield
Mark Hamilton

Rugby

Managers
Larry Hiroa
Jon Nicol
Ray Fowler

Managers
Keith Ballisat
Haydn Smith

Forwards

Tim Duncan
Dave Colenso
Sean Cuttance
Brent Fitzgerald
Grant Kelly
Geoff Young
Duncan Cavaye
Duane Major
Richie Flannery
Greg Woolman
Greg Smith
Robin Penney

Forwards

Prop
Prop
Hooker
Prop
Lock
Lock
Lock
Flanker
Flanker
Flanker
Flanker
No.8

Backs

Jason Sharp
Todd Geddes
Jamie Connolly
Graeme Turner
Michael Lake
Steve Harding
Andrew McLennan
Steve Cleave
Ralph Brunie
Mike McDowell

Leith Brunning
Mike Cleave
Matt Cleaver
Mike Drury
Rob Lamont
Grant Loader
Chris McKenzie
Greg Murray
Dave Robertson
Justin Smith
Brent Stevens
Andrew Tilby
Backs

Half Back
First 5/8
2nd 5/8
2nd 5/8
Centre
Centre
Wing
Wing
Wing
Full Back

Andrew Bainbridge
Darryl Borman
Mike Fitzgerald
Matt Forward
Kevin Harding
Andrew Lamont
Andrew Lawson
Craig Mcfarlane
Blair Milne
Wal Perriam
Andrew Sherwood
Tim Sprott

A Review of the 1993 Season by Ray Fowler

Despite retaining the Trust Bank Trophy, the Burnside Senior side did
have one or two ups and down during the 1993 season. One of the
mysteries confronting the new Coach Bob Kerr was the attitude
prevailing within the team was that "It will be OK, we may lose our first
couple of games but after that all will be well." To prove the accuracy of
this theory the side lost its 1st and 3rd games!
As long as the Canterbury Rugby Football Union persists in playing
representative matches during the club competitions, Burnside as the
club with the highest player representation in the Senior A representative
squad will always at times be disadvantaged during the Club
competition play.
Fortunately for Burnside the 1994 season should prove to be one where
the number of positions that have to be filled by players being required
for representative call be somewhat easier than in 1993. The loss of Greg
Smith to Japan should not be too much of a disadvantage because of the
return of Ivan Morgan to the playing ranks. With other players of
promise not always available because they were carrying injuries this
placed additional strain and at times six to seven players were required
to fill the gap left by the absence of representative players.
Bob Kerr will, after a year with the team, have solved many of the
problems which confront a new face when they take over; both coach
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and players will now know and understand one another. Some of the
younger players will be all that much better for a full season of Senior
Rugby, while other players who only made occasional appearances will
also have made good progress. Many of these players will be competing
for permanent places in th~ Senior A squad.
Of the players who made only the occasional appearance none impressed
more than Duane Major. Other members to show out were Jason Sharpe
and Todd Geddes. After hesitant starts to the season these players
became first choices and once he obtains full fitness Duncan Cavaye is a
player with the ability to progress far beyond club level.
With the player depth and ability coupled with first class coaching the
immediate future of Burnside Rugby Club is assured.

l

Bob Kerr and Lee Golding
- Senior Coaches 1993-94

1

• ••

Pre Season Training
New Playing Strip
Saturday 9 April will see 18 months of work come to fruition when the
Senior A and B sides take the field in a new playing strip. One of the
men behind the change, Deputy Club Captain, Keith Ballisast, foresees
this new strip as continuing Burnside's standing as a fore-runner in
Canterbury rugby One of the main reasons for the new playing strip was
that it gave the club the opportunity to market its own apparelincluding polo shirts, sweatshirts etc. The club will basically hold the
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rights to selling the playing gear and casual wear. 1987 a new strip was
trialled but was axed after one season but this strip will remain for the
foreseeable future .
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1993 Senior Side
Approximately 15 different designs were submitted by Canterbury
International and the one chosen will be filtered throughout the open
grade teams over a 4-5 year period and the junior sides will eventually
play in the strip. The new jersey while remaining appealing, allowed
better mileage for sponsors, each team can give their individual sponsor
good coverage by being on the front of a prominent jersey.
Within two seasons 80% of all clubs in New Zealand will be changing
toward a new style.
Bruce Chapman
?

As a life member I have been asked to write about my involvement with
the Burnside Rugby Club and share some of my experiences and
memories of seeing the Club grow.
In the beginning I was approached to coach, as the district was rapidly
growing, with new schools going up, including one of the biggest High
Schools in New Zealand called Burnside High School. The School and
the Rugby Club share the same emblem, the clump of cabbage trees
which still stand in the High School grounds today, originally a
landmark for the Maoris and Europeans on their journeys across the
Canterbury Plains.

l

1994 _Uniform

The original committee was formed one Sunday morning in a garage,
with twenty eight people in attendance. The two men from that
committee who approached me were Garry Grayburn and the late Evan
Fattorini. They were in desperate need for more coaches, so after quite a
discussion about the explosion of young boys throughout the district, I
told them that I had not played much rugby, but I liked the game and
that it would be good for the boys in the district so I agreed to coach and
I ended up coaching a 5 stone C team-that was in 1959. I was given
about twenty boys to work with to get them going. I had most of those
boys for quite a few years.
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The first team nearly won the competition, I think we missed by 1 /2 a
point-the winners were Sydenham. I laughed a bit to myself because
when they asked me to coach they didn't say anything about coaches
having to attend committee meetings and other meetings. It took up
quite a bit a spare time at the weekends, so I had to get another person to
give me a hand out, my next door neighbour, the late Stan Cumberpatch.
He was a great help. It wasn't as easy as I thought. We had to get the
boys from one side of town to the other, as you had one game at home
and the other away. But with having Stan it was a big help.
We trained once a week at Burnside Park which was quite handy.
Burnside Park had three grounds for Rugby and one ground for hockey.
On the park there was an old woolshed where the boys used to change
their gear in the catching sheep pens and the men used to change in the
woolshed, which had grating-if you dropped any cash you had to climb
under to retrieve it. It was not like that for very long because the
Waimairi Council built two changing rooms with a cold shower in the
centre, with seats right around- it was like a palace compared to the old
shearing shed.
l,J/

.
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Burnside Lower Grade Team on ground now used by the Burnside
Cricket Club
I coached from 5 stone C, 5 stone A and right through to the Under 17
year olds, it was a great part of my career. I made some very good
friends over the years, from Burnside, other clubs, Junior Advisory Board
and the main Rugby Union. Before the end of the season with the Under
17s we decided to take a trip to Napier as most of the boys had been right
through with me, and had been a good team to work with. By this time I
had a difference assistant coach, a good fellow named Jimmy
Spackman-real keen on the job and very reliable. We decided to run a
fairly big raffle every week to fund-raise for the trip. I had to go over to
the Papanui Police every week to draw the raffle, put the result in the
paper and deliver the prize.
That season I became Club Captain for two years which was a great
experience, The people I had to meet over the two years and the friends I
made I still have. If I was over the other side of town, I would make it
my business to visit the Clubrooms of other Rugby Clubs and introduce
myself and make friends. The Club Captain's job was a big job. You had
to settle little disputes of coaches requiring other players from other
teams and to see that things were put right and friendships stayed intact.
A man told me that a good Club Captain's job was to go round every
week or so on training nights to each team just to see if everything was
OK with coaches.
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I always believe you had to have two coaches with young grades, so that
if one didn't turn up the other would be on hand. Coaches meetings had
to be arranged and I always tried to get somebody, say an All Black or a
Canterbury fellow to come and give a talk on what was the best way to
coach and how to get on with the fellows and players. We had one night
at Jellie Park Pool with Dennis Young and Doug Frampton, a real good
night and sometimes we had other Canterbury players. We always had a
good turn out at the meetings. There were always arguments, getting
players to play in their right grades, but in the end they would see the
point and agree and things would work out right.

If an All Black test was coming up, it was a big responsible job to see that
the tickets were distributed fairly to the coaches and players. My concern
was to be fair, you had to keep in contact with the committee to keep up
with the games coming up, especially pre-season games -some were
home and some away. When we got our new Club rooms with about
nine grounds, Jellie Park on Greers Road was lighted before Burnside.
Matter of fact I got the three electric light poles from a chap from New
Brighton Sports Club and we put the lights on and used them for about
three seasons until we put the lights on Burnside Park where they are
today.
During the playing of competition I used to flag all three grounds,
including Jellie Park, 1, 2 3 grounds inside and the 9 fields where the
Club rooms are and then at the end of the day we had to go otit and
deflag the grounds.
We had a bit of bad luck, we lost Gordon Booth, who became ill and died
a short time later, he was a good man. He came from Sydenham Club, a
good worker, when he said he would do a job you had no worries - it
was done to perfection. He had been a delegate on the Junior Advisory
Board for some time, so I was co-opted on in 1971 and voted on after that
until 1979.
On the Junior Advisory Committee your job was to take a grade and it
was your responsibility for that season, and also you had to go to
different Clubs to weigh the boys in, from 5 stone to 8 stone 7. The Board
would advise you which club you had to weigh in. Years before that you
had to take all the boys to North Hagley Park, all Clubs and all boys from
all over Christchurch. We had some fun getting these boys in their
weights at that time of the year. The acorns were falling from the trees
and there were plenty of them, next thing you would get a crack in the
earhole. We had a lot of fun . It took half or most of the day before you
got the boys back home. The following season the Board decided that
they would send two members out to each Club for the weigh in. It was
one of their best ideas, as it gave us plenty of time to be ready. One day
Owen Noonan and the late Ted Cummings came to our Club. As the day
went on it started to rain-we found out that when the paper got wet the
ball point pens wouldn't write. Ted and Owen both wore felt hats and
the water would run off the brims and onto the paper, so I had to go
around to the shops and buy some lead pencils, at least they would write
wet or dry.
Now being on the JAB I had to go another step and say goodbye to the
Club Captain's job. I had to attend JAB meetings down at Manchester
Street once a fortnight. All Clubs were or had their representatives at
those meetings. A Chairman was selected and he ran the Advisory
Board. That year the first thing was to get a grade, they ran a 5 stone
grade to Under 18 and you put in for the grade you wish to take for the
year. That went from the first week or second in April through to the
August, about the 18th or school holidays.
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The job included weigh in at a Club or two, which was before the season
started. For instance my first was Merivale-Papanui and Belfast-it was
up to you to arrange with the Club to which you were allocated. The
next thing was to see how many teams you had in the grade. They were
pretty good to you at the start. They made sure you had a fair grade to
manage. I had the 7 stone the first year, then I moved up to Under 15
open - that was to me one of the best grades. It was more or less the one
before they went into their school first fifteen. I really enjoyed that grade.
The first year in the Open (15) there were only 9 teams, the following
year I pushed it up to 15 teams in the grade and the next year I went
round to all the High Schools and pushed it up to 21 or 23. I went to
schools and asked if they were interested, which they were.
I just can't tell how many rep games we played but we were never
beaten. I can remember we played North Canterbury Under 17 team and
we won by a penalty, the score was 3 nil to us. On the way home from
North Canterbury in the bus there wasn't one sound-they had left it all
behind on the ground. I was very proud of them. The boy who kicked
the penalty was James Leggat, a good player, his position was first five
eight. They were good fellows right through that grade.
The other main thing was that you had to take a team away. We had to
go to the West Coast one year. We had a great trip, we played in the rain
and it came down in bucketfuls, and cold with it. The following year
they would return the game over here and the first manager was Brother
Giles who managed the West Coast team. A year or so later he was on
the JAB Board as a selector and grade manager. We played that game at
Rugby Park in Christchurch.
The last year I was on the J A B I went as a manager of the Under 18 team
in the South Island Tournament. We played at Ashburton and drew in
the final 3-3 with Southland.
I finished on the JAB in 1979. I was quite relieved as I had had a fair
turn, more or less around the clock. I probably could have stood for the
Rugby Union but I was happy just to have a look at the others and to give
a bit of advice here and there. We had a lot of hard work getting our
open grades in the early days. I know Evan and I used to stop and ask
fellows if they would like to join our teams to fill our open grades. We
kicked off with a fourth grade and gradually worked our way up the
ladder. The Juniors were not a bad side, everyone was trying their best to
get up the ladder. Kevin Barry and Lloyd Geange did a great job to keep
that team up close to the top of the trade and then we moved up to Senior
Reserve. There were some quite good boys getting around. That
particular year we had a good Under 19 side coached by Evan Fattorini,
the captain was Geoff Sharp. One of the best games I ever saw was
against Boys High played at Jellie Park. A terrific game, we won 3 nil- a
penalty in a real nail biter.
The seniors played trial games against Suburbs at Rugby Park and
eventually we were put up in 1972. Our first win was against
Sydenham-we won 12 points to 9. From then on we improved and then
we won the Senior competition in 1992 and again in 1993 - two good
years in a row. Congratulations to the team and the coaches.
Now I would like to say Thank You to all the people who have done a
tremendous job over the years of my involvement with the Club. To the
Cantabrians for their help on Sunday mornings. Dick Hockley, Ross
Smith, and many more for the great games against the Burnside first
fifteen.
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Thanks to the referees; the late Ron Cameron, the late Vic Langford, Grim
Braithwaite and Ray Pigeon. After a game Ray would ride his racing
bike from Burnside Park to North Park to do another match.
Thanks also to Mr Jackson, St John's Ambulance, for attending those
Sunday training games, Karl Chandler for the use of his garage in the
winter months and the great meetings we had and sports nights and the
little trips to the creek at the back,(Ha Ha!) that took place in the years
1958-63.
Thanks to those clubs who came out to Burnside to play friendly preseason games, these games were very necessary to get our teams to
fitness. The Burnside Club has always been grateful for the support from
the Russley Hotel over the years - Thanks a lot.
Thanks to all to the foundation members. They did a terrific job in the
early days, Mrs Shirley Armstrong and Steve Harris and others. To Ivan
Milner, for his support over the years together. Thanks again.
My involvement with the Burnside Club has been very rewarding and I
am still enjoying my time with the Club as a Life member.
BURNSIDE WOMEN'S RUGBY

Burnside women's rugby started its first season in 1989. The Team, which
I put together largely myself, consisted of mainly Burnside Touch players
who had previously played for the Merivale Women's team. Stan
Chamberlain was the coach.

.

The players thoroughly enjoyed the season, learning and improving new
skills. Ray Sefton (Sugar) coached in 1990 when the team managed third
place in the competition. The 1991 team coached by Darryl Philpott and
Geoff Young proved to be our most successful, producing eight
Canterbury players, and again finishing in third position.
One of the most talented Canterbury players to come from Burnside was
Tasha Williams, whose speed enabled her to run around just about
anyone.
Women's rugby is a fast-growing sport in Canterbury and seems to
appeal to all types, all sizes and all sporting abilities. In 1988 there were
only six teams in the competition, in 1992 this had increased to ten.
I myself started playing at the age of 10 in a boys team - one of the first
girls in Canterbury. Now its not so unusual to see young girls out there
matching the boys.
This year we are coached by Steve and Scott Holden. We have been
struggling for players, but even if it means taking the field with as few as
12 players, we get out there and play our hardest.
If anyone is interested, or knows of anyone who is, don't hesitate to come
down and find out what it's all about. We train on Tuesdays at Burnside
Park at 6 pm, or telephone me, Jody Tucker on 348-6348.
Jody Tucker
Burnside Women's Rugby Team
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BURNSIDE TOUCH 7'5, 1992

Touch 7's (never called Touch Rugby) started to develop in 1983.
Towards the end of the 1982 rugby season, quite a number of players
who didn't play summer sports wanted something to keep their fitness
up. So they gathered at Burnside Park on Wednesday evenings and
played Touch 10' s, a concept introduced by Frank Creighton. From this
beginning Touch 7' s developed.
I think the idea came from Australia where there were half a million
players. Marist Rugby Club and High School Old Boys were the first to
organise Touch 7's in Christchurch, at Hagley Park. Ian Robert, myself
and a bit later Rob Murphy talked about the game and decided to go
about getting it started. We could see a financial benefit to the Club who
left it to us to organise.
Before the season finished we set about to organise a Touch 7' s
competition, played in the evenings during the summer, October to
March. The first year we had about 26 teams and we thought we were
doing marvellously. It seemed then to be a big job just getting things
going and a draw out for the teams.

Frank Creighton

When Ian Robert left Christchurch the next summer, Touch 7' s were
organised by Rob Murphy and myself. There were 47 teams in 1984 and
the Team Registration fees and after-match bar takings went a long way
towards convincing the rugby committee that Touch 7's might have a
place on Burnside Park.
In 1985 Peter Hall, who was on the rugby committee, joined us with the
organising. Of course there are workers behind the scenes without
whose help we could not operate efficiently. One of these people was
Len Hanser who helped tremendously by organising prizes and other
items.
Another valuable member of the rugby committee who offered his
services was Vic Langford who kept our team registrations in order along
with any correspondence that was required. Touch 7's has grown at an
astronomical rate.
Bob Waldron, whose dry wit has helped to make things run smoothly,
checks in teams as they arrive and makes announcements.
The assistance of these people leaves Rob, Peter and myself free to attend
to the general running of Touch 7' s and to the frequent disputes.
Burnside has always had a name for running a well organised Module.
All Touch 7's groups are called "modules", not clubs. One of the biggest
problems in the early years of Touch 7's was getting enough referees, so
teams had to supply their own. However, thanks to Barry Rose this
problem was eventually solved and we now have a good bunch of
referees, both full time and part time.
Barry Rose has also been involved with Canterbury and New Zealand
from 1986 to 1990. Another referee who has given good service to
Burnside, Canterbury and New Zealand is Alan Stead: World Cup 1991;
Australia tour 1991; Secondary Schools Australian Tour 1992; Top 3
Canterbury 5 years.
As well as helping organise Touch 7's at Burnside Peter Hall has also
been involved with Canterbury and New Zealand: Canterbury Executive;
Treasurer; President 1985-1992; NZ Executive 1991-92; Canterbury Team
Manager 1986-91 and for Over 30s 1990-91.
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Graham Priest has been New Zealand and Canterbury selector 1990,
1991, 1992 and World Team Selector 1992.
Each year Touch 7' s has been placed the number of teams involved has
grown dramatically until the limit per night was reached at about 105
teams. Because of grounds being upgraded in the 1991-1992 season, we
played on two nights, Wednesday and Fridays. We now have 147 teams:
men's open; women's open; mixed social-over 27s, over 30s, over 35s.
The grounds used are approximately half the size of a rugby field.
Touch 7s is played during the summer. I was also involved with the
organisation of Touch 10s (for over 35' s) which is played every third
Sunday in the winter.

.

I think Touch 7' s has become so popular for two reasons. The first is that
it allows ex ball players to still handle a ball and not worry about
physical contact. The second is that people are becoming more health
conscious, want exercise and enjoy it. It would be hard to describe all the
reasons, but a lot of people play Touch 7' s four or five nights a week as
well as tournaments on Saturday or Sunday.
After-match enjoyment in the Club Rooms consists of the usual
refreshments and a prize-giving to the player of the day. Recipients are
nominated by team captains.

,,

Touch Rugby - NZ Club Championships 1993.
Support and sponsorship over the years has been provided by House of
Pagani, Russley Hotel, Lion Breweries, New Zealand Wines and Spirits,
and numerous smaller sponsors.
In my opinion, the only thing that will limit growth of Touch 7' s will be
lack of grounds. The number of people starting the game each year is a
bit frightening. There are hundreds and they are all take organising. If
any one Module had plenty of grounds and people to organise, they
could get thousands playing. Back when Burnside had one playing night
and 107 teams of an average of 10 per team plus spectators and
supporters, there could be anything like 1200 to 1500 people present.
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In 1991-92 season there were approximately 12,000 to 14,000 people
playing Touch 7's in Canterbury. New Zealand-wide there were
approximately 75,000. Per province, Canterbury has the biggest number
playing in New Zealand.
Teams come from all walks of like-rugby, league, soccer, hockey,
basketball, netball, business houses-you name it and that's where they
come from. One team that I always remember started playing a couple of
years after Touch 7' s began. These lads were around 20 years old, never
played sport of any kind but wanted to play Touch 7' s. It was interesting
to see them arrive - on bikes, walking and on city buses. They were
hopeless at Touch. But they stuck with it and are still playing at
Burnside, winning more often than losing. Their team name then was Do
Da Corumba. I think they still play under that name. They, and plenty
of others like them, male and female, are the reason that Touch 7' s is such
an increasingly popular game.

.
"'

Descriptive team names include: Bits & Pieces; Waitaki Blockers,
Riverlea Caterers; Bad Hands; Touch Nuts; Hoof Arted; Gas Bags; Motley
Crew; Dump Truckers; Dip Sticks; Eno' s Everything; 8 Balls Short; Half
Blacks; Untouchables; Leaky Fawcetts; Girls and Guys.
Stan Chamberlain
June 1992
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Go'rdon Scout Group
The Gordon Scout Group Den in Burnside Park was completed in 1965.
The Group itself had been established some five years before this date,
and during those five years a number of other possible sites for a Den
had been investigated before approval to build in the Park was finally
granted by the Waimairi County Council.
The following account is largely the story of the early years of the Group,
leading through the construction of the original Den to its later extension
in 1972, and the story of growth of numbers of the boys in the Cub and
Scout units. Some brief present day facts are also included. In no way
does it pretend to be a comprehensive history of the Gordon Scout
Group. Perhaps that may come later !
Beginnings
The Kauri Scout District Newsletter of October 1960, in referring to the
Gordon Group, recorded that "The second meeting of this Group has
been held and progress has been made. Application for registration has
been completed for forwarding to the Local Association. Congratulations
to the Rovers for the work done; also for their able assistance with the
conducting of Badge Tests. These boys are really cracking now and we
look forward to news from them for next month."
The first C ommittee records of the Gordon Scout Group now available,
are for a meeting held on 19 December 1960. Records of some earlier
meetings were lost soon after the Group was formed. Fortunately,
Rodger Kingsbury, while a Scout Leader for the Group in the late 1960s
and 70s, carried out some research into the first eighteen months of the
Group. We are indebted to him for his notes about this period.

...

Rodger Kingsbury attributes the origin of the Gordon Scouts to Mr J M
Baggstrom, a Rover Scout crew leader, and six young men who formed
the Gordon Rover Crew of 1 August 1959. The name and the Gordon
tartan adopted by the crew had earlier been used by a cub pack in the
Papanui/Bryndwr area but the pack had become defunct.

,(

The first meetings of the Rover Crew were generally held at M r
Baggstrom' s home in Flay Crescent, and some also in 1960 in the
Bryndwr Scout Den. Among the District Rover Scout Leaders who
fostered the formation of the crew were Peter Brown, Eric Wright and
Rover Commissioner, Colin Cook. The Rover Crew at this time consisted
of Roger Pitchforth, Michael Johnstone, John Shaw, Winston Thompson,
Murray McKechie and Michael Goldsmith. (Michael Goldsmith, together
with another young University student, Alan Cousins, later were killed
in a climbing accident during a reconnaissance of the Caroline face of
Mount Cook on 1 November 1963).

.•

The Rovers however were not affiliated to a Scout Group and for this
reason they were asked to join a Group or disband. There was no Group
in the Burnside area, so they decided to get one established. Mr
Baggstrom and his Rovers canvassed the Burnside area for residents
interested in forming a Group. Mr Dennis Pell of Kyeburn Place,
Avonhead came in as a committee member, as did Mrs WA B Hayward
of Avonhead Road. (Mrs Hayward was Mr Pell's sister-in-law and
Winston Thompson's sister). The Group committee formed from the
canvass held its first meeting in a room at the Wairakei School late in
1960 .
About this time also the Rovers began holding their meetings in Mr Pell's
garage in Kyeburn Place. The Cubs began meeting from October 1960 in
a builder's hut on the site of the present Kendal School. In March 1961
they met in the old Waimairi Scout Den in Derwent Street, and later still
permission was obtained from the Y M C A in Greers Road for the Cubs
to meet there.
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The minutes of the Gordon Scout Group committee meeting
held on 19 December 1960 show that it was held at Mr Pell's
residence at 6 Kyebum Place, under the chairmanship of Mr R
W Bell. Also present were Messrs A Brown, J H Rapson and D
S Pell, and Mesdames P Suter (Treasurer, E Emmett and A W
Hayward. Mr Pell was listed as Acting Secretary; in fact he
continued as Secretary until early 1968-an outstanding
record.

Search for a Den Site
Minutes of many of the early meetings of the Group
Committee record the search for a permanent base for the
Rovers and Cubs. A possible merger with the Papanui
Methodist Scout Group was discussed early in 1961, and in
July it was decided that the Gordons would approach the
Waimairi Scout Group for a "first refusal" on their Den when
it came up for sale. In August a site next to the Y M C A in
·• Greers Road was proposed, while in September 1961, the
decision was made to write to the Waimairi County Council,
through the Scout Association, to ask for a site in the Kendal
Avenue area. The Group area was to be bounded by Grahams
Road, Memorial A venue and W airakei Road.

Patrol Leaders & Seconds in the early 1960's
Front:David Riley,Ian Tie,Noel Harper,Graeme Barber
Rear: John Smythe,Murray Barber,John Stanbury
In November 1962 the Committee decided to accept the
.
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Waimairi Scout Group offer of their den for £125, but two
months later the acceptance was modified by offering the
Waimairi Group £150 for both huts, subject to the granting of a
lease of land from the Education Board. At the Annual
Meeting of the Gordon Group in March 1963, the "Chairman"
Mrs Tie, spoke of the difficulty in obtaining a site from the
Waimairi Council, and said also that the application for a site
, on Education Board land at the corner of Memorial Avenue
and Grahams Road had to be abandoned because of the high
cost of having electricity laid on. (£240 over six years). Mrs Tie
stressed the urgent need for the Group to have its own Den as
there would be no progress without one. Funds of the order
of £600 -1,000 would be needed to build.

Help was close at hand however, with the election of Mr Alan
Harper, a builder, to the committee at this '1963 AG M. This
was the beginning of a long and highly significant association
for the Group, with both Alan and his wife Jan making an
immense contribution in committee and in scout and cub
leadership roles. Some progress with the Waimairi County
~"Jf,..,:.;.,'111'""'!11 Council as to a site must have been made soon after this annual
meeting, since in July 1963 a Group Building committee was
formed, comprising Messrs Harper, Pell, Russell, Hanser,
Kingsford, Laird and Thompson. It was resolved that the
Council would be written to, through the District Scout
Association, to say that the Group was preparing plans and
specifications for a Den, and to ask Council to supply the Group
L ..:.
- · "wi'ffi""a site position, to facilitate costings for drainage etc. Mr Harper
Scout Group with
Frank Laird Jst. Scoutmaster(Left) was given authority to make snap decisions re purchase of building
and Len Hanser holding staff.
materials. Later in 1963, in August, Alan Harper was elected viceChairman of the Group Committee, and Mr Alec Hayward joined the
committee as Treasurer. Alec Hayward's election as Treasurer was
also a very significant move with regard to the Group fundraising, with
bottle drives in particular being a major source of funds for the Group for
many years. Alan Harper's estimate of cost for the Den at this stage was
£1,400, while total funds of the Group were about £200 !
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Progress slowed for the next six months, but in April 1964 Alan
Harper submitted another estimate of £800 for the building
costs, and at the Annual Meeting the same month it was
reported that there was hope that the den would be available
during the year. The committee had decided to apply for a
lottery grant, and also a loan from the Government to build the ~
Den. By June Mr Harper had plans completed, and a
subcommittee of Messrs Russell, Harper and Pell were to
approach the Waimairi County Council to discuss the new site
for the Den in Burnside Park, and to discuss electricity and
drainage. The sum of £300 was transferred to a Building
Account at the Scout House.
Construction Commences
From Left:MessrsPell, Harper, Ward, Hayward &sons.

.

At a committee meeting in March 1965, Alan Harper was able
,]
to report that the Den was under way. At this time Alan had
/
also taken over the responsibilities of being Group Scout Master ~, , JIIIJ';j
! By May good progress was reported for the Den; laying on of \ •
the electric power from the water tower appeared to be the
l
biggest problem. The prospect of holding a fair in conjunction "
with an official opening of the Den was mooted. Early in
September 1965 the G SM Alan Harper told the committee that , lll,\7,?'-a,i..,
"the Scouts had taken the big step and were now meeting in the ~
Den, with good results." However the quicker the ceilings were
painted and the floor sanded, the better, as the boys were
inclined to get rather dusty. He himself was finding time rather
short! At this meeting too Mr Brian Heney was appointed to be O •"""' .• • 2... "
in charge of arrangements for the fair, which was to be held in
Work on building the Den is underway.
Burnside Park on Saturday 2 October 1965 .
The fair was to be a major event in the park and marked the
official opening of the Den, but it was also a fund raising
venture to reduce the substantial debt remaining on the Den.
Many Christchurch organisations assisted with donations of
goods for sale. There were the usual kinds of stalls; there were
hay rides, scalextric cars, a model train, and displays by the
New Zealand Army and Operation Deep Freeze. The St
Andrews College Pipe Band also donated its services to
entertain the crowd. A nett sum of £259 was raised from the
Fair.
On 30 September 1967 a second fair was held in the park with a similar
range of stalls and attractions as before. The fair was opened by the
County Chairman, Mr Barry Rich. A sum in excess of $500 (decimal
currency now in force), was raised, and this allowed the outstanding
balance of debt on the Den to be repaid.

The Gordon Scout Group Den

1965

Growth in Cub and Scout Numbers

While these efforts to raise funds for den payments and equipment were
under way, there had been strong growth in the cub and scout numbers.
In June 1961, shortly after the Group was formed, just 16 Cubs and 6
Rovers were shown in the annual Census Return to Dominion Scout
Headquarters. By June 1964, a year before the Den was completed, there
were 25 Cubs and 13 Scouts, a total of 38 boys. Numbers rose steeply
after the Den was finished, and by June 1966, nine months after
completion there were 31 Cubs and 29 Scouts, a total of 60 boys. Four
year later, in June 1970, the Gordon Scout Group had 52 Cubs in the three
Packs of 'Highlander'. 'Thistle' and 'Claymore', and 40 Scouts in two
troops, the First and Second Gordons. There were also three Scouts of
Venturer age, making the total strength 95.
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Unfortunately, growth in leader numbers had not increased in similar
proportion, with particular difficulty always in recruiting and retaining
leaders for the Scout sections. The physical resources of the Den were
also under great strain. In addition to use by the five Scout and Cub
units, the Den was being used by Brownies and a Girl Guide unit.

The Gordon Scout Group Den 1994.

Den Extension
The committee, under the leadership of Chairman Rodney Franks, began
moves to build a substantial addition to the Den. Alan Harper, after
eight years involvement with the Group in various capacities as helper,
committee member, Scout Leader and Group Leader, had retired from
active leadership in May 1970, but he generously agreed to undertake the
work required for planning the extension and supervising the
construction. A permit for the extension was granted by the W aimairi
County Council early in 1971, and the construction work started in
September 1971. Incidentally, by the end of that year, the number of boys
in the Group had increased to 125 !. A notable move during 1971 was the
formation of a Venturer Unit, with Rodger Kingsbury as Venturer
Adviser.
At the Annual Meeting in March 1972, Rodney Franks was able to report
that the extension was almost completed. Under Alan Harper's
supervision, 32 parents had made a collective input of some 400 hours of
voluntary work. The work had added about 770 sq feet of extra ground
floor space to the original area of 1200 sq feet. Apart from increasing the
main hall space substantially, the Den now had two Troop rooms, a
general meeting room, and a loft area for Venturer use. Considerable
fund raising work was still required to eliminate the large overdraft of
more than $1200. There were now 130 boys active in all sections, but
another 40 names were on a list for those waiting for entry to the Cub
section.
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Rover and Cub Leaders

None of this growth in scouting activities would have been possible
without the dedicated service of a large number of leaders and assistants.
The records for these people, particularly for those who helped with the
Cubs for short periods, have not been easy to research and it is hoped
that the writer will be forgiven for possible errors or omissions.
When the Group was first established it seems that the Rover Crew under
Mr Baggstrom gave much assistance with Cub instruction, but Mr T
Brizzell appears to have been the first Cub Master to hold a warrant. The
first census return for the Group, for 30 June 1961, shows that his helpers
were Miss E Hecc and Miss L Shaw. In addition the return lists Mr
Baggstrom not only as Rover Scout Leader, but also Group Scout Master.
Mr NW Kingsford is shown as Assistant Rover Scout Leader. (Mr
Kingsford also served as Group Scout Master in 1963-64). The Rover
Crew as such appears to have been disbanded during the 1961-62 year. It
certainly was not shown in the Group returns for 1962 and subsequent
years.
Mr Brizzell resigned in August 1961, and Miss Shaw continued on for
another year after this. Her assistants were David Shaw, I Julius and
Tom Whale. Other Cub leaders during the 1963-64 years were Miss
Howe, and Mr Graham Gibson, and also Mr M Watson for a short period.
Mr Len Hanser assisted Miss Howe for a time, and Miss Ann DigbySmith assisted Mr Gibson and then Mrs Ward, 'Lady Cub Master', who
transferred from the Rimu Scout District in late 1964. (Mrs Ward's
husband assisted with the Scouts for a short time but the couple moved
to Fiji in early 1965). Miss Digby-Smith and Miss Marshall kept the
'Highlander' Pack going, and in late 1965 a second Pack, 'Thistle' was
formed under the leadership of Mrs Janet Harper, with Mrs Florence
Owens and Miss Dorothy Mcinnes as assistants. Mr G Mansfield took
over the Highlander Pack, and his assistant for a time was Mr Leslie
Bailey. Late in 1966 and early in 1967 respectively, Mrs Bette Miles and
Matthew Fitzgibbon joined Highlander as Assistants. Mrs Miles later
took out a full warrant as Cub Leader with the Highlander Pack, and
made an outstanding contribution as leader and assistant leader for more
than six years. (Mrs Miles was awarded the Chief Scouts Commendation
in 1973). Graeme Mansfield took charge of Thistle following Mrs
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The Kauri District of Christchurch is divided up into four areas; Gordon,
Roydvale, Waimairi and Fendalton Groups.
Harper's retirement from leadership in 1967. New
assistants in 1968 and 1969 were Eric Cairns, Ken
Waller, and Mrs Young (Highlander), and Clive
Blackett, and Mrs Pam Powell (Thistle); also Cheryl
Wardell, Mrs Ann Ladd and Mr Frank Cheyne. Late
in 1969 Ken Waller moved to assist with Scouts, while
after Graeme Mansfield resigned, Eric Cairns
temporarily took charge of Thistle Pack until Mrs
Powell took over in 1970.
A third Pack, named 'Claymore'. was formed in the
second term of 1970, with Mrs Ladd and Mrs Young as
the first leaders. They were assisted later in the year
by Mrs Margaret Graham and Mrs Doris Aldridge
while Mrs Cecily Killner joined Highlander and Mrs
Paula Mouatt and Mrs M3rj:rieCairns joined Thistle
Pack. There were some further changes in the Cub
leadership during the 1971-72 year. In Highlander
Pack Mrs Killner and Mrs Miles reversed roles to
become Leader and Assistant Leader respectively, and
Mrs Kyra O'Connell was a new member of the team.
In Claymore, Mrs Aldridge became Cub Leader when
Mrs Ladd resigned, while M3rj:rieCairns took over the
leadership of Thistle from Mrs Powell.
Scout Troop and Group Leaders

The Awards Scheme. This shows how the Venturer
Scout can progress through the various awards
with the ultimate being the Queen's Scout Award.
So far eleven Queen's Scout Awards have been
presented to members of the Gordon Scout Group.
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The Gordon Scout Troop was started more than a year
after the Cub Pack and Mr Frank Laird was the first
Scoutmaster. "Rangi" as he liked to be called, gave
sterling service from December until his resignation in
1967. He was assisted first by Winston Thompson (ex
Rover) and later by Len Hanser, then Gary Lock and
Brian Heney.
Brief mention was made earlier to the part played by
Alan Harper in the early years of the Gordons. First as
a general helper to the Group, and then from 1963 as a
Committee member with continuing prime
responsibility for the Den construction, Alan ('Kahu')

,.

Gordon Scout Group
took out a warrant as Group Scout Master late in 1964. He changed to
Assistant Scout Master in July 1966 to assist Frank Laird more directly,
and in 1967 took out a full warrant as Scout Master when Frank left. Mr
Brian Loversuch came to the Group as Group Scout Master in August
1966, but moved away from the district in March 1967, and from then
until 1970 Alan Harper was in effect the Group Leader as well, giving
active leadership with the Troop. His able assistant and ally during this
period was Rodger Kingsbury, although in late 1968 they reversed roles
as Leader and Assistant Leader of the Troop. The terms Cub Master and
Scout Master were changed to Cub Leader and Scout Leader in 1968. At
the end of 1969, despite the Group's failure to recruit leaders for the
Scouts, Alan and Rodger decided that the pressure of numbers from
Cubs moving up to Scouts was such that the existing Troop should be
split to form the 1st Gordon and 2nd Gordon Troops, with each man
taking a Troop. Alan's formal links with the Group as a Leader ended in
May 1970, but as has been seen, he continued to play a vital part with the
den extensions well beyond that date. Alan Harper was succeeded as
Leader of the 2nd Gordons by Ken Waller, and subsequently in 1971 Dr
Brian Earl became Leader. Alan was awarded the Chiefs Scouts
commendation in 1972.
In March 1971 Graham Dunbar took out a warrant as Group Scout
Leader. A notable "First" early in 1971 was the granting of an Assistant
Scout Leader's warrant to Ian Tie; the first person to have come through
from being a Gordon Cub to be a warranted leader with the Group.
Rodger Kingsbury continued as Leader of the 1st Gordon Troop until he
formed the Venturer Unit late in 1971. Then Ross Levy took over the
Troop. Later in 1973 Rodger Kingsbury was also awarded the Chief
Scout's Commendation. At the end of the 1971-72 year scout leaders in
the Group, apart from the Group Leader and Venturer Adviser, were
Ross Levy and Brian Earl, Ken Waller, Ian Tie, Kerry Moore and Lindsay
Imlay.
Present Day
p

The Gordon Scout Group still continues as a strong centre for youth
activities in the district. The Group now includes 'Keas' for boys in the 68 age bracket. There are 20 Keas, 50 Cub Scouts in two packs
(Highlander and Claymore), 21 Scouts and 6 Venturers, a total of 97:
Leadership is provided by 16 warranted adults, with Malcolm
Wilmshurst as the Group Scout Leader. Bruce Gillespie is current
chairman of the Group Committee.

Hamish Penlington and Justin Carnaby on parade.
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Although total numbers have fallen a little since those early years, this is
perhaps not unexpected considering the greater complexity of activities
available today, less children in the catchment area, and certainly no less
difficulty than of old in finding adults prepared to commit themselves to
youth leadership.
Gordon Scout Group Committee
Office Holders -1960 to 1972
Chairman
1960 to March 1962

MrRWBell

March 1962-March 1963

Mrs D Tie

March 1963- March 1967

Mr W A Russell

March 1967-March 1968

MrKSmythe

April 1968 - March 1970

Mr A WEllis

March 1970-March 1972

MrRFranks

March 1972

MrVClaude

Secretary
1960 to March 1969

Mr D SPell

March 1969-March 1970

MrsJ Harper

March 1970- March 1971

MrGDunbar

March 1971-March 1974

Mrs V Willocks

Treasurer
1960 to March 1963

Mrs P Suter

March 1963-March 1969

Mr A Hayward

March 1969- March 1971

Mr I Tie (Snr)

March 1971-May 1973

Mrs M Claude

Contributed by Graham Dunbar
Gordon Scout Group Leader 1971-74

The Queens Scout Award
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Gordon Scout Group

Queen's Scout Presentation 8th May 1993.
Back row: Ross McKenzie (National Venturer Commissioner), Shane
Telfer.
Front row: Steven Pavett, Dame Cath Tizard, Jonathan Gibb.

Scout Leader Malcolm Wilmshurst adjusts the scarf of Hayden Melton
before parade.
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Above: Keiren Doody prepares for the big hit while Andrew Preston
observes his style.
Below: The Kea Patrol members get ready to prepare a meal.
From left Gareth Wilmshurst (Patrol Leader), Joshua Smith, Stephen
Gillespie and Brendon Doody
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Soccer
The Burnside Soccer Club, previously Burndale United, has a record of
success and growth to be proud of for a club with a relatively short
history.
Burndale's origins go back to a meeting in 1967 and its first matches were
the following season. The "Burndale" name reflected the fact it drew
players from both Burnside and Bishopdale, but the title was changed to
Burnside at the 1992 annual meeting.
Six people; Terry McIntyre, Robert Gooding, Peter Gooding, Paul Brown,
John Rigby, and JFA official Gavin Roberts, were at the first meeting at
McIntyre's Kyeburn Place home which started the club.
Tony Munn, Peter Devine, Bob Stanton, Bob Armour, and H Waugh were
also to the fore in the club's early days.
Robert Gooding was the first chairman and his son Peter Gooding - also
well-known in Canterbury cycling - was the junior organiser through to
the ~nd of the 1974 season, supervising the club's remarkable growth.
For the first season in 1968 Bumdale fielded two senior teams and 11
junior ones. To have a different uniform from other clubs, Bumdale had
selected claret and sky-blue as its colours (no doubt influenced by
McIntyre, a West Ham supporter from London), but because gear was in
short supply the club also had permission to use white shirts the first
year.

"

The first year's results contained plenty of promise for the club's future.
The first team was promoted to division two half way through the season
after winning all its division three matches comfortably, and - although
there was a fuss about it being allowed to carry its points up with it went on to win division two. Charlie Stuart was a prolific scorer for the
side. The club also won a cup for having the best behaved and most
smartly turned-out juniors.

Graeme Todd shows his skill as a goal keeper
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Burndale quickly grew to have 21 junior teams the second year, 33 junior
teams the third and about 40 the next. In three years it had grown from
nothing to cater for 600 children alone.
"The junior club was extraordinarily successful in the early days, and
won a lot of grade championships," recalls Peter Gooding, who was
frequently on the phone round the clock in the evenings in those days.
Another milestone for the club came in 1974 when goalkeeper Mike
Fulham and midfielder player Phil Ayres won selection in the New
Zealand under-16 team that toured Australia. Later another Burndale
youngster, Steve Toohey, who had started at the club as a six-year-old,
captained the New Zealand youth team in the 1988 and 1989 world
championship qualifying campaign which included a tournament in
Syria. Fulham appears to have been Burndale' s first representative in
Canterbury junior teams, and was in JFA rep sides six consecutive years.
A milestone of a different sort can be claimed by Tony Van Der Looy,
who was in the original senior team and still playing for the club in 1992.
The club had strong links with the Kendal area in the early days. many
practices were at Kendal School, and annual meetings at the Kendal
Avenue kindergarten rooms and later, as the club grew in size, at the
church hall across the road.
Games were initially played on the area of Burnside Park that rugby now
uses, but moved to the enclosed section of the park because soccer
seemed more compatible with cricket and likely to cause less damage in
winter. Later additional pitches were secured at Nunweek Park.
The original changing sheds at Burnside Park, now incorporated into the
present pavilion, were jointly owned by the Waimairi Council, Burndale,
and the Burnside Cricket Club. Housie raised the money for the soccer
club to install lights at the park.
Burndale' s first 11 made the step up to the southern league for the first
time for the 1972 season when the league introduced two regionalised
second divisions. It finished 10th (three places off the bottom) in division
two north, then sixth in 1973, sixth in 1974, ninth in 1975, 11th in 1976,
fifth in 1977, eighth in 1978 and eighth in 1979.
The next era was to be more rewarding, although a change to the league's
structure in 1980 to just north and south sections left it out of the
competition. Back in the league in 1981, Burndale finished eighth among
10 teams in the north zone, but second bottom a year later, being
relegated.
Back in the league in 1984, Burndale finished bottom of the north zone
and dropped out again, but the club's initiative when the league reverted
to a travelling competition before the 1987 season saw Burndale become a
power in local soccer.
When longer established local clubs declined to compete in the travelling
competition, Burndale jumped in, and finished third with Toni Smith as
coach. In 1988 it was a more modest sixth, this time with Graeme Archer
as player-coach.
But then Burndale won both the 1989 and 1990 southern league
championships - and nearly the 1991 one, too.
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JSurnbnle , mtntteb ~ .jf.Qt. ~ tnior l\eserbes
WI NNE!1S C.F..... DIVISION 2 /IND SOMERSET CUP
Plnyod 18

Won 18

Gooto lor 54

1984

Goals i'tgoinsl 16

Burndale United A.F.C. Senior Reserves 1984
Back Row: W.Wilson G,Quinn A.Boomer M.van Irsel S.Grey
Middle -Row: R.Armour W.Rassie G.Thomson M.Toohey D.McCleary K.Wilson M.Ramsay
Front Row: C.Rhodes D,Coombes D.Fifield M.Quinn D.Wright

Back Row:Mike Canton Steve Toohey Martin Quinn John Hanson Graeme Archer
Middle Row: Mitch Mitchell Martin Small Graham Quinn Jimmy Small Jeff Hawker Leonard Dick
Front Row: Karosh Monsef Mike Boyd Steve McKenz ie Andrew Steel Pet e r Ross
Insert: Mike Van Der Boom

Insert Craig Kerr

Burndale United A.F.C. Southern League Division One Champions
1988-89
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Helped by former All White John Hanson in the attack, Burndale scored
an impressive 57 goals in 18 matches in 1989, netting seven goals on four
occasions and five on two others.
Jeff Hawker (the league's top scorer with 18 goals), John Hanson (13),
and Toohey (10) all went into double figures. The championship was
decided with a nail-biting 1-0 victory against Christchurch United
Reserves, both teams needing a win to take the title, on a wet day at
Burnside Park, and Toohey scored the goal in the first minute.
The 1990 season was even more memorable - the championship again
and a great run in the national Chatham Cup competition, in which
Burndale reached the quarter-finals for the third year on end. A
marvellous 1-0 win away to national league club Gisborne earned a
semi-final draw against Christchurch United, but Burndale lost 1-0 at
Queen Elizabeth II Park.
In the league Burndale started with a 7-0 away win against Mosgiel, and
although it lost to Southland at Burnside Park in the next round, that
was to be the only defeat in the 18 matches.
The most important result was a 3-1 win against Dunedin City at
Burnside Park late in the season, which put Burndale two points behind
Dunedin with a match in hand. Although Dunedin won its final two
matches, Burndale won its last three, culminating in a 2-0 success in
Oamaru, to retain the title. It finished with 45 points, five better than the
previous year but only one clear of Dunedin.
Hanson (13 goals) and Hawker (11) were Burndale's leading scorers.
As a bonus Burndale also reached the league cup final for the first time,
but Southland, a bogey team that season, won 3-2 after extra time at
Queen Elizabeth II Park.
Southern League Champions Hurley Shield Winners
Southern Cup Runner Up
1990

M.Boyd,C.Kerr,J.Hawker,J.Small,A.Mazur'.M.Cant~n
K.Leung,T.Thoms,R.Adams,J.Hanson,S.Smith,B,Coll1ns,M.M1tchell
(Sponsor)(Manager)
(Player Ass Coach)(Ass.Manager)(Physiotherapist)
P.Ross,B.Berry,S.McKenzie,M.Quinn,S.Toohey,G.Archer
(Captain)(Club Captain)
(Player Coach)

Hong Kong Restaurant Burndale United - Southern League Champions
1990.
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That Burndale did not go on to complete a hat-trick of championships
under Graeme Archer's guidance is a source of understandable bitterness
for Burndale supporters.
Burndale looked to have made it three in a row when it again beat
Dunedin City at Burnside Park at the end of the season, 1-0 this time, to
be three points ahead of Dunedin. Dunedin needed to beat Technical by
six goals in a catch-up match in Christchurch to snatch the title on goals
difference, and, tragically for Burndale, scored an improbably 7-0 win.
Dunedin also claimed the league cup at Burn dale's expense, winning the
final in Dunedin 2-1 after extra time.
In 1992 Burndale slipped back to third place, and for the third year on
end lost out again in extra time in the league cup final, this time by the
only goal against Roslyn at English Park.
For 1993 long-serving player Jimmy Small succeeded Archer as coach,
and the team finished eighth in the southern region in the new national
"superclub" competition. And in 1994 Burndale looked forward to
maintaining its progressive record with the appointment as coach of
Martin Stewart, who had guided Christchurch United to national league
and Chatham Cup successes.
Acknowledgements:
Bryce Baker
Peter Gooding
"25 Years of Southern Soccer"
by Nick Tolerton.

Burnside Soccer Team 1994
Back Row: Mike Killick, Graeme Todd, Jim Small (Capt.), Jon Chapman,
Bruce Scott, Michael Greene, Mike Mills(Asist. Manager)
Front Row: Glen Reid, Nigel Field, Peter Bennie, Martin Quinn, Andrew
Steel
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Burnside Women's Soccer XI, 3rd Division 1994.
Back row from left: Craig Patterson (Coach), Michelle Amataiti,
Amanda Simcock, Karen Isett, Andrea Ebert, Sharon Laing, Kathy
Graham (Captain) .
Front row from left: Liz Bowley, Jo Thompson, Tracey Powley, Jackie
Smith, Debbie Waugh,Anita Lee. (absent Debbie Owles)
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Burnside Squash
The Squash Club owes its existence to the Burnside Rugby Football Club
Inc. who in 1968/69 were designing new Club Rooms to be sited on
Burnside Park near the 'T' junction of Avonhead and Withells Roads.
The then President of the Rugby Club (the late Roy Syme) noted the
tendency for North Island Rugby Clubs to include Squash courts in their
developments. The purpose of including Squash was to assist Rugby
players in getting and maintaining physical fitness.
It was through Roy Symes' foresight that the final plans included two

.
Squash courts. These were on that end of the rectangle building nearest ~
Avonhead Road. On the ground floor were sited the changing rooms- r
first two for squash then several others for rugby. Showers and
storerooms were also provided. The Squash courts, of course, also
needed the air space but the top floor had a viewing gallery which
continued onto the lounge, kitchen and bar facility. The lounge and
upstairs facilities were available to both Rugby and Squash.

The writer who first became a member of the Rugby Club committee in
1968 landed the task of arranging the finance for the building. This was
an interesting experience and was my first of many contacts with the
Waimairi County Council. No praise would be too great to acknowledge
the co-operation from both Councillors and the staff of the Waimairi
County Council.

Jim Crosbie, 1st Pre~ident 1970,
Life member.

The Council made the project possible by advancing $30,000 and the
Canterbury Rugby Union $4,000. Both loans were at low interest rates
and favourable terms of repayment. I have a lasting memory of the
problem in convincing some members of the Rugby Committee that it
wasn't the end of the world to borrow such 'a large' sum and that the
loans could be serviced.
Building commenced either late 1969 or early 1970 .

.,
Thought turned to the Squash courts and how these were to be used. A
subcommittee of the Rugby Club was formed. Suppose it was obvious
that as the writer was playing Senior Inter-Club Squash that he would
Chair the subcommittee. The other members were Keith Lockhead and
Paul Goodman.
This subcommittee made a recommendation to the Rugby committee that
a Burnside Squash Club be formed, have its own constitution, elect its
own officers and committee, but be under the financial control of the
Rugby Club. This recommendation was accepted.
A twelve page constitution and rules was prepared for the Burnside
Squash Club. It needed special provisions regarding finance and
defining the relationship between Rugby and Squash. This will be
subject to detail comment later.

.,

An advertising campaign to attract members was mainly by newspaper
advertisements, particularly in the suburban newspapers. Word soon
spread and there was a rush of applications to join. The campaign was so
successful that even before the courts were available for play the total
membership was about 250, of which 130 were senior men, 60 senior
women, 30 juniors and 30 schoolchildren. The senior membership
included 50 husband and wife members.
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On Tuesday 8 September 1970 the Club's first annual meeting
was held at Burnside High School and was attended by 65
members who elected the following officers:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Club Captain
Committee

JS Crosbie
AR Taylor
Mrs LR Kay
IWThomas
ND Rush
D N Cantwell, STE Conaghan, PD Little
K JPatterson, D B Peacock

At the first meeting of the committee Mrs ND Wasley was
elected Ladies Club Captain.
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The two courts were officially opened by the President on
Tuesday 6 October 1970. Exhibition games were between the
top two Canterbury men, Don Preston and Viv Hargreaves.
Leading ladies Ros Woodhead played Margo Davenport and
Kathy Graham played Nancy Wasley.

Through all the first 23 years the club has been capably administered and
has been a leading contributor to Canterbury Squash administration but
more particularly through the strength of its players.
The outstanding player was Stuart Davenport who rose to become
Number Two player in the World. His first achievement was winning
the National Under 13 Championship in 1974, he repeated this success in
1975. In the next two years he won the New Zealand under 15 title. He
did not enter the Under 17 National event but in 1978 won the New
Zealand Under 19 Championship, this he repeated again in 1980.

PILKINGTON WORLD SQUASH
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Stuart Davenport
In 1979 he represented New Zealand at inaugural World Junior
Championships reaching the last four. 1981 was a great year for him
when he won the National Junior Open and Under 23 plus the North
Island Senior Title. Stuart won the first of his several New Zealand
National Championships in 1983.
In 1976 two club members played in the final of the National Under 13
Championship with Jamie Bushell defeating Mark Crosbie. Both of the
players joined Stuart Davenport as part of a four boys and four girls New
Zealand Team that travelled to Sydney to compete against the Australian
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State teams. It said a lot for the club that three of
the four boys in the New Zealand Team were from
the two court complex at Burnside.
The New Zealand Under 13 Championship was
again won by a Burnside player; this time it went
to Sean O'Brien who was later tragically killed in a
cycle accident.
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With the success of the boys it was time for Susan
Wasley to come to the fore . Susan did a unique
treble in 1983 by winning the South Island, North
Island and National Under 19 Girls
Championships.
Mark Crosbie, who had won five South Island
under Age Championships and was runner-up in
another two also performed with distinction at
National level being runner-up three times and
third on three occasions. He got his reward by
being selected for the next New Zealand Junior
Team to compete in the second World Junior
Squash Championships. In the individual event he
upset the seedings by reaching the last eight.
Susan W asley was in the New Zealand Junior
Women's team to Australia in 1982 and again
represented her country in 1983 when the contest
was held in New Zealand. Another member of
that team who was destined to reach great heights
in the sport was Susan Devoy.
In 1993 Michael Allred was in the New Zealand
Junior Men's Team which played Australia at
home. David Gardener brought honour to himself
and the Burnside Club when in 1993 he won the
National Under 19 Championship.

Kathy Hargreaves
Manager-Coach NZ Junior Womens Team to World Championships
in Ireland. Canterbury Squash Personality
Michael Allred
NZ Junior Mens Squash Team V Australian Junior Men

B.S.R.C. DI VI SION I 1986

Kathy Hargreaves was manager of the New
Zealand Junior Women's Team which went to the
inaugural 1985 World Junior Women's
Championships in Ireland.

.,

Chris Wasley represented New Zealand on an
internal tour in the 1970s; other players such as
Stuart Hargreaves and Robin Clements played
with distinction. The Juniors have done very
well-presently Michael Allred and Nigel Lloyd
have been seeded and are in the top eight in New
Zealand and Judith Casbolt in the top sixteen
women .
The Masters have already shone with Barry
Gardiner winning three National Masters Titles
plus the Australian Title and along with Kathy
Hargreaves he took part in the 1991 World Masters
(50-54) Championships.

J.Brown
G.P ea cock
M.Allr ed

N.Lloyd
M.Crosbie
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Further Discussions with the Burnside Rugby
Club
NEW ZEALAND SQUASH RACKETS ASSOCL\ TIO\l
JtJNiOR WOP./.01 S TEAJ-.1
19&2 TEST
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During the period from 1978 to early 1980 certain
differences with the Rugby Club had been
discussed at length. With the co-ordination of the
W aimairi County Council an agreement was
reached whereby the Squash Club purchased for
$70,000 the Squash Courts Complex plus just over
a third of the existing upstairs lounge. A wall
was erected to divide the lounge and this meant
that each club kept to its own part of the building.
During this time the writer was careful not to
become involved on either side of the dispute but
has no hesitation in saying that the strategy
favoured the Squash Club and was an excellent
move for Squash.
Not long before the December 1988 Annual
General Meeting the writer was "talked into"
standing for President. As if that wasn' t enough
the outgoing committee recommended that the
incoming committee look at extensions to the
number ofcourts.

Back Row: Julie Keen J e nny Webster Susan Wasley
Front Row:
Susan Devoy
Stephanie Young

As Chairman of the Development Committee it
was a time consuming job in obtaining council
approvals, obtaining finance and discussing
options for the design. In regard to the latter
Stephen Barrow needs recognition for his time
and expertise.

The crunch came at a special meeting held in November 1989. It was not
possible to fund the development without substantial loans from
members and we could not tie up the loose ends before requiring the
members to approve the extensions.
The response was surprising, even amazing! Members at the meeting
indicated that they would invest about $20,000 and went further and
approved the extension. The actual amount that members did loan was
$26,206-a truly great effort We had a builder on stand-by and work
commenced shortly afterwards.
What a delight it was to have the two courts officially opened on
Thursday 26 April 1990; and what a difference having four courts! There
were always many people around and during the winter months this
made the chance of getting a court that much more likely.
The original purchase plus improvements to the 30 September 1989 cost
$88,953. The additions for the year ended 30 September 1990 cost
$166,407! What an amazing word is inflation .. .
Not content with the new courts in the 1991 year an upstairs gallery with
tiered seating below was completed behind the two new courts. Well;
done Bill Evans.
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Life Members
The club now has three life members:

Nancy Wasley
Don Wasley
Jim Crosbie

The Future

.

The Club continues to flourish and is able to handle the heavy debt
payment which is necessary for the next two years. Hind-sight is a great
thing but finance is always the limiting factor. The changing and toilet
facilities, the kitchen and refreshment counter all need upgrading and the
size of the lounge area could be increased. These are some of the
challenges that have to be addressed in the future .
Jim Crosbie

Jim Crosbie and Trevor Baylis after a hard game.
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Table Tennis

In 1975 the Burnside Rugby Club President, John Ashby approached Ted
Tentori who was at that time running Club night for the Burnside Squash
Club, to see if he was interested in forming a Table Tennis Club to
operate in the lounge of the Rugby Club rooms.
At that time the Rugby Club was endeavouring to have as much use
made of the Club rooms as possible by the local residents.

.

He accepted the challenge so three table tennis tables were purchased by
the Rugby Club and notices were sent out by rugby club members along
with advertisements placed in the local papers advising them of the
formation of the new Club and the night on which it would take place .
At the commencement of this Club there were 15-20 juniors who played
between 6pm and 7.25pm on a Monday evening. They were followed by
the Seniors who commenced at 7.30 pm and remained until 10.30-11 pm.
In all it started with about 20-30 senior members and these numbers
increased in both sections as time went on.
For the first year members played mainly between themselves in the
Club, however as established players showed more form the Club
entered a couple of teams in the Canterbury Table Tennis Association's
winter competition with a fair amount of success.
By the year 1977 a team made up of four players- D Petch, P Newman,
M Burk and J Harrison won the "C" grade winter competition. They
carried on the good form into 1978 and with one change in the team
make up, B Williams replacing J Harrison. This combination won the "B"
grade Championship in that year.,
With the building of the new extension to the Rugby Club rooms, it was
found that there was no longer a suitable area left available for the Table
Tennis Club to operate, so it was wound up. Many of the players joined
other Clubs and continued to improve their skills in the game.
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Early History

After several preliminary meetings under the Chairmanship of Mr G E
Curry a General Meeting was held at the St Barnabas Schoolroom on the
11 February 1925. This meeting was very well attended with 65 people
being present. Mr A Stewart was voted to the chair.
The main business of the meeting was to decide upon the purchase of a
property at 43 Burnside Road (later renamed Memorial Avenue) on offer
from Mr J E Hall. This area comprised of 2 3/ 4 acres and went through
to Hamilton Avenue. The price to be £2,200. One of the conditions set
down for providing this land was that it be used by a Club to be formed
for Tennis, Croquet or Bowls. It was decided that the front half of the
property of 1 acres, 1 rood, 36 perches would be sufficient for at least 8
tennis courts, as it would not be necessary or possible to put down more
than four or five in the first two years. In the meantime, if there was
sufficient support forthcoming from Croquet enthusiasts, a portion of the
land not being used was to be levelled, sown down and utilised as a
Croquet lawn.
The tennis and croquet subscriptions to be at least: Gentlemen 2 guineas
net and Ladies £1/10/- for the first year.
Foundation Members

.
"

The following were appointed to arrange finance and to attend to the
general details of the new club:
Mr GE Curry (Chairman), Mr A Stewart (Secretary.
Messrs GE Royds, MG Somerville, T Tomlinson, CD Bell, E J Channells,
D C Gardiner, H Penlington, D Lusk, B Mulcock and H Kitson .
A further meeting on the 19 February 1925 resolved that the club should
be the "Fendalton Tennis and Croquet Club". Means to obtain the
necessary finance to purchase the land and lay down the tennis courts
were established. Committee members were allocated certain streets in
the district and were to canvas for support for this venture. Cards were
to be printed for the purpose of setting out the term of Debentures at £5,
interest 6%.
At the next meeting on 27 February 1925 five pairs of Committee
members reported on the funds collected and promised against the list of
named persons which totalled £521/1/-. Specifications of Wilding Park
courts were to be ascertained for the laying of the courts at Fendalton.
The contractor's (Mr W Tullett) price of £95 per court was accepted.
At the meeting on 31 August 1925 progress was made in the club
becoming incorporated under the Act. This required the rules of the club
to be drawn up and passed at a General Meeting on 12 October 1925.
This enabled debentures to be issued. The set of rules adopted and
passed still apply today with sundry amendments.

.

The November meeting saw the purchase of boiler tubes, the erection of a
water tank shed and the acceptance of a tender for the painting and
fitting up of a farm shed to make a room for the ladies. The building
contractors account for work on the pavilion came to £337 /11/-. W H
Trengrove, the architect, donated his fee of £25.
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The First Annual General Meeting
On 19 January 1926 the first annual general meeting of the Fendalton
Tennis and Croquet Club was held in the St Barnabas Schoolroom. There
were 43 members in attendance.
The following officers were elected:
Patron:
President:
Vice Presidents:

Hon. Secretary:
Treasurer:
Management Committee

Hon Auditor:
Club Captain:

Mr G Humphreys
MrGERoyds
Messrs G E Curry, J Kitson, E J Chennells,
J Mawson Stewart, HS S Kyle, TD Harman,
JW K Lawrence
MrDMLusk
Mr A Stewart
Messrs H F Penlington, C D Bell, C N Page, R
A Cuthbert, W S MacGibbon, H Harman,
S Mulcock Mesdames H Harman,
EE Crawshaw, E W England
Misses Livesay and Oxley
Mr K M Gresson
Mr M G Somerville

Opening Day: It was decided to officially open the Club on Saturday 30
January 1926.
Sunday Play: This was to be left to the discretion of the club members.
Because of a very wet season there was a loss of five months in the
construction of the courts, this and a very serious accident to the
contractor meant only 3 very good courts were available.
Press Report 23 January 1926
"Fendalton Club
A new tennis club and one that is destined to become the biggest
suburban club in Christchurch will be available for play next
Saturday. It is situated between Hamilton Street and Burnside Road
with the entrance on the latter road, the land secured is two and a
half acres in extent. Surrounded by a high macrocarpa fence and
with several fine specimen trees on the grounds the courts are most
picturesque and the surroundings inviting. A sum of one thousand
pounds has been collected and at present three courts have been put
down and there are funds to put down others.
The courts themselves are quite the best in Christchurch .. Distilled
tar has been used and a beautiful surface attained. There is a 20ft
runback of asphalt at each end. In every way the club is an asset to
the district and fills a long felt want. The committee are very
anxious to secure a large membership to continue the future
progress of the club. Eighty members have so far enrolled but the
aim is to reach 200 members and then proceed with the extensions
of the courts."
Subscriptions
These were set for the 1926 season as being 50/- for men and 35/- for
ladies. These were to be reduced if paid before 30 November to 42/- for
men and 30 / - for ladies. Youth subscriptions were set at 15 / - and girls at
10/-. The club's year to end at 31 October.
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Fendalton Tennis Club
Opening Day.1927
Club Championships
Arrangements were completed for the first Club Championships in
January 1927. Entry fees were set at Men's and Ladies Singles 2/-,
Doubles 2/ - each and Mixed Doubles 1/ 6 each
The winners of the Championship and Handicap matches were:

.

Men's Championship Singles
Ladies Championship Singles
Men's Championship Doubles
Ladies Championship Doubles
Ladies Handicap Singles
Men's Handicap Doubles
Ladies Handicap Doubles
Combined Handicap Doubles

JR Crawshaw Jr
MissMWake
M G Somerville and Hale
Misses M & E D Oxley
Miss R Dallas
E W England & Labbott
Mrs Fleming & Mrs Falconer
Mrs E E Crawshaw & J R
Crawshaw

As these events were unduly drawn out it was recommended that the
Handicap events be completed by 31 December and the Championship
events by 30 June.

The A Stewart Esq. Cup given in 1927
for the Mens Championship Singles

The T. D. Harman Esq. Cup, given in
1927, for Mens Championship Doubles.
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Yankee Tournaments

Two Yankee Tournaments were held during 1927, one on Easter
Saturday and the other on the King's Birthday. These events were most
enjoyable and the games were keenly fought out in a spirit of friendly
rivalry.
Wilding Park

In accordance with a resolution carried by the Canterbury Lawn Tennis
Association, a levy of 2/ 6 per player was again made during the year to
provide a maintenance fund for Wilding Park. This levy was added to
the subscriptions, and was due and payable with the same.
Social Events

Two social events were held during the year. In June a Bridge party was
held in the pavilion and the sum of £3/17 /- was realised. A dance held
in the St Barnabas school room in August brought in £5/10/6. Both these
events were a great success and the sum of money thus obtained was
used to purchase furniture for the pavilion.
Donations

During 1927 many donations were made to the club, among the donors
were:
Mr W S MacGibbon
Mr B Seth-Smith
Mrs Falconer
MrAgar
Mr S Hollobon
MrE England

Entrance Gates, Bridge over channelling and
electric radiators.
Tennis Racquet
Tea Towels
Garden Seat
Umpire's Seat
Notice Board

Thanks were expressed to Mr H Harman and Mr AV Just for the time
and labour they expended on the club pavilion and to Miss N Partridge
for fitting up the interior furnishings.
Annual General Meeting Reports

The report showed a membership of 275 an increase of 30. During the
season 87 new members were elected and the resignations of 47 members
were accepted in 1928.
Finance: There was an excess of income over expenditure of £73/17 /6,
giving a new overall credit balance of £161/ 4/9.
The cost of the rtew sixth court would have to be met during the coming
season.
Social Events: During the winter of 1929 a well organised Bridge Evening
was held and on the evening of the Opening Day a Flannel Dance was
arranged which proved to be most successful.
Outstanding Subscriptions: Unfortunately due to hard economic times
many subscriptions were outstanding.
The Courts

In the 1930 report mention is made that the club courts have not come
through the season very well and all are in need of attention. The
Laykold court in particular must receive early attention. The committee
gave notice to Messrs Smart and Sons, contractors, to remedy the
apparent defects in the Laykold court failing which the club would
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dispute all liability under the contract. No reply was received to the
notice and no action was taken by the contractors. A report from
independent experts was obtained and immediately funds were available
for the purposes of top-dressing the courts.
Inter-Club Competitions

Teams for the Senior Competition and Men's Junior "B" Competition
were entered by the club. Both teams performed creditably and the
experience gained by the younger members of the team was of great
value to them. In the Junior B Grade team competition the team was
Runner-up in its division.
II

A team from the club also competed in the Ladies Mid Week competition
and succeeded in winning this event. The winning team consisted of Mrs
EE Crawshaw and Misses M Wake, M Sherris and E Rudkin. Misses M
Moreland and M Munns acted as emergencies. (This team also won in
1931.)
Court Maintenance

Reports during the early 1930's all show there were difficulties in
maintaining good playing surfaces on the courts. Shortage of funds did
not help the situation.
Friendly Matches

Teams from the club played friendly matches during the 1931 season
with the Cashmere and Elmwood Clubs. Because of the friendly
relationships engendered thereby it was hoped that where possible this
idea would be extended into the future.
Art Union

The highlight of the season was the Art Union conducted by the club.
This, together with the guessing competition for trophies, raised £50, the
money being put into the court maintenance fund.
First Life Member

In recognition for his valuable services to the club, presentation of
Entrance Gates, donating the cost of the drive and the giving of standard
roses, W S MacGibbon Esq was at the 1931 Annual General Meeting
elected the club's first Life Member.
Social Events

These continue to be a very important part of the club activities; for the
second time the club held its dance at the Winter Gardens and the success
of this event reflected great credit on the committee responsible for the
organisation.

Q

Presidents
MrG ERoyds
MrTDHarman
Mr M S Somerville
MrHHarman

1926
1927-31
1932-33
1934

Patrons
Mr G Humphreys

1926-34
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Club Captains
Mr M G Somerville
Mr W S MacGibbon
MrHHarman
Mr A Stewart
Mr HE H Robinson
Mr EA Lee

1926
1927-29
1930-31
1932
1933
1934

Secretaries
MrDMLusk
Mr EA Lee
Mr J L Partridge
MrJ A Mabin
Mr TLeitch

1926-28
1929-32
1933
1934
1934

Treasurers
Mr A Stewart
Mr CPryce

1926-32
1933-34

1BT. CRADG MIXfoP
1969/ 70 WINNl:.1 '5

Auditors
Messrs Kenneth & M Gresson1926-28;
Mr SW Jameson
1928-31
Mr D M Lusk
1932-34
W,SMITH
,
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The 1970's -A Decade of Great Activity

Little did Club members appreciate the major moves which would take
place during this period. At the 1972 Annual General Meeting the
normal aspects of running a sports club were discussed. Amongst these
were the increases in the annual subscriptions, these were set at:
Seniors (19 years and over)
$ 10
Intermediate (16-19)
$ 8
Juniors (Under 16)
$ 6
Midweek
$ 7
Family plus Levy
$ 20

r•

Honorariums were set at Auditor $10, Secretary $60 and Treasurer $60.
There was a fine increase in new members (152) but this was set down by
resignations (121). A team was entered in the Opawa Club's Night
Tennis and a price was sought for new porous courts. This turned out to
be $2,500 a court or $7,500 for three courts.
There was a rumour that there was a proposal for a Tennis Club at
Burnside Park which was to become the centre of attention in the coming
years. Mrs M Murray offered to make further enquiries in this direction.
Subcommittee Views Burnside Park-New Courts Project

A subcommittee was set up to explore ways and means to move to
Burnside Park. The reasons for the shift were: the club was in decline; the
clubhouse needed renewing; courts needed resurfacing and refencing;
the site was inadequate and no longer met the needs of the community.
Margaret Murray, Manager 199091, President, Life Member.
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By December 1972 the subcommittee was able to report back on their
meeting with the Waimairi County Council but were not in favour of the
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site offered as it was too close to the power pylons. They did not favour
Ray Blank Park as it was considered too small and also rejected the
proposal to go to Jellie Park. Instead, they made an application to site the
new courts on the comer of Avonhead Road and Roydvale Avenue. The
Waimairi Council refused this on the grounds that there would be too
many objections from the neighbours and asked the Tennis Club to again
consider the site near the pylons.

ll

The committee sought advice of Mr S Clarke and once again asked for the
area on the corner of Avonhead Road and Roydvale Avenue. This was
once more refused and the club was offered an area near the caretaker's
house. It was the Rugby Club who this time objected and further
discussion took place.
Club Activities Continue-Courts Made Available for the Games

,,

A request that visiting members of the 1974 Commonwealth Games
teams be granted use of the tennis courts was granted and the club took
part in the Canterbury Lawn Tennis Association's Open Day with the
club supplying racquets and balls; it also undertook to distribute some
1500 pamphlets and 8 posters.
Members of the United States Navy were granted membership and
congratulations were extended to Eliza Coffey on her selection in the
Canterbury Combined Schools Tennis Team to tour Australia.
Special General Meeting
At a special general meeting on 2 July 1973 at which Mr O Waters
presided, the following proposal was considered.
"That the Fendalton Tennis Club move from the present site at
Memorial Avenue, and re-establish in Burnside Park on a
selected site".
Plans for a site on Burnside Park were shown to the meeting. The
meeting questioned why the Waimairi County Council would not make
available to the Fendalton Tennis club the site on the Avonhead Road/
Roydvale Avenue corner.
Meeting of Sports Clubs Using Burnside Park
A meeting of representatives from the Burnside West University Cricket
Club, Mr G Dowling President and Mr J Crosbie President of the
Burnside Rugby Club was held on 21 May 1974 in the clubhouse. The
Fendalton Club project was explained and the three sites at Burnside
Park were discussed.

,,

(j

The number 3 site next to the caretakers residence was not recommended
because of the public safety area, Mr J Crosbie pointed out this problem.
A new area was suggested in front of the tall trees and near the children's
playground. This included the cricket pitch; Mr Dowling and Mr Crosbie
approved in principle this site. It was recommended that the existing
cricket pitch be moved northwards to give it greater area, the cricket field
would be lost for one season while the new pitch was formed.
The Burnside West University Cricket Club and the Burnside Rugby
Club welcomed the Fendalton Tennis Club on Burnside Park and
approved in principle the new site.
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Plans Drawn Up

Following this meeting new plans were drawn up and the approval of
Mr P Yeoman, the Waimairi County Council's Engineer was sought.
Following the plans drawn up by Mr Botha a further meeting of the
Cricket, Rugby and Tennis clubs was called in order that the layout and
measurements were acceptable to all clubs.
Exciting New Era for the Fendalton Tennis Club

In his newsletter to all club members dated May 1975 President Ossie
Waters wrote that after many trials involving the Fendalton Tennis Club
Subcommittee and members of the Waimairi Council over the past 2.5
years approval was given for the club to have a site on Burnside Park.
The actual site on Burnside Park was considered to be the best possible
coming about by the continued patience and confidence of the
subcommittee.
The proposed site was on the airport side of the trees adjacent to the
playground equipment. From the park's point of view the tennis club
was aesthetically sited in the best position. For this site and planning the
club will be always grateful to Mr Tony Jackman of Boffa, Jackman and
Associates, the landscape architects who were engaged to work on behalf
of the club. The courts were enhanced with an attractive shrub layout,
the staggering out of two courts, then three, then a further set of three
gave the courts one of the most beautifying aspects for all to share.
All courts were planned to be viewable from the pavilion; all the courts
would run north-south, which suited play and requirements from the
sun and shelter; the volley wall of concrete blocks would face out of the
park and the main gate into the complex was north of this wall. With the
backdrop of trees, the eight new courts have perfect wind protection.
A two storied pavilion was drawn up by Mr Richard Blunt who besides
being an experienced architect was also an enthusiastic tennis player.
Various courts around the city were inspected including the all weather
porous type, so the eight new courts represented the best value.
50th Annual General Meeting

An important milestone in the history of the Fendalton Tennis Club was
its 50th Anniversary.
At this time the special Midweek Ladies' membership was abolished and
women became full Senior members of the Club. This decision brought
many important changes, the most important being that women had full
voting rights and assumed many leadership roles. Margaret Murray
became the first women President and led the move to Burnside Park.
Since then, Barbara Ryan became President 1988-91 and this year 1993/94
at the time of publication Mary Claridge is President.
At the 50th Annual General Meeting the following officers were elected.
Patron
President
Secretary
Treasurer
Vice Presidents
Club Captain
Assist Club Captain
Auditor
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DrWJSmith
MrsMMurray
Miss H Gardiner
Mrs BMcLean
Mr O Waters, Mr I Davidson
MrOWaters
Mr G Schroeder
MrDWalker
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At the 50th Annual General Meeting approval was given for the wearing
of CL TA coloured clothing tennis garments and footwear.
Finance
At the Special General Meeting of the Club held on 16 December 1975
the Committee of the club was authorised to borrow :
(a)

The sum of $20,000 from the Commercial Bank of Australia on a
limited term loan of one year together with any extension the
Committee considered necessary. The interest rate to be 9%
payable half yearly.

(b)

The sum of $100,000 from the Waimairi County Council on the
security of the first mortgage of the club's property at 45-47
Memorial Avenue. The interest rate to be 7%. This bridging
finance allowed the move to Burnside Park to be made.

(c)

The sum of $17,500 from the Waimairi County Council for a term
of 10 years at an interest rate of 4.5%.
·

\l
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The committee was authorised to construct a tennis pavilion and 8 tennis
courts at Burnside Park, Christchurch, on the site allotted to it by the
Waimairi County Council and to lay out plant, landscape and develop
the site. To purchase furniture, furnishings and equipment for such a
pavilion.

.,

The committee entered into a deed of lease from the Waimairi County
Council whereby the club leased from the Council the proposed site at
Burnside Park for the purposes of a tennis club for a period of 33 years .
A letter was sent to Mr P Yeoman informing him that he was appointed
co-ordinator of all the operations at Burnside Park and asking him to
proceed with the necessary plans for site drainage and other services on
Burnside Park.
Tender for New Pavilion Accepted.
Five tenders were received for the new pavilion, these ranged from
$44,830 to $51,970. The tender of $44,830 from Stan Muirson was
accepted with the work to be completed by 19 November 1976. The
professional fees were $3,760.
Property on Memorial Avenue Sold
There were several offers for this property ranging from $75. 000 to
$100,000. The committee showed great interest in the latter offer and it
was decided to inform the Waimairi County Council that the offer of
$100,000 from the Northern Holdings be accepted.
Night Tennis at Burnside Park
Approval was given for the playing of night tennis at Burnside Park. The
games were to conclude at 10.20pm and the players were to be away by
10.30pm. Games to be played on Tuesday and Thursday nights.
Junior Players
At the December meeting in 1976 Mr Schroeder reported that the number
of Junior Players was growing rapidly, with between 150 and 190 at the
courts on a Saturday morning. He asked for more assistance to help with
the large numbers attending.
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New Courts Under Construction

Supreme All-Weather Surfaces Limited were proceeding steadily with
the construction of the new courts and in March they reported that they
would be happy for members to use three of the courts until the five
others were completed. However, in July Mr R Jones spoke of the delay
in completing the new courts; there had been frost damage to areas of the
Nova Surface and work had been stopped until the weather had
improved.

"

Fendalton Tennis Club Opening Day 1977
Opening of the New Pavilion

The new pavilion at Burnside Park was officially opened on Saturday 19
March 1977 by the Hon. Eric Holland MP. Other speakers were Mr
Bonisch from the Waimairi County Council, Mr Dillon President of the
Canterbury Lawn Tennis Association and Dr Smith who was Patron of
the club. Over 200 people were present for the opening.
r,

Difficulties with Sale of Property at 45 Memorial Avenue

As Northern Holdings had gone into liquidation; problems had arisen
and at a Special Meeting held on 7 October 1978 the sale of the old site on
Memorial Avenue to RA Ball for the sum of $85,000 was approved.
National Tennis Day

A national Tennis Day was held on 7 October 1978. Invitations to take
part were issued to the Burnside West University Cricket Club, the
Burnside Bowling Club, the Burnside Squash Racquets Club, the
Burnside Joggers Club and the Burndale Soccer Club. The profit from
this day amount to $59 with only $200 being raised in the whole of
Canterbury.
Use of the Courts by Air New Zealand Staff

Air New Zealand staff were granted the use of the courts on Friday
afternoons between 3.00pm and 4.30pm.
Canterbury Secondary School's Representatives

Since the 1970s there had been several club members who had been
selected as members of the Canterbury Secondary School's Teams to tour
Australia. This has been a very worthwhile venture for the players and
comes at an important stage of their playing careers.
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In 1977 Lynn Cowie toured New South Wales followed in 1979 by Sally
Hughey, Dean McKinnel and Brett Skjellerup. The 1985 tour to Australia
had Burnside Club members Jane Burke and Tim Howe in the
Canterbury Representative Team.
Sign Erected

Towards the end of 1980 a sign on the gates was erected, this read
"Fendalton Tennis Club Members Only".
New Ball Machine Purchased.

The machine which cost $2,000, was available for the start of the 1982/83
season. Later reports write of the machine being under-utilised and
needing repair.
Two New Additional Courts to be Laid

"

In December 1983 plans were made for the addition of two new courts.
The tender from Calcon Asphalt was accepted with Hurricane to
complete the new fencing that was required. In the Annual Report for
the 1985-86 season mention was made that at long last Pavroc had
finished resurfacing the courts under the original guarantee agreement,
although the result on some courts still leaves something to be desired.
Wrinkling and bubbling in hot weather had been apparent and the long
standing problems may not as yet be over.
Progress of the Club

Since the move to Burnside Park an increasing number of men have
joined the Club and the cycle has now been completed with many men
playing midweek tennis.
The Club has reached Senior status for Interclub play for both men and
women competing within Canterbury.
I\

In 1981-82 the Senior men won the BNZ Shield and Trophy. The players
were Phil Seeman, Alistair Chapman, Marty Searle, Alan Adair and Mike
Sibley. With our comprehensive Junior programme, we no longer import
Senior men players as our Juniors progress through the system. Brendan
Furness was the first, followed by Mark Mabin, Andrew Ellis, Marty
McLean, Blair Escott, Nicholas Johnson and Andrew Cochrane.
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Senior Men's Team 1981-82.
Winners C.L.T.A. B.N.Z. Shield
and B.N.Z. Trophy.
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Synthetic Grass Courts Surface
In 1985 a subcommittee was set up to investigate ways and means of
laying a synthetic grass surface on two or three courts. Courts installed
at Elmwood, Cashmere and United had attracted favourable response
from members; retaining present members and attracting new members
was a priority.
Application was made to Waimairi District Council for grants/loan, but
this was unsuccessful. It was reported that the Club members must do
significant fund raising themselves to be considered for grants/loans.
The subcommittee decided to attempt to raise the finance for the
synthetic grass courts by offering debentures to Club members for a 5year period.
On 17 February 1986 a Special Meeting of the Management Committee
was called to ratify the decision of the subcommittee to cover courts 4, 5
& 6 with Omni Sport synthetic grass. Finance for this project would
come from debentures, donations, new members' entry fees and sundry
fund raising schemes. Fund-raising projects were instigated including a
major raffle with the prize of a Charisma waterbed and numerous minor
prizes.
Ivor Davidson, Manager 1986-90,
Secretary, Life Member.

Fund raising continues today and a development levy of $20.00 per
person has been imposed.

Administration Officer-Manager Appointed
At the 1986 AGM it was moved that the club create the position of a
Secretary /Manager. Ivor Davidson was appointed on 18 August 1986.
He was followed by Margaret Murray, 1990; Brian Hennessey, 1991-92;
Bob and Sylvia Hall 1993-.

,,

Lighting of Club Courts 4, 5, 6 & 7

,,

While several of the courts had been installed with lighting, the
opportunity arose for the club to apply for a loan of $17,000 from the
Waimairi County Council for the lighting of courts 4,5,6 and 7. The loan
was to be for four years at 7 l /2%. At a special meeting on 23 January
1988 the option from Newcombe of $24,202 for the installation of the new
lights was preferred.

Hiring of the Tennis Pavilion

i

Over the years the Management Committee of the tennis club has had
many requests from people wishing to hire the pavilion for private
functions. It was decided in June 1988 to allow club members and known
friends to pay a down payment of $170 with $50 being repaid if they did
their own cleaning. Suitable arrangements were made concerning the
hire of crockery and the special conditions relating to smokers.

Clubhouse and Court Changes
In 1991 alterations were made to the clubhouse to incorporate an office
downstairs where previously there was a covered open seating area. A
grant and loan from Waimairi District Council was received.
In 1992 a loan and grant from Waimairi District Council plus funds
enabled the club to cover Court 7 with synthetic grass.
Brian Hennessey, Manager 1991-92.
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Around this time, a Development Committee was formed to programme
court resurfacing. Their recommendations were: Court 7 in synthetic
grass,
Courts 1, 2 & 3 in Plexi-pave
Courts 8, 9 & 10 in Plexi-pave
Courts 4, 5 & 6 be repaired and finally, when needed, replaced with
synthetic grass.
The decision not to resurface all the courts with synthetic grass was for
three reasons: cost; unacceptable for junior play; lack of durability.
Tournaments

As fund-raising ventures, the club now run several annual interclub
tournaments.
The first was in
1986 - Midweek Tournament
1990 - Junior Tournament
1991- Veterans' Tournament
Business House Tennis

When Ivor Davidson was Secretary /Manager, he started Business Teams
playing each other on a Monday night. Ivor still runs this venture
throughout the year as a source of income for the club and himself.
Bob Hall, Manager 1993-

1993 -The First Major Resurfacing Development

The lights on Courts 1, 2 & 3 were substandard and were relocated and
upgraded while the courts were stripped, new base laid and then finally
covered with Plexi-pave. The contractors were Ross Asphalt, Centre
Court Surface and Central Electric. The total cost was $72,000. Grants
and a loan were received from Christchurch City Council along with the
use of the Development Levy and fund raising.
/\

Presidents
Mr S Prestney
Mr O Waters
Mrs M Murray (76/77 /78)
Mr B Harris (79/80/81/82/83)
Mr B Moore (84/85/86)
Mr R Hales (86/87)
Mrs B Ryan (87 / 88 / 89)
Mr J Keller (09/91/92)
Mrs M Claridge (93 - )

Treasurers
Mrs B McLean
MrsG Cowie
MrsMdeSpa
Mrs D Jeal
Mr RAllison

Secretaries
Miss H Gardiner
MrsJ Howe
Mrs D Lonie
MrJMurray
Mr I Davidson

Club Coaches
Marty Searle
Alistair Chapman
Ruth Seeman
BrianFaulls
Life Members
W S MacGibbon
HS S Kyle
HHarman
RP Jones
EA Lee
GHRoyds
DMLusk
JG Taylor
Mrs W L Whittington

Mrs Barbara Ryan, Past
President, Life Member &
Administrator of Junior Tennis
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KL Heney
HG Hadler
PE Maples
S TPrestney
AFR Adams
0 H Waters
Mrs ME Murray
IM Davidson
MrsGMCowie
BT Harris
Mrs P A Davidson
Mrs BA Ryan
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LIFE MEMBERS

MURRAY M''SM.E.
DAVIDSON I. M.
COWIE ,Mn G.M. .
HARRIS B.T.

DAVIDSON MRSP.A. ·

RYAN MRS. B.A.·

Some of these people are currently playing tennis regularly and are active
in the club. Ossie Waters and Mrs PA Davidson are also Life Members
of Wilding Park in recognition of their work for tennis Canterbury.
Written by Mary Claridge, Barbara Ryan and Ivor Davidson.
Apologies for any omissions or oversights 24/ 6/94.

Brian Faulls Te nnis Coach Feb 1994
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Pavilion with new lights erected.
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View of the courts from the pavilion.
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